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PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS:

I

Miscellaneous.

JOHN T* ClbMAJif Ldilor,
EXCHANGE STREET, BY
PUBLISHED AT

N. A. FOSTER & CO.
Portland Daily Press is i>nblisbed at
year m advance.
$8.00
TUB Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 p<y annum, in advance;
$2.25, if paid within six mouth*; and $2.5(1, lr payment be delayed beyond six months.
Thk

Under

uer

Copartnership Notice.

a

NATHAN GO OLD,

Wm. Grace & Co.’s

MERCHANT TAILOR!

GRAND

copartnership

have

name

T7T2EP8 constantly
XV MENT of

LEACH,BARTLETT&PARKER, Broadcloths,
5 Dccriug Blacky
And
LOCKE

&

Where they propose to carry
retail

Y> B,

Catling Done for Others >• Make,
The public are Invited to CALL.
eod2m
Portland, Oct 26, 1666.

CONVERS O. LEACH,
FRANK BARTLETT,
HORACE B. PARKER.

Nov. IT—adtf

above.

—

Tuesday Morning,

Nov.

—r——■V-

subscribers have this day formed

Prices of Dry Goods!

r[E
nership under the

SMITH,

NO.

GOODS,

DRESS

171

Having
Stocks of

And in fact all kinds of

one

FORE

of the

“Richard is himself again.” Richard is our
canary. We call him Lick for short. lie has
just got over moulting. He is just, the gayest
bird you ever saw. He eame to us one bright
afternoon, like Japhet in search of a father.
He was a stranger and wc took him in.—
Bought him a pretty wire house at the corner
grocery, and a quantity of seed. He was so
pleased with his new quarters that he didn’t
the
stop to be shy and timid, hut hopped
upper perch, and poured forth the meniest

and sweetest strains ever heard in our house.
Miss Kellogg’s Voice was pager lyprc cigar anjC
silvery. “Just let me liafe tim house renl
tree, and give me good store of seeds,” said he,
in iii3 own inimitable way, “and I’ll furnish
music for the family.” He was as good as his
word.
It was summer, and we hung him by the
open window. How he did sing! All day
long he was bubbling over with melody—like
the boy at school, “It whistled itself.” The
mystery was, how he could do it—how such a
tiny body could hold so ipany times. It seemed, sometimes, as if lie would split his little
throat, or perish in the attempt. Yet he has
never had the bronchitis, to my knowledge.
Perhaps k is beeju*; he .uses the
application so freely. He belongs to the “Order of the Bath,” Dick docs. My wife slips
the batliing-dish into his cage, first taking the
precaution to spread a doth lion the carpet.
Dick understands It perfectly. Prom the upper perch he watches the preparations, cocking his head first on one side, then on the other, and uttering an approving peep from time
*
*■
*■
to timd.
When all is ready, in he goes. But not directly, if we are “noticing” him. He talks
about it in his jocular way; hops up and hops

cek^ater

down,

“With many

a

don’t mind if 1 put my face up clos; up to his
face, yet fears a human hand as if it were the
Hand of Providence,’and seems instinctively
to apprehend violence.
Stand back a little, and watch the performHe hops upon the edge of the dish,
ance.
takes a taste to *ce if. the water is almut tho
right temperature, then—nb he don’t. He is
keeping a sharp lookout. You are not going
to come up and hit him a ray over the head
on the sly, not if he kgows himself.
Pretty
soon he liops in.
It makes his legs cold, and
and lie imps out again. Takes another look
to see if the coast is clear, then goes in in earnest. First he ducks his head, with a shake
and a flirt; then squats his whole body into
the water, and with his wings makes a prodigious flutter and spatter; and concludes by a
final splasll with his tail; does it again—does
it ever so many times; and comes out looking
as if he had been on a bender, and got caught
out in a rainstorm. His soft, shiny, yellow
coat is all drenched and dripping, his funny
little top knot is all ruffled.
Two or three shakes and a half hour of sunshine mak8 that •all right, and Dick is as
handsome and as merry as ever. A new concert commences immediately. He is both solo and chorus, and dashe*
con eptrito all the favorite airs of ’bird opera, with
trill
and
flourish
a
not
down
in the
many

oiiallegro

books.
Dick has one bad habit. He gets up too
He is emphatically an
soon in the morning.
“early bird,” though there are no worms to be
caught. The sun 1ms risen with great regularity for so many years, that I am quite willing to trust Old Sol to light up without giving
the matter my personal attention. Not so
with Dick. He is on a keen look-out for the
first hint of daylight, and reports progress
twenty times a minute, in his most gay and
festive tones. The whole house ring* with his
melody. Talk abont the “anns-of Morpheus”
—morphine could hardly sleep in such a jubilee. “Sing before breakfast, cry before supper,” says the old adage. Wife didn’t like so
much singing before breakfidt—it disturbed
her slumbers. She shut the blinds closely,
and covered the cage with her apron. No
use—he cauld’nt hold in. Then she put him
in a dark closet. Mast leave the door ajar, to
give him air, you know. The little rascal
stuck his bill to the crack of the door, thtow
his head back, and rattled away as loudly as
He was just gushing over with song.
ever.
We had to let him gush.
One day my wife let him out in the room
for exercise, and he happened to spy his reflection in the toilet glass. Dick bristled up
instantly. So did the reflection. Giving a
sharp cry of defiance, at him he went, pellmell. It rather puzzled him, bringing up
smack against the glass with a concussion
that made us foar for the safety of the mirror,
and landed him in great disorder upon the
bureau.
Promptly rallying his forces, he
with great impetucharged again and
osity. The one-sided combat was very amus-

again,'

ing.
By ami \y, he saw the joke—lie thought.
Finding the other bird had just as good grit as
he, Dick strove to cultivate his acquaintance,
lie would stand for the hour together in
front of the glass, putting on his most seductive airs, chirping and twittering to the handhis softest and sweetest
tones. And on the cage being removed, he
would look and call for his lost companion for
a
long time, before resuming his musical
practice. To this day, the easiest way to
hush his singing Is to set him In front of the

stranger

that died of the mealies.
But they moult. That is the price they Lave
suit
a
of
elothes. When they
for
new
to pay
are moulting, they don’t seem to feel well.
Dick has had his experience. For six weeks
he moped, and scarcely sung a note. Occasionally he would brighten up, and softly
thank us for our tender care of him. Once in
He “done his
a while he would try to sing.
level best,” but the notes wouldn’t come out
came off like
feathers
clear ar.d strong. His
thistle down, at every feeble flutter. “One by
off, and Dick
one,” his tail feathers
acted as if he was ashamed to be seen in such

did hear, once, of

one

dropped

plight.

first Stock, we

prepared to olTer
1
■"■■■'.

are

«•

Extra Inducements!

Portland,

Now ho is all over it.

I remarked In the

To

purchasers and

have

we

decided that notwith-

standing prices are again advancing, we will
give our customers the advantage of
our good luck. For instance
are selling

swap him for

a

lump of yellow gold.

Cytax.

Fancy Goods.

ana

Goad yard wide Bra. Sheeting at
Bleached«
All

ear

All

ear

Baal

Prints

Over and Under Garments,

25c.
25c.

CLOTHS,

25c.

at

And

And

Best BaLaiuea, at

guarantee to sell

wc

30 and 33c.

ENTIRE STOCK In

our

variety

lull

ot

a*

Corner

S.

GOVERNMENT.

BUILDING,
and Center Sts.

Congress

instead,

an

order for

of

one

our

To

the CHEAPEST,

LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER.

M0S& APPROVED STYLES,
Sack

GENTLEMEN & BOYS,
We also have

OPPOSITE

POST

CAPS,

GARDINER’S
-is at-

Esquimeaux Hat,
Delmonico Hat,
Saratoga Hat,

Where he keeps

GENTS' FURNISHING

at

2wed

NEW

opened
HASSTORE,
at

a

STORE!

CHISAM,

Merchant

Which ho will make up in the best manner, and
LATEST STYLE. His stock of Furnishing Goods
large, embracing the best styles in the mai ket.

Is

Tailor,

FIRST

GOODS,

Moscow Overcoatings,
Chinchilla Overcoatings,
Beaver Overcoatings,
Broadcloaths,
Cassimeres,
Doeskins,
v
Both Plain and Fancy,

HARRIS’,

November 18, 1865.

W. F.

Cloths

Embracing

Dunderburg Hat,

STORE,

of

-Ain>-

Lapland Hat,
In BLACK, WINE and GUAY,
Opposite the Post Office*

a

Assortment

Full

Dictator Hat,
Rusher Hat,
West End not.
Dasher Hat,

NEW

Middle Street,

81

CLASS

81 Middle Street*

CLOTHING

H3P* DON’T FORGET T1IE NUMBER.
Oct 2T—eodGw

No. 90 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs. McCABTH Y & BER
BY, where may be round all the LATEST STYLES

THE

of

ARTIST

EDITION

—OF—

Woolens, Foreign

&

Domestic,

Gents*

Poems !

Tennyson’s

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
Also a Fine osssortment of

Illustrated by Hamuiatt Billing**
Will bo ready SATURDAY,
will be illustrated with

Furnishing Goods.

Particular at ention paid to BOYS’ CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.

ORIGINAL
which

will

not he

This Edition

Nov. 18.

Double

DESIGNS,

used in any other edition.

Nearly opposite

J. E. TILTON <£

Street,

Post Office.

Portland. Nov. 9th, 1865.

PUBLISHERS.

THOMAS F.

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
No.

Commission

of ail kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
LINEN
without injury to the finest fabrics.

At

Bliort

200 to 500
Castinets,
500 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
50 44
44
500
30 to 100 44
Chafing
Dishes,
44
1(M>0
Ice Pi chers,
20 to
50 44
44
2500
50 44
Syrup Cups, with Salvers,20 to
44
6000
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
50 44
*4
3000
15 to 20 44
Castors,
44
2000
Fruit,Card &CakeBaskets20 to 6 » 44
5000 Doz. n Silver Tea Spoons,
10 to 20 doz.
44
44
loooo
TableSpoonsaForks20 to 40 44
250 Gents* Goldlluiit’g-CuseWatches50 to 100 each
250 Ladies* Gold & Enameled Hunt35 to
ing-Case Watches,
70 44
500 Gents’ Hunting Case Silver
35 to
70 44
Watches,
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to 100
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
30 44
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8 44
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
10 44
2000 Chatelaine Chains&GuardChains,5 to
20 44
4 to
10 44
7000 Solitaire and Gobi Brooches’
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
4 to
8 44
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine
4 to
8 44
Eardrops,
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
6 44
4000 California DiamondBreast-pins2.50 to
10 44
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to
8 44
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
10 44
3 to
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
3 to
8 44
Studs, &c.,
4 to
6 44
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
10000 M mature Lockets,
10 44
2.50 to
44
44
4000
magic spring, 10 to 20 4444
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, &c,
2 to
8
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
4 to
10 44
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
2.50 to
10 44
5000 Chased Gold Kings,
4 to
11 44
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 to
1C *4
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
5 to
15 44
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15 4‘
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10 44
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
10 44
Holders,
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Extension
15 to
26 44
Holders,
5000 Ladies* Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
44
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls,
6 to
10 44
Certificates of the various articles aie first put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
On .receipt of
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance.
the certificate, you will soe what you are to have,
and then it is at your option to send the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any set of
Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

Balmoral boots,

Rtfert to—Messrs. T.

Notice,
PARKER.

and promptly answered.
novlSdlm

Machinists,

A.

LIDBACK,

DR. F.

and

profit, give

per

OEO. L. ABMSDEY.

QENTLF.MEN,

Manufacture to Order in
the best possible manner for haChildren.

a

call and

Surgeon.

N.

novll

200 Fore

has been sold in this market only

ITyet

CALL
Notice

JAMES E. CARTER,

mediately.

as little, if not actually less, coal
stove now in use as a Cook Stove.
4th. It may bo regulated with greater ease and
perfection than was ever Indore considered possible.
5th
If has a large Ash Box, perfectly tight, thus
avoid scattering and dust.
6th. It has as large an Oven as any Cook Stove,
and the castings are heavier and finer than those of
other manuiacture.
7th, and last. These Stoves are warranted in respect to
&c.

3d.

than

working, cracks, imperfections,

a Cook Stove wutil yon
•ecu aud examined the

dry shipping
by
RYAN
it
McGILVERY,
DAVIS,
sbr tale

I

oct23dtw

F. & C. B. NASH,
1T4 Fore Street.
Portland.

Consumption 1

and

Our

Goods

BOUGHT FOR

HEAD

CASH,

AND WE SELL THEM AT THE

get
genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors.
Small, 50 cents.

Pure Clod Elver Oil
Bottled expressly tor Medicinal use by HEED.
CUTLER & CO., who have lacilitios for obtaining oil
ohthe most reliable quality. Largo Bottles, $1,00.
Nov 10—iliwCm

GORHAM

So that all who boy

oar

goods

are sure

of getting

Value

Full

**

i

FOR

THEIR

SEMINARY !

to

J. A. WATERMAN,
Soc. ol Trustees.

Gorham, Nov. 17,1865—<ltw2w

OXE PRICE.

TERMS CASH.

THOMAS E. MOSELEY&CO,
8VMMER STREET,
IB

O

S T O

A story and a half Brick Dwelling House,
with wooden Ell and Barn, with about throe
JdalLacros of Land, situated In Cumberland Centre, on the County rood, one mile from the Railroad

Station; formerly owned by Mr. James Blanchard.
For particulars enquire of Mr. SAMUEL TRUE,
Cumberland Centre, or
OLIVER GERRISH,
74 Exchange St., Portland.
Nov. 15— dlwtwtf

Comprising a full Stock

A.

Oct 3—ood*aow3m

I.

Passenger

PORTLAND, MR.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing promo;ly attended to. Order* Irom out oi town lol'cited
May 22—dtl

the
taken the
over

Station

Hardware & Window Glass,

175 Middle and 118 Federal
Ste.
October 2—<13ra

Deer ini', Milliken & Co.,
Successors to G. L. Storer $• Co.,
jobbers or

I>ry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents’

an-

manufacturing
CLkecp constantly on band

and

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Ageuts for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES
as 1*dd 90 Middle

WILLIAM H.

No. 353 Congress Street.

AT

SAMUEL

BELL’S

/"VAN be found ono of the best selected stocks
V7 ol BOOTS. SHOES and KUBBELtS that can be
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.

24-dOSAMUEL

BELL.

8

No.

Exchange

Street.

E2KlS^SSSg5S3SMi^.aAITL
large Miortment
Youths’
Men’s, Boys'
A

of

and

Calf »■«! TImcI* Boots, with a good stock of
8, Misses'aud Children’s Boots and Shoes.
w»5]£nMen's
BUBBEB COATS.* LKQGINS, and
CAPS.

—Also,—

At

Sept 4—d3m

W.

FUR

166 Middle

NEW

320

Congress Street,

select from
Ladies, Misses

AND
wear

MECHANICS' HALL,
and fashionable stock ol
Gents, Boys and and Childrens

a new

ol'every description.

Having for

past been in the employ of
Messrs. A. & S. Shurileff&
Co., Shoe Manufacturers
and Wholesale dealers In this city, feel confident that
1 can Bell os low as the lowest; aud
by strict attention and fair dealing, hope in a short time to
gain a
good share of public patronage.
Nov 9—d4w
some

years

Great

“

Kerosene Oil,

Spirits Turpentine,
Wilmington Tar,
Wilmington Pitch,
No. 1 Rosin,

“

lOO
200
60

«

75

“

«

030 Boxes
40 Cases

No. 2 Rosin,
Mannlactnred Tocacco,
Manufactured Tobacco,

Apples,

hand,

M. McKEN-VEY,
284 Congress St.

&c.,

—AT—

RICE & CO.’S
Commission House,

to the
respectfully
Portland that he will sell for the
WOULD

SUITS,
®QK business
Grsy, made to

order,

novldtf

A. D.

PORTLAND.
of the best Canada
at

REEVES,
„ Exchange St.

June ldtf

Circular.

ST.,

John a. S. Dana.

Fresco and Banner Painter,
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
P.rlla.d, M.i ue.
Work executed hi every part of the State.

eep23dtl

Juneidtt

/-.

THE

MAKE

W.

jane ltf

THIS!

A/T

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

Commission and

GOODS.

16G Middle Street,

MERCHANT.
Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold

Office.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
I3F" Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senter; Cerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.:
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.
way23d€m

Clothing of all hinds Cleansed and Repairod

style, and at short notice.
f>od
ig bought and sold.

in
Second-hand Cloth

septftkltl

Cranberries.

Removal.

“A DDLS. EXTRA KENNEBEC CRANBEEfor sale low by

M. RAKRH,
Comer of Exchange and Federal Streets.

this day removed to
YfE have
STORE

novl3dtf

Good Things to Have
in

Family

a

l

Knits the whole of a pair of Socks in i-2

an

hour.

Union Button-llole Machine !

FLORENCE MACHINE!
For doing the best of work.

Howe, Weed,

Shaw

Clark’s

&

Second-hand Machines, in good order, for sale at
LOW PRICES.

Cot!on. Twist, Oil, and all kinds of Machine Trimmings. Machines repaired and to let.
No. 137} Middle Street, up one flight stairs.
Nov

14—eodlm.

W. S.

Manufactory

!

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
Gentiist,
Block, Congress St,

!

Locket to Lite Size, by the best of Artists.
in my estabishment where 1
constantly employed a number of colorists. all
examine specimens at my Photograph Exhibi-

PtOMcoloring done
keep
All

ana

tion Booms.

A. M. McKJENXEV,
284 Congress St., opposite Preble House, Portland.
Oct 3—eodAeow3m

WINTER
MRS.

A.

Oct.

d2m

2,1885.

BRADBURY A SWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Office

117 Middle Street,

BIOS’ BRADBURY,
l. d. m. sweat.

|

DAn„r

___

PORTLAND, ME.

)

nov9*65dtf

“DAVIS, ME8ERVE, HASKELLATooTimporters and Jobbers of

Goods

Dry

and

18

Free

Woolens,
Street,

DAVIS,

l.“ keZl.’

PORTLAND,

ME.
no\L’65dtf

E. CHAPMAN.

SINGER’S

II. A. HALL
on consignment a Bankiunt
Stock ol RUBBER OVERCOATS which be Is
sell
at
to
$3.00
each. Any person In want
permitted

HAS

jnst received

should call immediately at his
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
Nov. 8—Utf
BEST OF FRENCH.
AMERICAN

TIIE

ENGLISH

ANI>

GOODS,

»A. d. REEVES*,Taller,
N»- ** Exchange St.

Elegant Antique Reception and
Hall Chairs and Fancy Carved
Brackets,
RECEIVED and for sale by
BURROUGHS Si HUDSON,

JUST
noviadtf

4 Ebee Stbekt

Block.

Received,

SKIN ONIONS at $1,00 per bushel
11
RED
do
at
,86
At No. 2 Central Wharf, cargo schooner Clyde
novl4 (12w
F. O. TltOMES.

SILVER

Wanted.
of

FLOWEH8, RIBBONS, Ac.

N*. 4} Free St. Black, Up Stairs.
Not. 7—eodtf

PorUand,

SEWING MACHINES!

COLBY,

a

I

Grocery ami Produce Business.

RICH ASSORTMENT
opening
IS WINTER
BONNETS. HATS, FEATHERS,
now

ESQ.,

Long Wharf.
BRADLEY. COOLIDGE & ROGERS.

Under the firm name of DANFOBTH & BICKER,
at 189 Core Street.
F. A. DANFORT 11.
nolSd&wtl
Portland, Nov. 7th, 18C5.

.last

OPENING l

CHASE.

T.

Head of

r.

HAVE this dav admitted as partner, D. B.
RICKER, aiid lor the future wl l confine in

At
Nov f—dtf

Sept 29—codtl

Photographs

the

D.

Arcade

NOTICE.

P A N T

PORTLAND, ME.

Colored

that has been ..aid in relation to its excellence.”
Pri^e.—Trees of three years, generally having
fruit-buds, $3 each; $30 per doz. Smaller |l2 to $24
J. W. ADAMS’ Nursery,
per doz.
Oct 20—d&w5w
Morrill’s Corner.

I

284 CONGRESS ST., Cor. of
kinds of Mirror ami Portrait
Frames, made
in the best manner.
Gilding done in a superior
style, under tbe charge of Mr. JAMES TOGG, who
has had forty years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made te order, in a neat
nyumei\by the best
ol workmen. A large assortment
constantly on hand
for wholesale and retail trade.
oc3eod&eow3m

No. 11 Clapp’s

l

large; similar to the Bartlett In form,
jtSffr “Very
less musky in flavor; vinous,
melting, but-Aa.terv, ami juicy; line texture; ranks best.”—
Am. Promo. Society.
The tree is “of healthy and thrifty habit.”—..Vorfolk Ay. Soc,
The late Dr. Brtnckle said “It was of superior
quality, as well as size.”
Mr. Barry, of Rochester, N. T., pronounced it
‘quite worthy of ranking best.**
Mr. floncy, Profit. of Mass. Hort. Society, thought
‘it was 8k> hardy as to resist the cold which so generally affected the Bartlett; and in quality it certainly was its superior.”
Hon. M. P. Wilder and Hon. Joseph Breck, Ex-President of the same Society, say they “can endorse all

DYER.

A. M. Me KENNEY’S

Frame

FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY

Clapp9s Favorite Fear
®#but

MACHINES,

on

Northern account.

ClU EIES

HOWARD.

Forwarding

-FOE-

WM, BBOWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

HOLIDAY

It.

PORTLAND, ME.
Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Maas,

Of all descriptions, by

Hoop Skirts made from Washburn and Moon's
best wire, at cost for a few days only.
Fsncy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit

Don’t forget the number,
next above Hay's Drug Store.

PREBLE STB BET, (Near Proble House.)

MESSES.

STEVENS & SON.

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

COSTl

everybody.

DY

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

Second-Hand Clothing,

Goods !

ROOM FOR

No. 96 Ex-

GENERAL

AND

TO

FORMERLY OCCUPIED

KIMBALL,

McCarthy & berry*

Haud-Knit Breakfast Shawls,
AT

irom

P.

MANUFACTURER

No. 07 Middle Street,

LOOK

SKIRTS,

Fancy

C.

Nov 9—d2w

NEXT TEN DATS,

HOOP

undersigned have removed
change Street, to

MAINE.

Woodbury S. Dana,

CHA8. J. SCHUMACHER,

Removal, Removal 1

Ladies ol

announce

No. 63 Commercial St.,

15-dtf_

PORTLAND,
Luther Dana,

given in DRAWING, FRENCH,

INSTr.UCTION
GKHMAN, Ac.
Pletae send

CO.,

Fish and Salt,

JOHN P. SHAW,
PllED E. SHAW.
nov2dtf

UPdrim" OIPAL.

TO THE STORE

Bargains! ALL

Must

DANA &

and Al-

Portland Academy!

EB EN C.

Centred

ek stold to make room for
LARGE CONSIGNMENTS.
230 Barrel. Choice Dried
Apples,
«
500
Jackson Potatoes,
“
250
Codec Crushed Sugars,
“
lOO
Granulated Sugar,
“
250
Nn. 2 Syrnp,
“
115
No. 1 Syrnp,
“
50
Fancy Baltimore Flours,

PORTLAND, ItC.

OCtlUtt

C. O. FILES, 28 HANOVER

Street,

ONE OF LAMB’S KNITTING

J. M. JOHNSON’S

Wltlgery’8 Whurf,

GOODS !

for

STURTEVANR,

Commission Merchants,

—

Portland, Nov. 1,1863.

&

GENERAL

will be

AND

Silver Plated Cocks.

1

CHASE, CRA3I

tered.

HOWARD,

Closets,

TTH'KRY description of Water Fixtures lor DwelJLJ ling Houses. Hotels, Public Building*, Shop*.
&c., arranged and set ui» In the best manner, and aU
orders iu town or country faithfully executed. Au
kinds ol* JOBBING promptly attended to. Constanton hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BRER
ly
PUMPS at all descriptions.
apr9dtl

copart-

'BROTHERS,

—

BOSTOX.

R.

all of which tboy invito the attention of their
old’custoiners and the public generally.
Oct 13—d2mos
TO

and Water

-—...

Te

OO

a

CONSTANTLY SUPPLIED
withal the LATEST STXLES of

English Crapes,

Nov 10—dtt

Robber Belts, Hose and Packing,
Lace Leather, Hemp Packing, |fc.

Fumps

Bmwlft* Brass

the old stand of J. P. SHA W,

'MttWjhev

12 and 14 Franklin Street*

MED^°MEX’S' B0YS’-MTSSES’ andCHILRUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

by experienced

style

-ALSO,-

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!
J. & C. J. BARBOUR,

Force

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND. ME.

CALVIN EDWARDS <& CO.

ITFurj Eichuujcd, Repaired

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,

•

MAKER OF

A: Sons, of New York.
by us are warranted to give

SHAW

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

MAINE.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

HATS, CAPS,

A lull Stock ol Straw and Felt Goods* adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and for
sale at the lowest market price to dealers only, by

LAW,

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

RIBBONS 1

Black

AT

P L.U MBE R!

ldO MIDDLE HTIIEET.

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

CLIFFORD,

PORTLAND,

Aug 25—dtf

are

undersigned have this day formed
rpHE
X
under the linu
of

Flaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

PORTLAND,

COUNSELLOR

Copartnership.

Edge

St.,

Sept 7—dtf

Fortes,

done

lor

of Maine.

State

with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be imrehased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We Lave ma.it* arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York ami Boston Piano

tnning

!

Wo. 1O.'i Middle Street,

leave to

Tuners.
March 8—d&wtf

Tarnishing Goods

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

^FORTES.

All instruments sold
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and

DEXTER,

Solicitor of Patents.

they

Stainway

4 Picture Frame*.
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE,
Portland. Mr.

Successors to Chase, Littlefield 4 Co.,
Importers of a a* Dealer, in oil kinds of

prices.
The public are requested to call and give mo a Iry,
as I am bound-to make as good work as can be found.
An assortment of FRAMES, <fcc., will be found
here. Patronage solicited.
Card Picture* 93,00 a Dozen, as good as
any ofce makes.
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. l—4i&w3m

Piano

FICKETT7

KIND &

PHOTOGRAPHER I

among which

In

)mael2tf

at ATe, 122 Middle Street,
Jj-L where he is ready to wait
upon any one wishing for pictures of themselves or friends, at reasonable prices, for as good work as is to be had at
any
room in the city.
Copying done of all kinds ofpicfuresi and worked up by a competent artist at the
rooms.
Especial attention paid io Childrens pictures: also to pictures of sick or deceased
persons
out of town or in the city.
I h4ve the old negatives ol Mr. Morrison’s at
my
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
liad them there will And them here, from which
copies can be taken without rccopying, at the lowest

E1AJVO

E.

Mantifaotdrer of Mirror

DTJPEE

H.

J,
Dealer

Photographic Ooods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

M4Y be iound

of

Colored Corded

_

XT3? TOWN

Nov.
on

PLAIN AND
ORNAMENTAL

H'rimitnre !

Forte*,

DRESS TRIMMINGS.
3ST

Oot 23 —eod3mo8

Bjj*

A

Trimmings,

NETS,

FALL GOODS!

(Comer qf Hawley),

Oidar, Butter, Pickles, Buckwheat Flour,

For Sale.

Mirror Plates l
LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly

have

FEENY,

8TU000 AMD MA8TI0
WOAAEES,
Oak Street, between, Congress ,Dd
Free SUm

fiaysnarket Square,
have opened with a new and fresh stock of

nership

NEW

HONEY J

invite all who are visiting Boston to call at our
Store, and assure them they will never be urged to
buy.

50

rpHE Winter Term ol this School will commence
A on WEDNESDAY, Nov. 29th, 1885. For lull
particulars apply to W. O. LORD, A. M., Principal,

for sale by

GOODS,

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St, Portland.

Black and

We

8

or

the

&

plasterers,

“anu$*tu*ed by ourselves, In
faithful manner, of the Latest Designs,com-

\Xr •

Aug. 26—dtf

Smallest Possible Advance,

known

Large Bottles, $1.09.

New and Second Stoves of all kinds may be
FOUND AT OUB STOVE STORE.

thousand

161 Commercial St,

have

ELDORADO!

Shipping Lumber.

Nov 17-dlw

in

and

still the best
ISM,
ESTABLISHED
remedyfor all affections iff the hangs, Throat and
the
Chest. Be eareiui to

It consumes

anv

DmPt bay

door below Oxlord Street.
Sept 2< —d3m»

Coughs, Colds

over

The undersigned begs
Ag*^g| nounce
that
arc

Stock

Fur variety and comprehensiveness wo think our
stock equal to any in our largest cities, and will be
offen d to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

-ABE-

No.

Nov. 15—<ilw& w2w

For

Complete

Beltings, Belt Clasps, Ac., Ac.

A.11

OP

EH A VE!S.

they
points:

one

on

Street,

SUPPLY

stand,

_Bep20dlyr

ItOSS

&_ BANCROFT.
onr

Portland, Me.

attention paid to consignments of all kind*
TO-

--

In every variety cannot foil to command thelavor ol
all in want of Furniture whether in regard to Qual^
ity, Stylo or Price.
fiver v article warranted as recommended. Orateiul for the liberal patronage of the last
Twenty years,
wo hope for the continuance ol the fovors ol our
old
friends and the public.
Boston, September 3a, 1865.
ocl8d3moe

WOULD

Boot, Shoe & R libber Store,

STAVE ffCAiimGE MAKERS

short time,

In no cate has it foiled to give entire satisfaction,
and it has elicited the highest praise from all who
have witnessed its working.
It has all the best points of our former favorite
do not possess.
Stoves, besides others which
Among (hem are the following
1st, The ashes, dropping into a sifter beneath the
without moving.
grate, are siftedashes
without dust, or other incum2d. It sifts
the
cinders are ready to be used imbrance, and

®"rie^4ouse No. 46 Danforth

Seventy-nine
Merrill’s Wharf,
Lumber,

a

It has taken the lead of every thing in the
Cooking Stove line.

103 Middle Street.
23—eod3m*

1 cquiro ot

Stove,”

IS THE CHAMPION OP THE DAY S

inform their frienda ami the Trade gen
erally that their spacious store, lately damaged
is
by fire, again in complete repair, and are now prepared to show a

FRENCH BOOTS END SHOES.

OPPOSITE

Portland.

“El Dorado Cook

MERRILL & SMALL

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

Received !
A LARGE

novUdtf

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!

F*AX3>TE,

Aud Musical Theory.
I3T SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC STORE,

fiStrc!ettW0"“tU^y

Exchange St.

down and to be sold at bargains.
C. K. BABB.
distf
No. 9 Clapp’s Block.

.Tilst

SO Federal St.

Nov 18—dlw*-

EASTMAN.
Nov 10,18C5.

Portland,

FANCY

A LARGE STOCK

ex-

GOUBLAY,

EXCHANGE,

98

MARKED

Stt?fflUHEWmY%'upon’or
W.

Oxford nnd Cedar Sta.

B.
E. D.

New and

3000 Yds. Poplins and Thibet s,

sum

a

Gentlemen, Misses and

goods.

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

get your

A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,

At

HATES

Land at any other Stoic I

EASTMAN BROTHERS.
M. EASTMAN,

We al9o

dies,

be

can

ALL RIGHT AGAIN!

Oxford Tie*, Ac., Ac.

OVERCOATS

lOO to 300 Per Cent. Net Profit.
Such opprotunflies arc seldom offered to the public. Any one wishing to be so fortunate as to secure
a chance to make money Quickly,
Easily and Surely,
by investing from ten dollars to three bundled as
addre“iag thc

Teacher of Piano Forte

...

Nov 4—dtf

7—codtf_____
Gk Ft.

Oct

At

Wait!

the subscriber

VESTINGS,
A, D. REEVES’,Tailor,
98 Exchange St.

Nov 4—dtf

amine the RARE CHANCES which he offers to all
classes of men to enter a businss which requires but
a very SMALL CAPITAL, and is not laborious, but
on the contrary, gives one a pleasant
employment,
and which pays from

INVENTOR’3

Nov

Liberty St.. New JTark City.

FANCY

a

Offioe, 3531-2 Congress Btreet.
Residence, Cor. of

CO.,

ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,
A CASSIMERE,
and

THOMAS F. WALKER.

a

WADSWORTH, JR.,

Physician

58

of money in
large
investing
BEFORE
business that is laborious and pays but
small
cent, of

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Manufacture an<l repair all kinds of machinery.
Also, manufacture and sell Watters* powerful,
double-acting, anti-freezing Force-Pump, warranted to give satisfaction.
J.

ed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment,
and in every TOwn and County in the Country, ana
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remittance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents for every certificate, and remit 15 cents to us,
either in Cash or Postage S amps.

Nov 4—(ISmoii

J. B. Cummings; R. O.

Wait, Wait,

No. 4 Manufacturers Block, Union St.,

LIBBY.

by maP, we shall charge for iorwarding the Certificates, paying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclos-

BRYAN BROS. &

N. B.—Any vessel coming consigned to this House
will be guaranteed a return cargo of Cotton. Present
rates of Freight are one aud a naif cents per pound
(on Cotton) to Boston. An experience of fifteen
years here in the business justifies mein offering to
secure cargoes as above.
Correspondence solicited

LIBBY, LIDBACK t CO.,

Oct ,9—ed<i2m

In all transactions

Agent,

Couaut & Co.: Watson Newhall, Esq.; Portland,
Maine. Loomis Taylor, Esq.; Bangor, Maine.

N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and
Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

H. T.

&

X, O W
As

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

Oct

FINE

Manner,

Soles,

we

FLANNELS!
A complete line of 3-4,7-8, 4-4, 5-4, and G-l ALL
WOOL and COTTON and WOOL.
A choice selection of BALMORALS and NUBIAS.
Our goods belug purchased at greatly reduoed
prices we are prepared to sell at ae

Lime street,

orSKSi

ssafEstssi’aff'*”’

Goods In all varieties jRussla and Scotch Crash.

44

Jt». GS Cravier St., NEW ORLEANS.

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Cases*

C.

Merchant,

Shipping:

GENTS’ HiIlNTEN"
Got up in the Best Possible

WALKER,

general

Hanover St.

36

CO., BOSTON,

Not 18—<13t

nol5t!

Single

receive,

Send 25 Cents for Certificate*

06 Exchange

and

and

augddti

we

the i*o.4

UNDERVESTS and DRAWERS,

Leather

BOOTS AND SHOES,

Musical Boxes,
$20 to $150 each
44
with Bells and

Remember the place
Ne«

Patent

done to order.

Halls

whero

WE HAVE CONSTANTY FOB SALE

All to be Sold far ONE DOLLAR Each 1
300
150

Clothiug Establishment

OFFICE.

and

*

Country respectflilly solicit-

Boston and Maine

Gloves, Hosiery, and Woolen Yarn; 104 all Wool
BLANKETS, very CHEAP! Cottonand Lin-

en

Calf

44

HATS AND

great variety of

a

Work

IE

DRIED APPLES, 4c.

IRON.

Ma«ee Furnaces and Stoves.

large

LADIES CLOTH, in all desirable Shades. Thlbet3,
Poplins, Alpacas—plaid and plain; Mohair Goarls of
every variety; Prints, Delaines—a new style of silk
luster finish.

FOR

Stove*,

HEAVY

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lord, Beaus.

Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

the

sud German Docekiui
Cusaiuterea,

>■<1

OF

"

BROADCLOTHS,
Ks|Ii«ii, French,

Office and Parlor

WOKSE8S

AND

RANGES,

recent fire at
old
ereester Passcnser Station,
SISCE
and beautiful

Chinchilla Cloths of all Shades,

Phil-

Commission Merchants,

-OF-

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!

PLEASE REMEMBER
N. S.

ar

adelphia.

DISPOSED OP AT

to

Custom Tailoring!

HABBIS'

Said in New Yarlt

a* are

Oaoking,
And

BUCKLEY

Cloaks, Capes & Cassocks,

PRODUCE

MAINE

FURNACES,

*37Job
od.

LONG AND SQUARE ;

Wo have aU tho

Without Regard to Value. Not to be Paid
for until you know what you are

Nov 2—dim

CHOICE LOT of ENTIRELY NEW GOODS

J. EDWARD GOVE & C0.F

SON,

Munufacturors of and Dealers In

Sole

Ladies,Misses & Children

ONE DOLLAR EACH,

EgTCoat-Makers Wanted.

Nov 17—dtf

receiving

<£•

Kxohange Street,

PORTLAND

a

S HAWL8!

Half Million Dollars Worth
TO BB

now

Consisting In part of

P. P. REED,
JOSEPH B. HALL,

Nov 18—dlw

as

Are

JVOYes

No. 35

129 Middle Street,

per annum, in advance.

Business Cards.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

Boston and New York Markets,

1865.

To whom it may concern:
We have examined Wm. Grace & Co.’s Order Box
and certify that it contains all they have advertised.
We also certify that it contains a liberal proportion of orders for Engravings, worth from $1,50
to $13, and the orders lor the Piano,Sewing Machine,
Chamber Furniture, and Stoves, were sealed in our
presence and placed in the box by ourselves.

S. B.

FOR

WM. GRACE & CO.
Portland, Me, Nov. 15.

formerly occupied by

wo are

Addition*

Stock of DRY GOODS

Direct from

JAMES BAILEY,

No. 113 Exchange St.

yhlch

engravings, valued

Address,

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

BOOTS AND SHOES,
Caastaatlr Making

occur.

New,New!
GOWMLL

Plan of Operation.:

from $1.50 to $15,00. Our Order Box contains Fire
Thousand scaled orders, each customer selecting lor
himself, and in addition to the above there is placed
in the box
One Order lor a Splendid Piano, valued at
$450,00
One Order for a Wheeler & Wilson’s Sewing
Machine, full case, valued at
150.0if
One Order for a Splendid Shlid Oak Chamber
Set, with Black Walnut Mouldings and
Marble Top, all complete, valued at
100 00
One Order for a Painted Chamber Set,complete, 50.00
One
45.00
One Order for a P. P. Stewart Parlor Cook
45.00
Stove, No. 4£, valued at
One Order for an N. P. Richardson Criterion
32.00
pBCook Stove, valued at
It will be noticed that every purchaser is sure of
a picture worth all lie pays, and everywhere considered cheap at the price, while the moro fortunate
ones will obtain, instead, engravings worth from
$l,r>0 to $15.00 or one of the more valuable articles
mentioned above.
Our customers are assured that every article in the
stock will be fairly sold on these terms, without favoritism, and e ach person purchasing an order will
have an equal chance with his neighbor.
*=sr The Order Box will be constantly replenished;
thus, if to-day the order for the Piano is sold, another
order for another Piano will be immediately placed
in the box, thus giving all a fair chance at all rimes
to obtain some of our valuable articles.
The furniture offered is on exhibition at the Great
Furniture Warehouse of BURROUGHS & HUDSON, No. 4 Free Street Block. The other goods may
be seen at our store.
Orders by mail will be promptly answered. On receipt of $1, with stomp for return postage, one of our
sealed orders will be selected and forwarded to any
address. In sending, be sure to write your name ana
post ottice address plainly, that no mistakes may

N.

A.

purchased the
TTAV w'G.*UU
1118 84018

We will sell an order upon Wm. Grace & Co., ( he
orders are in sealed envelopes) for One Dollar which
entitles the boarer to one picture, retail price
fcl* A large proportion of envelopes will contain,

P; MORRELL & CO,.

No. 5 Deering llloek.

Moseley & Co.,

tarsre and Well Selected Stock

NO LOTTERY 1
NO GIFT ENTERPRISE!
NO JEWELRY HUMBUG!

GOOD as the BEST THE MAEKET AFFORDS, at the Store of
And

IST* Please call and examine tor yourselves at

I

CHEAP

|A«

the SAME PROPORTION.

«

a

GENTS’ FTTEHISHING GOODS,

T. E.

$8

Miscellaneous.

invite attention to their

PORTLAND, MAINE.

witli

Uniiko most little people
like Dick awake.
he makes no fuss about going to bed. He just
himself
on
one slender leg, takes his
balances
head off, and tucks It under his whig, and the
He Is nothing now hut a little
thing is done.
yellow ball—yet we would hardly be willing to

1,1806.

retiring from the Custom and Ready-Made
OlotMug Budness, I would take this opportunity to
tender my thanks to my numerous customers for past
favors, and cheerfully recommend them to my successors, Messrs. G. W. Rich & Co., os worthy of
their truBt and patronage.
A. M. SMITH.
Nor. 9—d2w

As
* Partta^ ™r’
Or. WM. II. STEPHENSON’
striking originality, “Kfeiiard
Nov
is himself again,” His eyes sparkle with life
IS—dtf_Secoud Hatlonal Dank.
and merriment; his voice is loud and clear,
Freight for Norfolk, Va
anil tuned to concert pitch; his bran new
The SCHOONER CARRIE MSI viv
yellow coat is soft and smooth, and tits him to
Master Robert G. Wat., i&TSv”'
Ll
a feather; his tail, like the tales in the New
U.en, will t ail from Burnham's^ w,
r.
ffi\
York Ledger, is destined “to be
Tuesday, 28tli lust, for Norfolk. Va Mn’
f(\
continued;”
WT For freight apply to
and he is so pert and
so alert and
frolicsome,
Nov. IS. dtf
U.T. S. RICE & CO.
cunning, and withal so joyful and happy continually, that we never tire of pettlne him.
French Fluting !
Look at him now, as he
hangs among the
French Fluting l
branches of a geranium tree, fast asleep and all
unconscious of this long rigmarole I have
and see Sample, at Mrs. S. SHEPPARD’S,
written about him. Dick asleep is not at all
40 Preble Street.

beginning

Ncv.

In

in

glass.
Canary birds don’t have the small-pox or
the whooping-cough that I know of, though X

a

l'ur our

Goods I

In the City, we shall offer them at the LOWEST
CASH PRICES.
Particular attention paid to Custom Work.
GEO. W. RICH,
RUSSELL LEWIS,
BEN.I. LEWIS.

tho very day we were in the market

on

FINEST

AWli-

Furnishing

flirt and flutter,”

sticking the feather* up “so cunniBg”«i*'the
top of his head, and perking about those
shining black beads of eyes in a hundred
coquettish airs and graces. He enjoys conversation, and like* a good deal of attention;

some

£illen

and

CLOTHS! CLOTHING!

Dry Goods,
Having

8TREET.

LAEGEST

■—

DICK.

£ GO.,

For the purpose of carrying on the CUSTOM and
BF.AUV-MAliE CLOTHING BUSIN ESS, and have
taken the store- recently occupied by ABEL M.

i

j

copart-

a

of

name

W. RICH

GEO.

GpiNG DOWN!

21,1865.

[From the Saturday t“res*.j

Notice!

Copartnership

_

as

&c.

U.

DEPOT

IT* He Cuts and superintends his work himseli,
and guarantees satlslhction in all cases.

BUSINESS,

all Us branches.

In

AT

Which he manufactures to order la the LATEST
STYLES, and at FAIR PRICES.

wholesale and

the

on

GOODS

DRY

CO.,

SALE,

(Entered according to Act of Congress.)
LICENSED BY

Doeskins,
Cassimeres,

recently occupied by

per

tion

hand A FINE ASSOBT-

on

fn

BOSTON,

NOVELTY

131 Middle St.,

inform their

would

undersigned
respectfully
friends in Portland and vicinity that they
THE
under the
of
farmed

square

week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $2.00 i>er square first week,
♦ 1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
hall a square, three insertions, $1.00: one week,
$1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 x>er square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square tor each subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
63P* All Communications intended lor the paper
slibuld be directed to the Editor of the PWiS,"
ami those of a business character to the^l'CJLISHEU8.”
w
53f JOB PRINTING, of every desertion, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining te
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on applica-

Dry

_

Week, $1.00;

50 cents per week after.
head of “Amusements,” $2.00

Boots and Shoes,

Miscellaneous.

'Clothing.

have taken the Store No*

Rates of Advertising*
One inch of sx>aoe, in length of column, constitute
a “square.”
£1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one

MORNING, NOVEMBER 21, 1865

TUESDAY

PORTLAND,

Vol. 4.

Naa. 54 and 50

«...

k CO.,

Middle

Needles and Trimmings always
marlstf

on

Street.

Land,

WARREN’S IMPROVED

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

COMPOSITION,
—

AND

Gravel

Ilooling

for flat roofs.
E. 11HI1SEV, Aise.it,
No 18 Union Streot.

Jan26dtf

Shirt

Patterns

measure,
CO.
C1IAKLKS C 1/STIR At

CUT

By

—

May 5_du

from

MOBTOS Bloch.

JOHN*. ANDERSON,
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER

OFFICE, codman block,
Temple Street.

inch 17 d&wtf

PP

Nov 17-si tf

WOODMAN, TRUE
Agents,

»• «. RICE h CO.,
83 Commercial St.

It you are In want of any kind ot PRINTING
call at tLe Dally Pres* Office.

DAILY 1?EESS,
PORTLAND.

Tuesday Morning,

Nov.

21, 1865.

The

daily

issue

Terms

of the Press is larger than the

of

—$8,00

all the other dailies

in

But
a mob is often the truest mercy.
a cry of indigeaunot help thinking what
from all Engnation and horror would go up
all the acvisit
to
our
were

ty with

com-

city.

the

Reading Matter

on

land
government
cumulated crimes and horrors of four years of
rebellion with one tithe
pitiless and murderous
of the severity which England thus deals out
to the guilty leaders of a mere cmeute, which
a few days sufficed to quell, and whose whole
federate Congress, who, at our adjournment
extent scarcely equaled the area of a single
last March, were struggling to blot this nation
southern county.
from the map of the world, propose, I underFor our part we confess that we are hearti- stand, to enter Congress on the opening day of
it3
session next
and resume their formly sick and disgusted with the kind of humaDe er business of month,
governing the country they
out
for
talk which has been so lavishly poured
so
struggled earnestly to ruin. They say they
our benefit, and we desire to hear no more of
have lost no rights. It seems as if burning
of
honinstance
the ships of our commerce on the ocean, the
an
it. Satan rebuking sin is
of our prisoners on land, and
starving
in
comraising
edifying
aud
perfectly
sincerity
esty
armies to destroy the nation, would
impair
parison with that presented by England some of these rights until their new govto rebels.
tenderness
are
ernments
recognized
preaching
by Congress._
(Cheers.) The Constitution, which seems
framed for every emergency, gives to each
Letter from the Federal Capital.
House the exclusive right to judge of the qualWashington, Nov. 10,1805.
ifications of the election returns of its memTo the Editor of the Press:
bers, and I apprehend they will exercise that
The event of last week was the execution
right, Congress having passed no law on reof Wire.
construction.
President Johnson prescribed certain action
eh! swoutly the morning breaks
“Sweetly,
for
these States, which he deemed indispensiWith loseatc streaks
Like the tiist taint blush on a maiden's cheek;
ble to their restoration to their former relaSeemed as that mild and clear blue sky
tions to the government, which I think are
Smiled upon ail things far aud nigh,

all Four Pages.

Unwinding Their Coils.
There are certain reptiles that will wind
around and crush an ox; by their tightening
coils they will stop his breath if not actually
crush his bony frame-work. They sometimes,
the undropping from the limb of a tree upon
horseman, destroy both horse and

suspecting

rider. These loathsome creatures, if we may
somebelieve the accounts of travellers, have
vichuman
their
around
wound
times whan
with little else to do but
and

apparently

tim,

secured a
slime him over and swallow him,
stab from his knife, luckily received at the
last moment, and gradually as the life-current
would flow out

made,

through

the

opening thus

the coils would slacken and one after

another fall away, aud soon the traveller wutdd
standing unharmed, his deadly
itself
dead or writhing in

flml himself

adversary
lying
death’s agonies at liis leak
Whether the

copperhead belongs

reptiles possessed

to

tlic

of the habits here referred

and we arc beginning to sec the same
dedrab.e result. The man upon whom the
be followed, if successful,

moutlis,

coiling process—to
by the sliming process and swallowing—wa
attempted was, Andhsw Jonxsox. In the
straight-forward discharge of the duty to
which a mysterious Providence had suddenly
called him, exercising his best judgment and
skill, he was met by the universal copperhead
family; and with artifice and guile, resolutions
and protestations, adulation and fulsome
praise, hypocricy and treasonable deceit, they
sought to wind themselves about biiu, to cover him with their slime, and to swallow him
up in their insatiable parly maw. The game
was played with consumate art; the hugging
appeared cordial and affectionate, and true
loyal men looked on—we may as well conies:
it—with anxiety if not with absolute alarm
a

season

Perhaps the most noticeable occurrence of the
present waek thus far has been the recognition,
by an ecclesiastical council, of the new Conrcgational church in this city. A church ot
this persuasion was founded here as long ago
as 18*7, but owing to the puritanical and antilavery character of the denomination at large,
it found an uncongenial soil, and after a feeble
existence of several years, it was finally dis-

the indications seemed to f'avo,

damning plot to crush oui
the life aDd destroy the hopes of the nation,
by unholy manipulations upon its choseL
head. The apparent haste for reconstruction,
the appointment of Perry, Sharkey & Co. to
the Provisional Governorships of the revolted
States, the pardon by wholesale of rebel leaders, the refusal to insist upon the political
equality of all loyal men before the law, the
delay to order the trial of the chief conspirator,—all these things were regarded as evidence that the tightening folds of the serpent
were doing their work, and doing it effectually. So confident were the copperhead man-

banded.
The present enterprise has been undertaken,
and is progressing under more favorable aus-

pices.

that the

We assert distinctly that President Johnhas determined to stand or fall by tbit
piau of his for the immediate restoration o.
the Union, which has received the approva;
of the entire Democratic party. He stake;
the success of his administration upon iU
success, and, we may add, he stakes upon it
also hi; own present and future place iii the
history of the country. Those who sustain
his plan ho will sustaiu. Those who oppose it
he will oppose.
But the scene has changed. New developemonts are being made almost daily. The re

mon

Every Demo-

country.
Other papers might be quoted to the same
effect. The truth is, the copperhead reptile
undertook its manipulations upon a man o!
He mistook his power.
devised, his plans were

carefully laid, his coils were wound around
with well feigned cordiality, his resources foi
the scercation of slime were luexliaustable.
hut the intended
victim, with one loyally directed blow, lias struck a vital
part, and with
the single word “Freedom” he has as
effectu-

ally paialyzed the foe as ever priest an evil
spirit by exhibiting the symbol of the cross,
lhe reptile lies dying, raging with
disappoint
more

loyal

lovmen

A Difference.
Our English cousins have been lavish of advice to us in the past tew
months, relative to
the merciful treatment of
rebels. They have
shown wonderful tenderness for the
fateol
the guilty Southern
leaders, and a high degree
of anxiety lest we should
disgrace ourselve.before the world
by some
ity. We have been
this advice in

display of inhumanquite disposed to take ail
good part, though with the re-

collection fresh in

minds of certain incidents connected with the Indian
our

Rebellion,

the blowing of
captive Sepoys from
the mouths of guns, and other kindred actsol
mercy, we could not help
that ii
such

as

thinking

would have been more becoming in John Huh
to keep silent about the wisdom of forgivenes;
and magnanimity. The manner in which the
Fenian fiasco has boon met, on the part of the
authorilics by the strong and unre-

English
lecting hand,

afforded an eloquent comof this kind of cheap
the
on
sincerity
mentary
humanity; and in the absence of anything
which couJd be construed into a real danger,
lias afforded all Yajkecdom the enjoyment of
a

has

j

very broad three.

Further illustration of the same point, though
unfortunately of a far more tragic character, j
is furnished by the intelligence which comes
to us from Jamaica, that of the wretched rebels who madly rose against the white authori-

applicants for seats
already decided.

perceived by

many persons, who were
No accident was
roused from their beds.
caused by the convulsion.
—Workmen employedln sinking the foundations for a new church at Exeter, England, lately discovered, at a depth of ten feet, some portions of a tcsselated pavement, evidently of

great antiquity.
—In Croatia the

highroads

arc

so

unsafe,

owing to the bands of robbers which prevail
there, that it is thought martial law will be
in the province before long. A notorious robber chieftain, Joseph Udinanic, and
three others loss famous, have been made pris-

proclaimed

oners.

hardly

need be said that the tidings of
the late Senator Collamer’s death were received here with profound
That

conservative man in the coun
try will prated against it, for the President
has no such constitutional authority, and it L
the way to destroy the Union, not to reconstruct it in a manuor that shall be of real benefit to the people of both sections of the

their present status is

were

knee,

Clothe us, Lord, with fdl thy armor,
_Malte ns strong to d re aiid do,
Fill us with thv heavenly spirit,
To our banner keep us true.
So when every toil is endca,
An 1 our latest toe shall liee,
Washed in thine own blood, our Saviour,
Grant us heavenly rest with thee.

Pre .ideat’s demand that the sec ceded State.sliail ratify the Constitutional Amendment

arrive,
question

—The ex-Emperor of Austria is sufficiently
ill for bulletins to be issued from time to time.
Ferdinand, who is the uncle of the present
Emperor, is iu his seventy-third year. He
succeeded to the crown in 1835, and abdicated
in 1848.
—At Bcsancon, France, lately, a violent detonation was heard underground, and the earth
The oscillations were in
was twice shaken.
the direction from southwest to northeast, and

the way bef re us lying
Give us nchly of thy grace;
Let us feel thy'hand’s w arm pressure,
Let us see thy smiling face;
In ttio hour of pain and danger,
Let us m v r (hint or itee;
By thy spirit, O, our Savior,
Keep us ever near to thee.

ly
gullet into the reseeptacie oi
things corrupt and treasonable. In evidence
that the serpent is wounded, and has given up
hope of his expected repast, we4 need only
adduce a single sample manifestation. The
Hartlord Times, the leading copperhead paper
in Connecticut, and perhaps not inferior to
any
other this side of Neifr York, referring to the

jyit is

at

laughs
Started

unexpected

that the publisher has been
obliged to
It i* a capital local paper.
Sar*The Bangor Whig says that on
Sunday
afternoon a bold attempt was made to
rob the
dry good* .tore of Mr. G. W. [Steven,, in that
city. The rascals obtained entrance Into the
photograph room of Hr. R. C. Nash, directly
over the store, and, aided by some
success

enlarge it.

carpenters’

tools which they found there, made a hole in
the dorr through which they drew
up a large
quantity of goods and piled them away in readiness to carry off at night. By a
very fortunate visit of Mr. Nash to his rooms in the afternoon, their well laid plans were frustrated ex-

as regards some $70 wortii of
clothing,
longing to Mr. N., and the clerks in

cept

bethe
store, which was taken away at their first visit.
The Biddeford Union says the sewing
circle, of Rev. Mr. Nichols’ society, of Saco,
have presented him and his family with about

$300.

(yA correspondent of the Bangor Times
says that “The Hancock Journal” is to be started at Ellsworth on tho 1st of January. Gen.
Caldw.ll is to bo business sponsor and a contributor to its

sponsibility

columns,

while the editorial reis to rest with another
military

gentleman. The Bath Times feels called upon
to declare that another paper in Hancock is not

needed,

and warns Gen. Caldwell and others
to “hands off.”
We dare say the Hancock Union men are competent to decide for themselves what is or is not demanded. We recollect when the same ex-cathedra decision was
made

against

the

starting

of the Press in this

city.
ty By

a letter published in the Bath Times
it appears that the schooner Enigma, of about
ninety tons, owned by P. O. Moses of that city,
Capt. James T. Morse, sailed from Charleston,
S. C., on the J bib October, and on the 4th day
out, while near Abaco, was capsized by a hurricane, and Mr. Marr, cook, of Parker’s Head,

swept overboard with the deck load. Capt.
Morse thinks there may be a chance of his being saved. Capt. Morse, Cyrus Morse, mate, H.
was

W. Small and J jseph Anderson, seamen, saved
themselves by clinging to the keel of the
vessel, where they remained twelve days destitute of food, and at the exuiration of that
time they were picked up by the British

Pperlcss,

brig
Philadelphia, and brought co
Joseph Anderson of Bath (sou of
C. Anderson) died■ of starvation a

from

Matauzas.
Mr. John
few hours after being taken on board tho Peerless. The Captain and remainder of the crew
arrived at Matauzas, from which place the letter was dated.
sry The Pall term of Bates College will
close Wednesday, Nos). 22d.
Even-

Tuesday
ing there will be a public Prize Debate
College Chape], beginning at seven and

at the
a half

o’clock.

!Sy The Biddeford Journal urges the construction of a railroad from Saco,
up the valley
of tho Saco river, with a view
of

ultimately

reaching Pryeburg. If the Portland and Rochroad is completed, the Journal
says that
city and Saoo, for business purposes, will be-

ester

like an islaud.
mf-Ilie Whig learns that the body of Mr.
Smith who drowned himself at Belfast in consequence of his ruinous losses in the great lire,
come

recovered last week. It was found in the
bay near the city, we believe.
Ipy The Whig says that on Thursday night
was

last, John Reed, of Orono, accidentally fell
down the cellar stairs of a house in which he
had just taken up his abode, mistaking the
cellar door for that leading to the kttahem He
was taken up insensible and remained;so until
he died Friday evening.
5®“The Publishers of the Kennebec Journal
have issued their prospeotus for the Legislative
Journal, to be published daily during the session for $2.00. It will be invaluable to those
who wish for full reports of the legislative
pro-

ceedings.

—Winter has commenced in the Baltic pro-

on

the Aroostook river,

the state

line, is a flourishing place. Its
citizens are public spirited, enterprisiug and
indusirious and prosperity follows in their
ivake. We learn from a correspondent of the
Pioneer that “about twenty new buildings have
been erected in this village and immediate vicinity during the present season, and still every
house, old and new, is crowded to its utmost
capacity. Wherever there was a spare room to
be had, a family had gone to occupy it, until a
more convenient place of abode could be erected. Storehouses and granaries have been occupied as tenements.”
ty The Houlton Times says two large barns
and a shed and their contents, belonging to
Mr. Alexander Hughes in Hodgdon, were destined by fire on Monday week, at four o’clock
in the morning.
The bams contained about
25 tons of hay and a quantity of oats and buckwheat valued at $850. There were 4 horses, 6
colts, 4 cows, 2 oxen, one wagon and harnesses
in the barns at the same time; C colts, 2 cows,
burned to a crisp—and '2 cows
ox which were got out of the
tire, were
so badly
burned that they were afterwards
killed. The 4 horses, only, were saved alive.
Seventeen thousand shingles near one of the
barns wore also destroyed.
Mr. Hughes was
away from home, but returned soon after to
ox were

vinces; the inhabitants of Revel have begun to see his property—the accumulation of years—
regret.
promise use sledges.
swept away in an hour’s time. His loss will
of a green old age and usefulness still further
—Near Potsdam, in Prussia, gunpowder is
eXeeed $3500, and there was no insuranc •.
prolonged, which seemed to be afforded by his manufactured from wood, on something like
vigorous eoustitution, and unimpaired powers, the gun-cotton principle.
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED
was not to be realized.
His long, arduous,
—Among the improvements going on in Parind honorable life has suddenly closed, leav- is is tlie bui ding of a number of churches with
5®"The Bishop of Oxford has receivod the
ing a void in the highest council of the nation domes, in tlie style so much in vogue in Italy.
undignified
cognomen of “Soapy Sam.” It is
will
a
that will not soon be filled. Whether this sad
give quite new character to Paris- said
They
that when the Bishop was travelling eastian architecture.
event can better be borne by 113 now, than it
ward to attend the Church Congress at Nor—It has usually been supposed that a gasomcould have been in the dark and perilous days
wich, a lady, who was sitting opposite to him,
eter
could
not
on
the
explode;
nevertheless,
of the civil war, I do not presume to say, hut
commented in flattering terms on the eloquence
30th ultimo, at Nine Elms, near London, a gasand ability of the great Anglican divine, qnite
urely at no time could It have been less than
ometer did explode, shaking the city to its founa great public loss.
unconscious that she was addressing him.
dations. The building contained a million cu“But why, sir,” she added, “do they call him
How Jacob Collamer
struggled with poverty bic feet of gas, and burst with a sound as of a
in his early days, succeeding only by sturdy and
Soapy Sam?” “Well, madam,” replied the
park of artillery, shattering the massive iron
has always
persevering efforts in attaining a liberal edu- roof, and filling the air all around with flames. Bishop, “I suppose it is because he
been in a good deal of hot water, and always
how
he
served twenty years at the bar, A second gasometer near caught fire, and the
ction,
manages to come out with clean hands.”
ten upon the bench of the Supreme Court ot
conflagration was terrible. Several persons
B^"Cbicago has the worst sidewalks in the
six
the
in
killed
first
the
and
were
Vermont,
national House of Repreothers
by
explosion,
country, and C. Buckley has obtained a versentatives, and ten In the U. S. Senate, not to fearfully burned.
dict of $14,000 damages against the City for in—In Turkey, the Minister, Fuad Pacha, has
-peak of his term in the Cabinet of General
one of them.
to effect a reform similar to that I juries sustained in falling through
undertaken
brief
but far more honorable than
fay lor,
Dr. James McCune Smith, a prominent
By
in
viz.:
the
of
secularization
Italy,
many a longer one,—all this the country proposed
colored physician of New York, died on Frithe monastic property. It is estimated that
knows and wiil not at once forget. HU real
He was very active in all measures inof the real estate in Turkey is of day.
three-fourths
worth however was best understood by those
tended to benefit his race.
this kind.
who knew him be3t. Making no speeches for
By Mr. Corcoran, the Washington banker,
—It is said that Francis II., late ol Naples, is
notoriety, never doing anything out of osten- preparing to leave Rome to reside in Austria or who voluntarily expatriated himself and resitation, possessing as a speaker neither rhetor- Uavaria, in consequence of the departure of ded in Europe during the rebellion, has returned to Washington.
ical brilliancy nor grace of
delivery, without the French. This decision was come to in a
By The Houston (Texas) Telegraph of the
at
the
Farncse
held
Palace.
council
any artificial dignity, he was not a man to dazfamily
10th iust., learns that orders have been rezle and captivate the populace. Yet among
—One hundred thousand children are educaceived from Washington not to muster out of
iiis peers in that august body of which he died
ted in the distiict schools of Norway, at an anservice any more troops, nor to sell any more
a member, no man was regarded with more
of
thousand
nual cost
pounds.
eighty
government property until further orders.
profound respect, or received lor his opinions
—The Manchester Guardian states that when
B5f“A London paper of Nov. 2d says : “The
more attentive audience or
higher considera- the Dean of Westminster pronounced the ships are on their way which are to bring home
tion. HU great acquirements, particularly of words, “dust to dust, ashes to ashes,” over the
the first detachment of the French army of
legal knowledge, his ripe experience, sound grave of Lord Palmerston, the chief mourner, occupation from Rome, but the Pope probably
last precious offering to the dead, threw indoes not even yet believe that they will really
judgement,excellent sense, and above all his as a
several diamond, and gold rings.—
remove.”
nflexible and incorruptible integrity and pa- to the grave
This novelty attracted a great deal ot notice,
&y Hon. Anson Burlingame, Minister to
triotic devotion to his-country were of the utand was received with various degrees of apChina, was presented to the President on Frimost value in the dark days of the Republic,
probation. To some it appeared a great im- day. Rumors of his removal are believed to be
and would still have been in the
great and dif- provement, as taking away all the earthly hide- unfounded.
ficult work of reconstruction.
ousuess of burial; but others thought that the
Iff" Donald McKay, Jr., son of the wellHU character was harmonious
throughout. traditional solemnity of the grave suffered known ship-builder of East
Boston, was marPossessing great abilities and virtues, he was when the dread words “ashes to ashes, dust to ried at the American
Legation in Paris, on the
not only free from those vices which are somethis
substidust" were accompanied by
garish
30th ult., to Miss Emily Peiniger, of Elberfeld,
times found in paradoxical connection with tute for the usual symbolic sprinkling of earth Prussia.
them, but was singularly exempt from weak- upon the coffin.
By Greene, who cut his wife’s throat and
nesses and foibles.
—At the Students' Congress at Liege, a
There was no nonsense in
tried to kill himself, is improving.
He keeps
French student jumped upon a chair and dishim.
his eyes constantly closed, and speaks only
Like several other veteran Senators be died played a black crape banner, saying that so when spoken to, and then answers in monyfull of yeai's. He was at the time of his death long as France was in mourning for the loss of syllableg. As soon as able he will be removed
he and his comrades could have
to an insane asylum.
seventy three years of age, and four years the her liberties,
senior of Hon. Beverdy Johnson, the next no other flag. Thereupon, however, another
By The following is said to make a nice
and was about
Slice a few cold
breakfast dish.
oldest member of the Senate. He attained an student waved a tri-colored flag,
biscuit, or
to make a speech, but the meeting settled the
some dry light bread, fry them
slightly, in a
Age five years greater than that of Calhoun and
matter by cries of “No flag at all.” Unanimous
nice
or
little butter
gravy. Beat three or four
three years greater than that of Webster, but
applause followed, and order, a moment threat- eggs, with a half teacup full of new milk and a
died two years younger than Clay. Though
ened, was restored.
pinch of salt. When the bread is hot, pour the
lie will not stand associated in hUtory with
eggs over it and cover for a few minutes, stir
those intellectual Titans,
yet few lives close
tSFThe New Orleans Picayune says that lightly, so that all the eggs may be cooked.
more full of honorable
deeds, or richer in ben- Judah P. Benjamin has written to his friends This is a nice dish, besides saving the dried
efits conferred. Though he did not attain the in that city that he has
bread.
been received and treahighest plane of civic renown, yet his fame ted with great kindness and generosity by
By Simon Jackson, keeper of a sailor
will stand forever clear of
those staiDS which I many prominent statesmen of England; that
boarding house, in Boston, was found in his
we would
he is awaiting the legal term of residence to
so gladly wash
house Sundayiniorning, unconsoious, with his
away with our tears
from the names of some
qualify him for admission to the English bar, in head split open. In his pocket were found two
who have. A grateI
the
resume
of
to
practice
order
his profession
country xvnll long venerate hU
watches and $50 in money; and in a chest in
memory, |
and teach her sons to
in London or Liverpool, and that he manages
the room was a package of $3000 or $4000
emulate his example.
to support himself very comfortably by giving
which had not been molested, which fact goes
T. S. P.
counsel to his friends and others in regard
to show that robbery was not the purpose of the
ft^”Tbe largest Sunday school in America to legal matters in this country. We wish our assault, and which directs
suspicion to a hoaris to be found in Cincinnati. It has
twenty-five English cousins joy of their acquisition. We der at the house, who was known to have had
hundred pupils.
cannot feel that our loss is their gain,
some
diffleulty with Jackson,
1

_

|

said there is a

chap

“out west” who
At one

time he shook off

one of

his ears.
lif-A democratic orator at a meeting in New
Creek, Virginia, a few days ago, remarked thut
“the assassination of Abraham Lincoln was a

merciful dispensation; but it would ho

a

dispensation if his unworthy
successor, Johnson, should be assassinated.”
ggf” The new bridge about to be suspended
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business. Four vessels and nine livos have
been lost, against twelve vessels and seventynine lives last year.
U3F* Animal grafting 1 Dr. Berl, at the
French Academy of Science, read a paper in
which he says, “if the tail of a rat be cut off,
skinned, and then inserted under the skin of
the
animal, it will contin ue to live and
grow as before. If a fracture is effected, the
fractured parts will grow again as before. If a
fracture is effected, the fractured parts will
same

join

again exactly they would if the tail were in
its natural place; in short, both
physiologically
and pathologically the grafted party follows the
laws
of
nature.”
general
tjy A correspondent of the Boston Adveras

tiser, who signs himself “Radical,’’ says President Johnson is allowing the
unrepentant
Southern rebels to

“spin their own hemp to
It looks like it surely, and
copperheads may hang in the same string.
ty The dead body of an old man, apparently seventy, was found near Riverside Park, in

l>ress

DRESSING

Sunday morning

on

last.
The indications awaken suspicious of murder.
jy An exchange estimates the number of
hunters and trappers living on or near the
“Red River of the North,” at
thirty thousand.
They have no newspapers, no political organization, and only a limited communication with
the outer world. The larger
portion of their
furs find the readiest way to market
through
Minnesota to the Mississippi river.

| if”The highest inhabited place

the globe
is the post-house of Ancomara, in
Peru, which
is nearly 16,000 feet above the sea.
on

jyA» immense deposit of black marble,
said to be the only one known in the
country,
has been discovered at Williamsport, Pa.
The
Toronto Globe seems to be another
ty
os4o

of “oil

the brain.” It has been growing
more and more oleaginous with
every issue,
and the last number devotes two or three
long
columns to oil and oil-wells.
on

To the Editor

deservedly popular institution, took place on
Monday and Tuesday, Nov. IStb and 14th.
The examination of pupils, held dining the
day, showed great labor and care on the part
On Monday evening, the Quartette from
High Street Church, assisted by the organists,
of that and the Bishop’s Church, of this cily,
gave one of their most pleasing concerts, which
was largely attended.
The exhlh|tion, Tuesday evening, consisting
of a varied programme of Declamations, Compositions, Charades and Tableaux, was highly
creditable to tlie young ladies and gentlemen
engaged. The Academy Hall was crowded
to repletion by friends from Fryeburg and
neighboring towns, who testified in the strongest manner their appreciation of the high character of the exercises.

accomplished assistant, Miss Merrill, (of this
city), for the patient energy and persevering
industry with wbicli they have labored to make
this, wlial it really is, one of the first institutions of the State.

By a judicious system of physical exercises,
the pupil receives a healthy training, thus ma“
king a sound body for a sound mind ”. Mr.
Barrows shows rare talents as a teacher, having a most perfect system in all duties connected with the school.

desirable

a

location

as

the quiet,

beautiful

village of Fryeburg, and such an
able corps of teachers, the tiiture
prosperity of
the school is undoubted.
The next term will

commence on

Wednes-

day, Nov. 29tli.

_SPECIAL

NOTICES.

MORE EVIDENCE IN FAVOR OF

JOHNSON’S REPRODUCTOR!
Zion’s Advocate, of this city, has
using Johnson's Hair Reproductor for several
months past, and in that paper of Nov. 8th, 1865, he
speaks of it as follows:
The editor of

been

Johnson’s Reproductor.—We know that it is a
most excellent arricle to keep the head free from dandruff, and prevent the hair from becoming thin.

Portland, November 18th, 1865.
Six weeks ago, at which time I commenced using
Johnson’s Reproductor, my head was entirely bald,

BROTHERS,
COMMISSION MEB0HANT8,

series.

Vermont Central

Hill

MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN.
Buy for Eastern account Grain, Floor, Bstr
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ol Flour on hand
Bertshy’s Best,
N. Warrex,

Eagle,

charge.

A Fact Worth
Goods

can

Knowing,

bo repaired in

a

First

!
LOOK I

SEND ME ONE DOLLAR, by mail, and I will
semi you any one of these Uuld-Plated Articles I—
Ladles Neck Chain, Gents Vest Chain, No. 5 LockJet

Hoops,

Set of Ladles Jewel-

ry, Oold Ring, Gents Chain Pin, Gents Anchor Pin,
Pearl Sleevo Buttons. Gold Plated Buttons, Silver
Plated Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.
Address
L. DRESSER, Portland, Me.,
Oct 27—SNd4w»
Box 132.

DR.

BASCOM’S

and

Cough

Croup Syrup!

For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchitis,
Congestion of the Lungs, Pleurisy, Consumption, or
any ot icr difficulties ot the Lungs or Air Passages.
For the above diseases this is the best remedy that

public, as any person who has
testify. For Croup It lias no

was ever offered to the
ever used a bottle will
For Couu ns and
any one that it must
Oonsu mpttox it will

equal.
isfy

Colds,
kept

be

give relief

tail.
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Mortgage Bonds'.!.!'.!!

HALL,

Thursday Evening, Nov. 23,1805,
-BY-

MAJ. GEN. N. P. BANKS.

_married._

MUSIC BY TUB PORTLAND BAND.

In this city. Nov 19, by Bov Dr Stockhrldzo, Geo
Wood and Miss Ellen Callan, both of Portland.
In Norway, Nov 8, Jerome A Johnson and Fannie

Tickets tor the Course of Ten Lectures 81.25, to be
bad at tbe Bookstores and at Paine's Mu, 1c Stars,
and Crosman & Co.’s.
Doors open at 5— Lecture to commence at7) P. m.
Per Order of Committeo.

Nov 21—dtd

BARGAINS!

5

5

one bottle will satin the house.
For
when all other rem-

PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
Prepared an 1 sold by Db. E. F. Bascom, No. 10

On© Price

DIED.

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.

pictures,

Lecture of tbe Course will be deliver-

and

neat

Juiy21rtiitf

et lor two

LECTURES!

CITY

36J
yy

Manufacturing Company.1G0

substantial manner, at

I.OOK,

opening
ed In tbe
TUE

In Brunswick, Nov 8, William H Arey and Fannie
C Kemp, both of Ilarjmwoll.
In Phipsburz, Nov 16, Cant Charles N Delano and
Betsey J Uarrubee, both of Bath.
In Bath, Nov 10, Damascus L Dunton and Harriet
Greenleaf, both of Westport.
In Batli, Nov 15, Charles A Jones and Miss Mary
Gilbert.

without

Flour and Produce bought, stored and lusuredat
liberal rates.
marl3eodly

That Rubber

1865....

Advertisements.

L.

M.

M Bancroft.

MoClrlax.

weekly

New

97
102
100
15

issue.!!..!...

tbe Mb.

SPOKEN.

CO.,

_

09 and 71 East Water St.,

or

&

U nited States Ten-torties.
Ogdeusburg Second Mortgage Bonds.*!!!.’!! .*!!
Eastern Railroad.,..
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds!.!!!’.!.!!!!.
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.

RICE

BURGESS, FOBES & CO., Wholesale Agents, No.
SO Commcicial Street, Portland, Me.
Nov. 15.

dlmsn*£w3m#

MRS.

WINSLOW,

In this city, Nov 13, Miss Mary M Rider, aged 56
years.
In tills city, Nov 20, Mr John Noyes, aged 65 years.
1 Western papers please cony.]
on
afternoon, at 2 o'clk,
from his lale residence, No 29 Washington street.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In Munson, 111, Nov 11, Mrs Sarah J, wife of Dan’l

CLOTHS,

Wednesday

|yFuneral

Robinson, and daughter of James Siuionton, Esq, of
Portland, aged 52 years.
In Harpswell, NcV 13, Abide B Dunning, aged 24

CLOAKS,

years.
In Warren, Nov 5, Mrs Sabra Robinson, aged 82
years: 6th, Mrs Betsey McIntyre, aged 65 years.
At the Sailor’s Home, New York, Capt Jas L Lambert, of Bath, aged about 66 years.
In Woolwich, Nov 15, Benjamin Shaw, aged 81 yrs
4 months.
In Pittaton, Nov 13, Mr James
Call, aged 78 years.
,n Livermore, Nov 7, Dana
Norton, Esq, Postman
ter at North Livermore,

ELDEN & WHITMAN

IMPORTS.

On© Price

GRAND MENAN NB. Sch Grape Shot—5360 bxs
herring, 3 bales wool, 8 bbls codfish, 7 bbls haddock,
10 bids pickled herring, to Dana & Co.
ST GFORGE NB. Sch Gereaco—30,000 ft boards,
to N J Miller.
Sell Catharine Wilcox—20,000 ft boards, to order.

SHAWLS,
ll

%J*A

Soothing
FOR

Pliy-

Syrup,

CHILDREN

TEETHING

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give
selves, and

rest to

your-

pledge

our

reputation

for the fulfillment of what

In almost every instance where the
Infant is suffering from pain and exliausUon, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes after the Syrup is administered.
Full directions for using will accompany oach botNon© genuine unless the fho-simile of CURTIS
tlle
& PERKINS, New York:, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Prioe only 36 Cents per Bottle.
j unc3snd&w6m
we

declare.

here

Ilall’a Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew*
has proved itself to be the most perfect prepara-

er

tion for the hair

ever

offered to the

public.

It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.

no

inju-

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

IT

INAL COLOR.

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair^sofb, lustrous and silken.
a

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

or

young,

should foil to

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND

use

it.

USED BY THE

take

IIall’8 bioilian Hair Ronewer, and

for

other.

ne

R. P. IIALL A CO.,
Nashua, N. II., Proprietors.
W. F. Phillips if Co
Wholesale Agents.

auglusndkw6m

BALSAM!

for five

Portland, November 20th, 1866.
sed Johnson’s Reproductor
weoksonly; in that time it has produced for
me a full, fine growth of hair, whore before I was a
most bald.
JOHN CLARK, Portland Co.
Manufactured and sold, Wholesale and Retail, by

Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup,
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Langs,
and Whooping Cough*

HORACE N. JOHNSON. No. 80 Middle
St., Portland, (Up Stairs).
Liberal discount to dealers.
nov21sntf

these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and whiTe thus emc cious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all eges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of being at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a re ventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia*
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
#*# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
nol43Nd&wwCm
Square, Bangor, Me.

This certifies I have

Wanted Immediately.
An active, Industrious, honest Boy, 16 or 17 years of
age, who resides in the city, and who desires to le3rn
the bnslness of an Apothecary. Address, Portland
P. O. Box C8, with real name, and state where an interview can be had.
Nov 21—3 N dtf

New Goods !

JUST ItECEIVED AT

DRESSER'S, 90 EXCHANGE STREET.
Photograph Albums from 59 cts. to ?8. All kinds oi
Jewelry going cheap. Poitmonnaios from 20 cts. to
S2. Rubber Dancing Dolls 25 cts. Ail kinds of gouds
going cheap for 30 days. Give DRESSER, a call at

his Old Stand above the Pott Office, Exchange St.
Nov. 18—*Nd4w*

GENTS’
First Class Custom Boots!
OF ALL KINDS!
from the best material, and in the best manner, and warranted equal to the best made in the
city, and at the LOWEST PRICES, at
GO WELL’S,
7G Middle Street.
Nov 17—eodif bn
Made

Catawba

Invalids and ail who wish
Invigorator, call at

a

Wine l

gentlo stimulant and

CROSMAN

CO.'S,
and get a bottle of old Catawba which is PURE and
EXTRA FINE.
Nov 8.— SNd3w
A

found by experience to be the
BEST BEMEBY

Has been

Lungs and Tborat,

DIPHTHERIA,

In

t^A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 tine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Or-

gans In a state ot Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Oonsenuences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—tlic only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of coses treated. A
tvutliful adviser to the married, and those contemmarriage, who entertain doubts at their
ical condition. Sent free of postage to any adores*,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROlA, No. 81 Malden Lane,
Albany, N. V.
The author may be consulted upon any of the diseases
or
upon which nis book treats either personally
and medicine sent to any part of the world*
by
Oct 6—s N d&wCm

plating

phys-

mail,

ITCH 1
Scratch,

ITCH! ITCH!
Scratch, Scratch l

Wheaton’s

Ointment

Will Care the Itch ia Forty-Eight Hoars*
Also cures SALT RllEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all drugglsls.
By sending CO cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St.? Boston, it will he forwarded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25,18G5.—S N d&wlyt
Perry’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.
Chloasma, or Mothpatoh, (also called Liverspot,)

Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladies oflight complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on tne face ot a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and an v preparation tn&t will etfectu$ly remove them without injuring the texture or
color <3/ the skin, Is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who lias made diseases of the skin a
speciality, lias discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harmand

E. S.

WOEMELL,
PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 90 Middle Street, Portland.

Ur- Card Photographs at Three Dollars
per dozen,—tlio BEST in the City.
may25sndCm

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC

GALLLERY,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
No. 80 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
dec29tl.
Copying done in the best manor.

less.

Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist,
Bond Stroct, New-York, and (or gale
bv all
drugulstB: price $2 ,ter bottle. Call for PPRftv“«
*
No. 4

MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION
W. F. Phillips & Co., and II. H. Hav Wholesale
Agents, Portland, Maine.
oVmIL.

Mwl^m

largest, best, and chea^.M Establishment in
Ail work warranted.
<Uc State.
Card Photographs $3,00 per doz.
M.
A.
MeKENNEV,
Oct 6—S N eodtteow3m
281 Congress St.
THE

Hall’s Rubber

Emporium

IS at 147 Middle Street, where every
variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent,
junc2?tt

TO DYE EASY

desirable. Mathews' Venetian Hair Dye la
the best ia the world.
Complete In one bottle. No
wash, no stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their
hair dyed in public, can

Is very

dye at home
better than any barber can do It, by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair appear dusty or dead, but imparts new life and lnstrc.
Gives a beautlul black or brown, anproterred. Prtee
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Danas Babres & Co., New York, Wbolesal-

Agunts.

BEAVE R S.

MA-RIINK 1ST KWS BLANKETS.
PORT

OF

PORTLAND*

Monday. November 20*
ARRIVED.
Chisholm, Boston for Eastport

Steamer New York,
and St John NB.

Brig Herbert, (Br) Sandfbrd,

mayMuteodly

One Price

NS for Bos-

Windsor

ton.
Sch C D Horton, (Br) Smith, Halifax NS for Boston
Sch Ceresco, (ot Ellsworth) Smith, St George NB.
Sell Giape Shot, (Br) Ingalls, Grand Menan NB.
Sch Hannie Westbrook, Littlejohn, New York.
Sch Lady Ellen, Libby, Ellsworth.
Sch Amulet, Hopkins, Trenton.
Sch Napoleon, Roberts, Wise asset.

TliH>et*,

& Co.
Sch

Goods,

FLANNELS,
DOMESTICS.

One Price

Bramhall, Hamilton, Boston—Jos U White.

SAILED—Ship John S Harris; barques B ColcorU,
Fannie, Pbllena, Winslow, Sarah B Hale; brigs Thos
Connor, Wm U Parks, Star of Hope, Lincoln Webb.
Beit) Carver, Trenton; sch Windward.
OUR

Poplins,

Dress

Sch Emelinc, Farnham, Domarhcotta.
Sch Tlios C Bartlct, Dunham, Bowdoinham
Sch Ligure. Pray, Calais for New York,
Sch G I) King, McGregor, Calais for New York.
Sell Ganges, Lord, Ellsworth for New York.
Sch Emily, Grant, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Bangor, Jordan, Ellsworth lor Boston.
Sch Laurel, Parker, Frankfort for East Cambridge,
reports, on Saturday, off Seguln. Wm Butterfield, ol
Prospect, was lost overboard and drowned.
Sch Tarry Not, Cottrell, Bangor for Salem.
Sch Jessie lientou, Snow, Bangor tor Boston.
Sch Webhannet. Duncan, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Mayflower,
Carpenter, Gouldaboro tor Boston.
Sell Bremen, Card, Bowdoinham for Salem.
CLEARED.
Brig Frank E Allen, Merrill, Philadelphia—Dana

Wliite Goods,

CORRESPONDENT.

BOOTHDAY, Nov 13—Ar, sclis Solon, Spear, and
Emeline, Farnsworth, Rockland tor Boston; CathaWilcox, McFaddcn, St George NB for Portland;
Margaret Alice, Maurice. Cornwallis NS for Portland
Annie M, Sprague. New River NB for do.
Nov 17—Ar, schs J B Woodbury, Woodbury, Portland tor La Havre Bank; Silver Moon, Blake, liamoriscotta.
Nov 18—Sid, sefan Collector, McFarland, and Ripley
Ropes, Campbell, Portland; J B Woodbury, Woodbury, La Havre Bank.

HOSIERY,

rine

$17,000.

GLOVES.

uw
I

__

tons, built at Brooksparties in Boston for

No. S.

No.

5

DISASTERS.

Brig Caroline E Kelley, Morrill, from Boston lor
Philadelphia, came to anchor on Friday night, near
the Cross Hip Light Boat, and during the blow of that
night parted her ehains and drifted in towards the
north side of the island. She was discovered early in
the morning by Alex B Dunham, who, with his crew,
went on board and piloted her into the barbor. She
was supplied with anchors and proceeded 17th.

Free Street Block
ONE

Sch Enigma, (of Bath) Capt J T Morse, was
capsized night of the 22d ult, during a hurricane, near
Akaco. The captain and three ol the crew were rescued by tbs Br brig Peerless, from Philadelphia for
Matanzas, but one of Die men, Jos Anderson, (lied a
few hours aftef going on board. Nothing is known
of the late of Gillian Marr, seaman, but is supposed
be was drowned at the time of the disaster. The captain and two seamen are in hospital at Matanzas receiving medical treatment. The E registered 91 tons
and was owned by the master and F O Moses, of
Bath.
Brig Mountain Eagle, at Baltimore from Portland,
had heavy weather on tne passage, split sal s and lost
part of deck load.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRAN CISCO—Ski 17th, ship Black Hawk,
Doane, Boston.
Shi 14th mat, ships CarihahU. Rogers, New York:
A M Lawrence, Taylor, Hong Kong.
GALVESTON—Ar 27tb, brig Caprera, Patterson.
St John NB.
Chi 28th, barque Oak Ridge, Ginn. New York; 29th
brigs Mary E Thompson, Lampher, Boston; 3lst.
Flora E Brewer, Brewer, Liverpool; 2d Inst, Abbv
Thaxter, Walker. New York.
NEW’ ORLEANS—Below 8th, coming
up, ships
J H Stetson, Woodruff, from DamaiiHCotta; William
Libby, from Bath.
Advertised, ships Sorrento, for Liverpool ; Gettysburg, for do; Mayflower, for Boston; barques Arlington, for New York; Adelaide, tor do; brig Ohio
^
for do.
MOBILE—Ar 8th,
sch Laura Gertrude,

brig Urana, Bruce, New York*
*’
Campbell, do.
Cld 11th, brig Tempest, Wilson, New York.
APALACHICOLA—In port 7th, ships Lydia Skolflcld, Skolfleld, for Liverpool; John
for New York: Clara Ann, Stinson for
1>Bnlcl
to

Runy^ ?^
——

B«»™ker,

J&gss?*iotA’
10‘h’ bU* Roamcr- Crabtree,
Iikimo2dLK-Ar

R^toond*0®®""**,Tth’ ^

from

CorTO- Acborn, from

Freeman,
QrcutffcuKw^g?*’Richard*«

rta!

and Lucy A

Fortland i Ad-

Ar

C

17th, brig

irfhb BB'A'oa. Kelton, Bouton.

CM

SS£.

c-pwt--

J

brtf8(,C^n*nge.
**

P«tsmolbtS^0rU!mdi

Brig Isabella Jewett,
rVi ..I.v’
*8t".
R W

Lowell, Par-

Georgetown.

Smith, Richmond.
Griffiths, Drummond, (hr
barque
Vf...
*»»»*“■
brig Merriwa, Ingersoll, etty Point: sells
Ball, I lizabothport; Brier, Gregory,

FH^Sawyer,
18th,

Ar
schs Gen Meade, Dinsmore,
Bangor; Red
Rover, Hodsdon, Belfast lor ltoudoul; J K Damage
Wood, Koudout for Boston.
Ar Mth, barque Hesperia, (Br) Jarvis,
Slianghae:
brig Renshaw, Smith, Malaga; c E Eaton do
Ar 19th, barque Florence, Smith, Malaga- brigC F
*
Eaton, Currv, do.
NEW BKDFCRD—Sid 18th, schs
Shields,
Mary
Wa'*, *^,M*rtW Mono, Sprague, New York.
HOLMES 8 HOLE—Ar 17th, brig Caruliuo K Kel-

Morrill, Nantucket tor Boston,
ley,
ln
schs G D King, J L
Jf0‘?i18t.h’ briK,<; E Kelley;
E Pearson, Capt John, CorGertrude Horton, E A Nash, A

Ames, Morston,

Barque Civilian, Cunningliam,
hJS2?i?o’
bl?ff! Lillian.Swasey, Havana; Jessie

ESTVStir**
Julia, (Br)
Pmthnd0”-Ar 13lb’ *Cb

.boro.

Suaan Center, Uamsdell,

18th, brig Nlgretta, Rice, Palermo;
Young, Hume, St Croix.

sch C F

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Malaga Slit nit, barque La
Plata, Crowed, for
Philadelphia, Mg; brig Alberti, Dow, for New York;
and others.
Ar at
Orcutt.
Ar al

Principal.

Instruction given in Pencil or Crayon Drawing by
Mias E. JONES, at *6.00 per term. In Oil Painting
a* *lo,oo.
A class in Drawing will be formed for Wednesday
and

Saturday afternoons.
Terms, tor Winter Term of eleven weeka, *11.00.
C. O. FILES, Priacipsl.
Nov 21—d*w

■yy In

a

Kingston J loth ait. barque Enrique, (Arg)
Boston, (and nailed 20th for Black River.)
Caibarieu 1st hist, brig Hyperion,
* Im
^ Lewis,
Portland,

sr

Every Town

and

t

e

Village

in

i

d

Maine,

Local Altali far she Sale af
UNION ILLUMINATING

LOCKETTS

OIL;

BURNING FLUID.
the best and most carefully
artiThin
cle in the market; non-explosive brilliant In flame,
free from coloring matter, and trom smoke an t smell
and in an unusual degree. Burns with or without

prepared

chiiuncys.

Grocers and country merchants disposed to push
the thing, may make very liberal arrangements. Alfor the sale of the Safety Lamp and Burner,

so

JAMES LOCKETT,

Ns, *0 Doaase Street,

Nov 21—codSw*

Boston.

"kindergarten.
on the KINDERGARTEN PLAN will be opened TUESDAY.
Nov. 28th, at the old City Government Building, corner of Congress and Lime Sts.
For particulars inquire at 217 Congress St.
Nov 21—<12w

SCHOOL tor CHILDREN

A

A Card.
my neighbors and friends who
every exertion to savo my
Sunday morning, Nov. 19, 1 Like this
and my
turning my grateful

so

rpo

1

they

thanks,

m*ay

lHnc'

Portland, Nov.

kindly used

re“*th'>d,o< V®

’'Jj’l' J*.A,at

Cor. Milk and Lime Sts.
no21dtf

20,1866._
For MobUe.

Bark EAGLE, J. P.
Wilkinson Master, having most of her
will
have despatch as
engaged,
cargo
The Al New

irom

2JJth. ship Heuw A. Wade.
Crosby, Ardrossan.
Wahl.

CM

|

Academy J

WINTER TERM BEGINS NOV. 27, 1866.
A TASTERS and Hisses of all ages and attainments
A’A received at any time In tbs term. Persons de.
sirous of taking up French,
German, or any single
branch taught In the Academy, will tind that they
can make
satlsihctory arrangements by calling un the

above.
For balance of freight

Jeremie;

Kliytuu,Jones,
Sh“w'Elb,worth; Sarah-

dtf

Portland

Eudo-

FpBK—Ar 17th, brigs Mary
,J’ Matron. Gilbert,

gf* H*t*eu

November ai, 18*6.

Howes, Bangor.
tieoreto Koto*, Willard,

VI

Ar

ELDEN & WHITMAN

Moons, Ray,

UaF“1“4- “■*

PRICE

ONLY.

Yort5U*'

New>YoTk'~Ar 18tb’ “B Ada

PHOTO GRAPHS 1

BLACK WOOL

Miniature Almanac......November 21*
rises.6.59 I Moon sets.. .7.25 PM
Sun seta .4.33 | High water...... 12.85 PM

Brig Gilmor Meredith. 353
vlUe in 1858, bas been sold to

WARREN’S

COUGH

One Price

Belgian.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov

FROM

FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

By Ask

FROM
FOR
DATE.
Java....New York. .Liverpool.Nov 16
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.Nov 16
Liberty.New York.. Havana.Nov 18
.7.;. .Quebec.Lfverdool.Nov 18
P«puiY»to:
America.New York..Bremen.Nov 18
North Star........ New Yark.. New Orleans.. Nov 18
Etna..
New York.. Liverpool.Nov 18
Virginia..New York.. Liverpool.Nov 18
Santiago do Cuba..New York. .California.Nov 20
Cuba.Boston.Liverpool.Nov 22
25
South America-New York. .Rio Janeiro... .Nov 29
Persia.%..New York. .Liverpool.Nov 29
Cuba.New York. .Havana.Dec 2
Corsica.New York..Havana.Dec 4
-J'-Tg .III
NAME

Sun

Relief and Health to your Infants.
We have put up ami sold this article for over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth ot it
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—Never hat it failed tn a tingle inttance to
effect a cure, when thnely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all arc delighted with its operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
<‘what we do know,’* after thirty years experience;
and

SILKS.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.

•.

EXEEItlENCEn NURSE mid Female
sician, presents to the attention of Mother» her
AN

For the various diseases of the
such os

by

Old

do

United States Five-twenties. 1st

and had been so thirteen years.
I now, after using
one bottle, have a tliick growth of hair all over
my
who
and
those
wish
can
see
and
learn these foots
head,
calling at my residence at Libby’s Corner, or my
place of business at Brown’s Sugar House, York St,
T. B. THOMPSON.

Goods,

CUSTIS

on

Nov 1, lat 38 52. Ion 45 53, ship Golden Rule, from
St John NB for
Valparaiso
Nov 13, lat 3o 20, Ion 70 10, ship Robt C Winthrop,
Iroui New Orleans tor Havre
Nov 14, lat 32. Ion 77
20, sob Ontario, (of Machlss)
from Jamaica tor New York.

B«l«i Stack List.
Sales at the Broker* Board, Nov 20.
American Gold.
147
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.'.'.'.7.7.7 7.77 105
United Stain 7 3-iothx Loan, lit serloa.. 1/71
2d series. 97

Fancy

Cabixet,
Champion,
Market Reports sent daily

back

and Retail,

do

It is

Netv

CHARLES

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

PBODUOE

CENTS.

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE oi MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtf

ANDERSON. Agent.

JnneSldlyr

(Per steamer City of Washington.)
Palermo, Jennie Cushman, from Bangor.
The Eugenie, trom Hamburg tor New York, put

Ar at

-BY-

THIS celebrated Toilet
Soap, In such universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, Is
mild and emollient In its nature,
fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial in Its act
upon the t) la.
For sale by all Draggiata and
Good’a Deaim

of teachers and scholars.

so

Wholesale

At

Market Square, 20.

octUsndSm

FIFTV

HAIR.

For aalo at

ANDERSON’S
NEW YOBK SKIBT k OOBSET 8T0BE
20

THE

Middle Street.

of the Press:

Fryeburg Academy.
The closing exercises of the Fall term of this

With

PRICE

Elevators !

25 Cents per Set 2

hang themselves.”

Brookline, Mass.,

beautifying,
AND—-

1

b?l» ^
Sr ?ugar

..

more

taken as a whole, been quite a successful one,
and exempt to a great extent from the loss of
life and property usually attendant upon the

life i

-FOR-

RESTORING,

ls3“o Certificates of Deposit, Dayaoie on jBank
demand, bearing interest at ftvorablo rates.
\V. E. GOVLDt Casbier.
Portland, Nov. 13, lscs.-dtf 8H

the Ohio River at Cincinnati will be the
longest structure of the kind in the world, being

KSfThe Gloucester Telegraph says that the
fishing season of 1865, now about closed, has,

Inst, barque Trovatore Cmrw.l
sugar at *4 pr hbd;
L,oak' •» io’
M
l,!f at 80 or hbd
and $5 f»r molasses; Mechanic,
rfutcblneoa, a„,|
Kennebec, Merrill, for Por(lmuil ldg molashcs &t $>i
per bhd.
At Block House Mines CB 1st lust, barque Lavivia.
Davis, New York.
Aratst John NB 14tb lust, brig C M Reynolds,
Dick, Stonington.
Ar at do Utb, brig Clara M Goodrich, Look, irun
Portland.

Magical Preparation

DEPOSITS.

over

than two thousand feet longer than that
over the Niagara River, and five hundred and
forty feet longer than the Meuai Bridge, Eng.
Its total spun will be one thousand and fiftyseven feet.

At Cardenas 9th
tor New York, ldg

NO TICES.

s:e;zbx.e;’<S hair

OP POBTLANI).

still

merciful

more

special notices.

loud that it loosens his teeth.

Much credit is due to Mr. Barrows and the

tiyFort Fairfield,

and 1
and 1

so

edies

—

For

the

to

FOREIGN MISCELLANY.

We have heard thy cell, our Father,
Lo, we come to d® thy will.
Wliiie wc thus around thy altar

It

MEWS,

re<**»y
<Tr0iX f*rieT'
t^~Ibe,St
St. Stephen, lias met
with such

near

world of evil,
Lost mid shadows drear ana chill,

By thy spirit, O, our Savior,
'Make us truly one in thee.

begin

of admitting the Southern

a

Join the hand and bend the

As the members

is more and more evident that the

on

HYMN.

Wandering in

He ha;
been cheated of a choice morsel. He hopec
to gorge himself upon a Presidential banquet.
His saiivar had been secreted without s int tc
slobber over and prepare the victim to go easi-

ment, the President stands forth
ed and confided in than
ever, and
everywhere breath freely.

President.

;t

serted.

the creature in his recent caresses.

strength.

Thomp-

which, having been prepared for the occasion,
and illustrating its spirit, as well a3 the animui of the whole undertaking, is here in-

tail, but ail such impotent rage is harmless
and only shows the animus which possessed

His scheme was well

P.

the crowded audience. No part of the exercises was more interesting or more mpressive
than tlie address to the newly formed church,
by Rev. Gk L. Walker of the State St. church in
your city. Near the close of the services a
hymn was sung by the choir and congregation

his

too much

preached by Rev. Dr. Joseph

The telegraphic correspondent of the Boston Advertiser—says this bold and forcible
speech—is lhe subject of much congratulation
in Washington, among the supporters of the

life wan the light of men,” was an able effort,
and though somewhat abstruse and metaphysical, was listened to with marked attention by

and fall away. Of course, as these results de
veiope the stricken serpent writhes and lasher

truly

it must he expecteu that a
minori ty of these States will cherish for years
perhaps, their feelings of disloyalty, the country has a right to expect that, before tbeir
members are admitted to a share in the government of this country, a clear majority of
each of these States shall give evidence of earnest and cheerful loyalty, not by supli speeches as are so common—that they submitted the
issue to the arbitrament of war,—but that
they are willing to stand by and fight for the
flag of the country against all enemies at
home or abroad.
In conclusion, said Mr. Colfax, I can but
echo the words of our departed President, in
his last inaugural on the steps of the Capitol,
“With malice toward none, with charity for
all, but with firmness to do the right, as God
gives us to see the right,” and all will be well.

son, of the Tabernacle church, New York
city, from the words “In Mm was life, and the

tide, the refusal to pardon Jeff Davis and detei mi nation to put him on trial even against
the prayers of 15,000 Southern ladies, the order to Governors Perry and Holden to retain
their official power till officially revoked from
Washington, the conversation of the President with Major Stearns and his frank avowal
of his personal desire to see a qualified nCgrtt
suffrage adopted, the requirement of the rebel
States to repudiate their rebel war debts, the
demand that they shall before recognition
ratify the abolition amendment to the federal
constitution, and the prompt appointment 'tc
important offices of Generals Kilpatrick aau
Logan, fresh from the stump in New Jersey
and New York, where they hau been leading
agents in defeating in the latter and in overthrowing in the former the power of copper*
headism,—these combined with other scarcely
less significant acts, have been the blow dealt
at the copperhead reptile that is now running
away his life and causing his coiis to slacken

crat and

1302.
Fourth, while

mended It to the immediate and liberal aid of
the northern churches of its order. The ser-

cent check put upon the unrepentant rebels,
the sluggishness in the flow of the pardon

says:
Wa protest against all this.

The church numbered at its

organization one hundred and seven members, severe*
of whom united upon profession of their faith.
Though the members of the new church are
uot, in many instances, old or very permanent
residents of the city, nor yet possessed of any
great pecuniary rcoources, yet are they people
of a positive and energetic sort, and warmly
devoted to the undertaking in which they are
engaged.
A lie ccuncil was composed of divines and
laymen from widely different sections of the
country, and its proceedings were of much interest. It not only extended a cordial recognition to the new body, but warmly recom-

son

dowu

wise and patriotic. First, that their
conventions should declare the various ordinances of secession null and void, not as some
have done, merely repeating them, but absolutely without any force and effect. Second,
that their legislatures should ratify the constitutional amendment, abolishing slavery, that
this cause or dissension and rebellion might
be utterly extirpated. Third, that they shall
formally repudiate the rebel debt, though by
tlie terms it will be a long while before it falls
due, as it was payable six months alter the
recognition of the confederacy by the Uuited
States. [Cheers.] This reminds me of an old
friend in Indiana who said he liked to give
notes payable ten days after “never.” [Laughter, and cries of good.]
11 ut there are otheie terms in which I think
there is no division among the loyal then of
the Union:—
Eirst, that the Declaration of Independence
must be recognized as the law of the land, and
every man, auen and native, white and black,
protected in the inalienable and God-given
rights of life, and the pursuit of happiness.
Second, that the amendments pi their State
constitutions, which have been adopted by
many of their State convections so reluctantly
under the pressure of despatches from the
President and Secretary of State, shall be ratified by a majority of their people.
Third, that the President can on all occasions insist that they shall elect congressmen
who can take the oath prescribed by the act of

That heaving chest!—enough— ’.is done!
The bolt has iai.en!—the spirit is gone—
'or weal or woe is k own to but Ouo I—
G'.i! *twasa fearsome sight!—Ah me!
A deed to shudder ut—not TO SEE.”

the success of the

agers that their victim was secure,
N.Y. IForZd exulted as follows:

eminently

On all—save the wretch condemned to die!
*•••#»#»
And hark, a sound comes, big with fate,
Hie clock from St. Sepulonrs's tower strikes eight!
List to that low funereal hell;
Itis toiling, alas! a living man's knell!
And see! from forth ilia! opening door
They come—he steps that threshold o’er
Who never shall read upon threshold more!
G! 'tis a fearsome tiling to see
That pale wan man's mute agony,—
The glare ot that wild bewildered
eye,
N ow bent on the crowd, now turned to the sky,
As il 'i were scanning in doubt and fear
The path of the spirit* unkuown career;
Those pinionod arms, those hands that ne’er
■'hall he lifted again,—not even in prayer;

have not postive information, but be
to,
that as it may, we have seen the same or a
similar attempt made within the past six
we

For

House.
After congratulating his friends on the advent of Peace, and expressing his desire to see
our country again united and prosperous, and
after referring to the efforts at reconstruction
in the South and the election of members of
Congress, Mr. Colfax said:
Some of these members of the so-called con-

we

per year in advance.

ITEMS OF STATE

Saturday evening last Ex-Speaker Colfax, who is almost the only Union candidate
for that position in the next House, was serenaded in Washington, and in response made a
speech which was received with rapturous applause, and is believed to reflect the views of
a large majority of the members elect of the
On

someof such a course. A rebellion is usually
severiwhat in the nature of a mob, and stem

___-

\neil circulation

An Important Indication.

island, between ten and eleven hundrtd have been summarily put to death in a
single parish!
We do not choose to coinmHit upon the justice or injustice, the propriety or impropriety,

ties in that

S. F.

Not

21,1866—dlw*

or

passage

RANDALL^
66

apply

Commercial St.

Three Hundred Dollars Reward.
the store of 0. K. Babb, on the night

Inst..
STOLENifrom
thousand dollars, consisllngof
of the 15th

Goods to the amount of about

t Ml mere Long
sUks, all W ool
Shawls, Black and Fancy StrlpeTlress
The above
Delaines, andooloredSUkHam kerchieft.
“*
for
<f,TeD
K.®
two

"^r'dlw

reo”Sj8

IaBB.

Notice.
an Inlant, where one
any person wishes to sdopt
ran be bond may be known by addressing Box
207.

IF

Nov21—dlw

Tuesday Morning,

November 21, 1865.
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New Advertisement* T»-D»rSPECIAL KOTIOE COLPM*Hair Roproductor—Horace N. Johnson.

Boy

ADVKBTISB***1

COLUWX.

Kindergarten School.

8§S£KS S&
Three

F. Randall.

Hundred Dollars Reward-C. K. Babh,

Kesigxatioh of Judge Davis.—We regret to learn, as we do from his own lips, that
our distinguished and highly esteemed fellowcitizen, Hon. Woodbury Davis, has resigned
his office of Associate Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, the resignation to take effect
the 1st of December. Thi3 announcement
will, we dare say, take the reader by surprise.
Judge Davis is one of the most popular members of the Supreme Bench, and his withdrawal will be regretted by the members of the
bar who have practiced in his court, as well as
by the community at large. A successor will
no doubt be appointed at the present session
of the Executive Council.
We are gratified to learn that Judge Davis
is not to leave our city. He has already made
arrangements to resume the practice of the
law, in company with M. M. Butler, Esq., on
Exchange street, the former law partner of
Senator Fessenden. His labors as a practitioner will be less arduous, and we have no
doubt much more lucrative, than he has found
them upon the Bench.
To the Editor of the Press:

Church.—We have always
supposed that the etiquette of good society, if
not common sense, would prevent any man
from showing indignity towards strangers, esCourtesy

in

in

church, and we think so yet; hut
pecially
the man who ejected certain persons from his
pew at one of your churches

Sunday
evening, was either deplorably ignorant of all
etiquette, or grossly deficient in attention to
strangers, seated there by the sexton, llad
there not been unoccupied seats near at hand,
we should have Baid nothing, but under the
circumstances, the marked want of civility
cannot be concealed.

last

Thanks to those who

kindly opened their pews, and by their actions
resented this unseemly conduct of their neighYours truly,
bor.
Strangers.
Oub Board

Trade.—'The Bath Timer,

discussions*at the meetings
Trade, of matters
business interests and prosperity

to the

alluding

in

of

of the Portland Board of

affecting the
city, suggests a like course to the Merchants Exchange of that city. Wc can assure
the editor of the Times, that great advantage

of our

would

accrue

to Bath if such a course should

pursued. Many measures of local interest
to our city have had their inception at the
Board of Trade, and have been put in operas
tion by the earnestness with which they have
been advocated in that body, and the influence which it has so beneficently exerted upon
the public; and there are many more which
we hope to see brought to fruition through the
wide spreading influence of the Portland
he

Board of Trade.

Chlorate Troches.—These Troches, each
containing two grains of the chlorate of pofor sore

originally prepared
throat,
diphtheria, hoarseness, and other diseases of
tassa,

were

the throat.
The last edition of U. S. Dispensatory (18C5)
recommends them as an excellent antidote for
fetid breath.
Their use has discovered that they produce
remarkable clearness in the tone of the voice.

they are agreeable to the taste, and may be
freely and safely used, we are pleased to recommend them to public speAers, singers, and all
As

who have much use for the vocal organs.
Carleton & Hovey, apothecaries, Lowell,

W. W. Whipple, Druggist, agent for

Mass.
Maine.

i

Entertainment—The Pear) Street Universalist Sabbath School wlU give their promised entertainment at City Hall, this evening. It
will consist of Singing, Recitations, Tableaux,
Charades, &c., and will be enlivened with music from Chandler’s Band. Refreshments in

profusion will

be offered for

sale,

and

pleas-

a

city, which, for style and elegance of finish,
and strength and firmness of
workmanship,

ant time may be expected.
The object of the entertainment is for the
laudable purpose of procuring funds to replen-

Who would not willingly
ish their library.
give a quarter for that object, let alone the
rich entertainment furnished for it?

From Lower California—Sinaloa Abandoned

by

TO THE DAILY
From

Steamship North American, which sailed from Liverpool, 9th, and Londonderry, 10th
inst., for ibis port, is now due.

BY

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

EVENING-

PAPERS.

--

Days Later from Europe—Arrival of
the Firate Shenandoah at Liverpool.

Four

New York, Nov. 20.
The steamships New York and City of London, with Liverpool dates of the Stb, and
Queenstown of the 9tb, arrived at quarantine
early this morning, where they were detained
until 10.30.
The pirate Shenandoah had arrived in the
Mersey, and surrendered to the guard ship
Donegal, and is now in the hands of the naval
authorities.
Capt. Waddell states that the first informa-

tion he received of the close of the war was on
August 30th, from the British war vessel Banacouta, and that he immediately consigned liis
guns to the hold and steered for Liverpool.
The Daily News says Americans may be inclined to say it was only fitting that her end
should be as Britisii as lier origin, but the
News cannot help asking how the Shenandoah
has been able to pursue her course without
the least interruption by the American navy?
Cau it he possible that the expectation of recovering compensation for losses resulting
trom her depredations from England, made
the American government less eager for her
capture? If the world should come to that
conclusion, it would be one of the strongest
practical arguments against the admission of
such liabilities as Secretary Seward is now endeavoring to establish against England. It is
stated that Waddell sent a letter to Earl Russell. The contents are unknown. The Captain
and crew remained on tlie Shenandoah.
me mar

says ine

America, and ghes

vessel win

a reason

ue ciuuucu

for refusing

i>y
the

request.
The Times says the personal liabilities of
the

Captain, gives

rise to

perplexing

circum-

stances, hut strict justice will be done by the

PRESS.

Washington.

Washington, Nov. 20.

The President, to-day, received the followfrom Gov. Marvin of Florida:
“The Convention has annulled the ordinance
of secession, abolished slavery, and it is declared that all the people ol the State, without
distinction of color, are free; that no person
shall be incompetent to testily as a witness on
account of color in any matter wherein a colored person is concerned.
It has repudiated
the State debt, contracted in support of the
amended
the
rebellion,
Constitution in other
respects, and adjourned.
Wm. Marvin,
(Signed)
Provisional Governor.
It is intimated that President Johnson will
issue a proclamation prior to his message, defining more definitely the oolicv to be pursued
relative to the reconstruction of the Southern

ing telegram

inst., says the territorial assembly
recognizing the Empire, but the
Governor refused to sign it, as the people
threatened to revolt, if the act was consuman act

mated.
Another letter, dated Mazatlan 8th inst.,
written by an Imperialist, says the French
ha ye entirely abandoned Sinaloa, with the exception of Mazatlan, where only 800 troops
remained, many of whom were In the hospitals. The Mexican torce3, vaguely estimated
at several thousand, have cut off communication with the interior, and threatened the city.
The foreign residents were indignant at what
they called their desertion by the French,
which had strengthened the opposition of the
native population.
The same letter says the news from Sinaloa
is not flattering to the Empire. Soon after the
French abandoned Lermossilla (date not given)
the republicans entered and extorted a loan of
SO,000 from the capitalists.

tol prison,

Saturday.

Even the officers attached to the prison were forbidden tohold communication with them.
Secretary Me Culloch will urge in his forthcoming report, the reduction of currency by

positive and cautious means. He will continue
the policy of contracting, whenever
practicable, as the floating portion of the national
debt becomes due.
The Government deposi-

taries have been notified to redeem upon presentation $25,000,000 five per cents., due December 1st, and forward them to the
Treasury
Department tor payment and cancelation.—
On account of the approaching maturity of

interest, the notes have been held by banks as
part of the reserve capital. Though urged to
replace these notes by new legal tenders the
Secretary declined. They will be paid as fast
as presented.
Over four millions one year
five per cent, notes, long since due, are still
out. The Secretary aoes not look favorably
upon a permanent sinking fund for the reduc-

tion of the debt. He will urge the revenues of
the government to be increased to the highest
possible figure, and that the excess of the receipts over the expenditures bo applied to the
reduction of the debt as fast as possible.
An order baa been issued by the War Department, for a hoard of officers to assemble
in tliis city as soon as practicable, to examine
aud report upon applications and recommendations for appointments in the regular army.
The following are the vacancies to be filled:—
In cavalry, 2d Lieuts., 54; in artillery. 2d
Lieuts., 40; in infantry, 1st Lieuts., 60; 2d do.
199. The Board will apportion the who e
number except twenty to the several states and |
territories, according to tlieir representation in
Congress. The Board will be composed as
follows:—Col. H. K. Craig, Col. and Brevet
Brigadier General H. Brooks, and Lieut. Col.

From

California.

San Francisco, Nov. 17.
eight months eleven vessels
loaded with copper and silver ore, sailed from
this port for Swanzea.
The steamer John L. Stephens arrived today from Mazatlan, with $100,000 in treasure,
and a considerable quantity of copper and
the last

Duiing

silver ore.

The fall of rain during the last twenty-four
hours has been equal to 111-10 inches, being
abaut l-20tli the usual fall of the entire year.
Within a few days upwards of three Inches
have fallen in the mountain portion of the
State, and the streams are rising rapidly, the
river at Sacramento having risen five feet dur-

PREPARE for THANKSGIVING!

BE IN SEASON!
Goods

;
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MINISTRY
will be

1-2 0»CL0CK,
Consisting of

Remember!

Presents !

«E3SS,,ift
object
The

of thin

U

THE

D A N CINGTi

TEA “d COTFEE-

MR.

replenishing the Library connected with
the School, and eflorts have been made
to make luc
occasion a pleasant and profitable one for those who
may iavor us with their presence.
Tickets 25 cents j lor Children under 12
years 10
eta; to be had at Bailey & Noye’s, S. H. Coleswnrthv s and at the door

Will

Independent Lectures

Nos. 148 & 150 Middle St

Remember!
course we can

and do sell

as a

them LESS than

If

save

The term will close on the twelfth
evening with an
Assembly, with music by the lu.1 Baud, without extra charge to the pupils.
Nov 15—diw

CITY

Ladies Skirt for
“
“
“
A Better
“

.75
1.25

“

1.50

■

Remember!
We carry the largest Stock of
HOSIERY, GLOVES
and KNIT GOODS of any House in tho State; do
not resort to Dummies and can not be undersold.

Fight.

For

Tom

!

Days

Sclir.

Their likenesses should he

cans.

hung

the walls of every loyal household, and
tice on the counter of Grace &

Co,,

upon

we no-

282 Con-

gress street, some splendid engraved portraits
of all our generals, from the best publishing
houses in the Union. Buy an order from their
order box, and select tiie one you like best.
A Tender Tete-a-Tete loses half its
cliarm3, if the sweet words of either party are
Sozodout
not mated with a fragrant breath.
is the only article that will assure this desideratum by keeping the teeth speckless, the gums
healthy, the whole mouth pure and undefiled.
It literally embalms the dental substance, preserving it from decay, through life. Use it
daily. Will find it a pleasure.

COBSET8!
AT COST.

nov

21 t

t

& s

Large

Personal.—The Darlington, >S. C., Era,
L. Beal, recently commandsays Gen. George
has retired
ing in that military department,
from the service, and returned to his home in
Maine.

Lt.-Col. B.B. Murray, commanding 15th Me.
Vet. Vols., is in command of a sub-district,
with his headquarters at Cheraw.

variety of flue Toilet and
Fancy goods, are now displayed at Messrs.
Crosman & Co’s Drug Store.
Never before
A fashionable

have we seen in this market a finer selection*
Pure and reliable medicines can always be
found at their store.

Oysters.—James Freeman, No. 85 Federal
Street, has received a cargo of Norfolk oysters.
They are the best Virginia oysters that have
been brought to this port for years.
Don’t
take our word for it, but go to Freeman’s and
secure some of them, and see if it is uot so.

Mechanics’ IIall.—Professor Gunning’s
Geological lecture, last evening, was well attended, and it was highly appreciated by the
large and respectable audience present. We
shall have something further to say about it
hereafter.
Revoked.—Tbe orders detaching Lieut.
Ricliie from the revenue steamer Mahoning,
and ordering him to the Wilderness, at Key
West, have been revoked, and he returns to
his position on the former vessel. Lieutenant
Richie is an accomplished and efficient officer.
Golden

morning,

revolution
olujion had broken out in Cundimarea.
particulars received.

Wedding.—On

the last page this
beautiful little conwell known
literary lady of

will be found

a

tribution from a
this city, called out by a golden
wedding
which is to be celebrated this evenin'*.
A. J. Robinson, photographer, will be
at
Mon ill’s Comer on Wednesday, of Nov.
22
Those wishing pictures of their friends should
avail themselves of this opportunity, as he intends stopping but a few days.

We understand that twenty good caulkers
will he employed at the Brooklyn Navy Yard;
and that the terms, &c., may be ascertained
upon inquiry of the Collector of this port.

No

of Counterfeit Current1/ anil Apparatus—Arrest of an fngraver.
New Yoek. Nov. 20.
$80,000 in unfinished counterfeit currency
50 cent notes, with a quantity of paper, tools,
print press, engraved plates, gold leaf and all
other apparatus for carrying on the counterfeiting business, was recently found in a house
in the suburbs of Philadelphi. A quantity of
bogus hills, representing about $20,000, bad
been finished and put in circulation. Detectives also succeeded in capturing, in Brooklyn,
last Tuesday night, anu committing to jaii,
the person said to be at the head of this gigantic swindling enterprise named Charles J.
Roberts, an alleged noted counterfeit engaver.
haul

Various Items.

New Yoek, Nov. 20.

Tiie City of Mexico correspondence of the
Herald, under date of the 2nd inst, says that
Maury has been commissioned by Maximillian
to eatablish agencies in Boston, New York,
Philadelphia and Baltimore.

It is stated that since the decree of the 3d
of October, a large number of Liberals have
laid down their arms and applied for pardon.
Bermuda advices of the 10th mention the
arrival there of the gunboat Sphinx, from Halifax, enroute to Jamaica with troops.
George Stephenson, the last survivor hut
two of Kane’s Arctic
Expedition was buried at

plovski direct for San Francisco, immediately,

after the arrival of the steamer Witt. Col.
Bulkley is now daily expected, and hopes to
reach that city by Dec. 1st, if not before.
Mexican A'ewt and Reports.

New Yobk, Nov. 20.

News received in tins city Iroin authentic
state that the Emperor Maximilllan lias
ordered all his forces to be withdrawn from
the outposts and concentrated at three points,
viz., Vera Cruz, City of Mexico aud San Luis
souces

Potosi.
He will make these three
points the
headquarters of their respective districts, and
await the expected reinforcements.
Maximillian lias abandoned bis proposed
visit to Yucatan, as affairs at borne demand
bis undivided attention.

Lard at 26c. Hogs active at 10 75
Receipts 5,000 head.
Whiskey declined;

22* @ 23c.

WILL SELL

On FRIDAY, November 24, I860,
AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M.,

At

@1150.

ALSO,
Nashville Markets.

Nashville,

Nov. 20.

Cotton—improving, bettor prices being given than
during the past week, and lias an upward tendency
Prices raugo from 43 to 46*. Receipts 462 bales:
shimnents 352 bales.

Stock

Canton

7

Large

Stock Ladies Cloths!

Heavy Black CDak Cloths; Plain
Ladies Cloths lbr Traveling Dresses.

3-10.97}

Company.451

Cum!*:rland Coal Co..... 45
NewATork Central.
971
Erie.. 911

Rcad'iig.

French, Toilet and American Quilts!
Russia and American CRASH; Table DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLORED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
WHITE LINENS; 10-4

tl4$

LINEN SHEETINGS;

FRYEBURG ACADEMY 1

ALSO,

WINTER

of this Institution will

TERM

commence on

and to continue ten weeks.

CHARLES D. BARROWS, A, B., PRINCIPAL.
Music and Drawing by competent Teachers.
Board can be obtained on reasonable terras. Also,
rooms for Students wishing to Board themselves.
Applications should be mate by lotter, or in person, to tbs Principal, or to
Rev. D. B. SEW A UR,
nov26dlw

The Empress Carlotte was preparing to return to the Contineutof Europe! Wliethershe
goes to plead lor assistance, or as a forerunner
of the Emperor, is not yet known.
As soon as the French troops are withdrawn
to the tliree places above named, tlie Mexican
Secrotary.
people will rise enmasse and take vigorous
measures to prevent
Brooklyn on Saturday.
any future advance.
'The spirits of the Liberals have been much
STATE
comforted by advices from the United States
FARMINGTON, ME.
Wreck of a Schooner.
that material aid will soon reach them.
•
Winter Session will begin Dec. 13. under the
New York, Nov. 20.
direction ol Mr. GEORGE M. GAGE, Principal.
New Obekans, Nov. 18.
llie steamer
Circassian, from Halifax, has
the Matamoras Kanchero of a late
EDWARD BALLARD,
arrived.
date
Superintendent of Common Schools.
claims that the Liberals have lieen
1 he N c ws Boom o( this
badly cut
nol8eodtdecl3
Brunswick, Nov 16, 1865.
city reiiorts that the up, and Gens. Peusa and Galinda
are killed,
wrecking steamer Saxony, from this port lor
Gens. Cortinas and
and
was
at
and
the
Col.
Ilinaposa
Savannah,
Delaware Breakwater
Gansa were wounded.
Flannels!
on the 17th inst. with the schooner
Damon of
The Kanchero denies that the
which
vessel
she
Wsttboro’,
Imperial gunpicked up off BarPenoano
fared
on the
people on the OOQ ENGLISH Blue Flannel Under Shirts
negat, dismasted and full of water, and aban- boat
American side, and complains of the
doned.
support UOO and Jackets for sale in Store,
Liberals
received
from Brownsville
which the
a
that
Commercial Street,
also
It
The Oil frauds.
alleges
conspiracy lias been thus
encouraged and hatched to murder Mejia and
Head of \Vidgeries’ Wharf.
Pit Hole, Penn., Nov. 20.
The hearing in the case of the alleged frauds surrender the city.
Nov. 20,1865_dlw
New Ohlf.axs,Nov. 19.
against the Internal Kevenuc Department in
The correspondent of the Times at Matareturns of oil will take place before the ComSeizure of Goods.
moras
that
the
Liberals raised the seise
says
missioner, at Meadville, on Wednesday next.
of that city on the night of the 8th
Several prominent parties have been notified
inst., and
is hereby given that the following dedeparted to unknown regions.
NOTICE
scribed goods were seized at this port, on the
to appear and answer.
The Ranchero says the Liberals left a numhereinafter
mentioned, lor a violation of the
Jays
ber of blankets, arms, &c., and some few were Revenue Laws:—
Washington Correspondence.
caught napping. It also states that the prinSeptember 2,18G5, on board Steamer “New York,”
New Yoek, Nov. 20,2.30 P. M.
cipal Liberal force has gone in the direction of Three Bbls. BUM, marked G.
The Commercial’s Washington dispatch says
Any
or persons claiming the same are reCamargo, but were dispersing in different diquestedporson
to appear and make such claim within ninethat Charles E. Ames has been engaged by the rections in bands. The Imperial
cavalry pur- ty days irom
otherwise the said
to
of
the
cotsued
the Treasury
them for five miles. Escablo’s command goods will be the dateof hereof;
Secretary
manage
in accordance with the act
disposed
ton cases brought before the Supreme Court
took the route up the river.
of Congress approved April 9, 1844.
ISRAEL WASHBURN. Jr.,
by appeal.
The arrival of a French squadron at the
Collector.
Chief Justice Chase has arrived here,
I mouth of the Rio Grande is reported,
Nov 11,18C0.—dlaw3w

Flannels,

A Great

By order of
SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cotton Agent,
About

Sale!

Closing-Out

English

_

Flannels!

Heavy White Twilled Flannels,
Shaken' Flannels,
Superior Gray Flannels,
Red Flannels,
Yellow Flannels,
Bleached & Unbleached Cotton Flannels*

Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!
STRIPED SHIRTINGS,
HEAVY TICKINGS,
WHITE CAMBRICS,
SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MARSA1LLE8,
CASHMERE BORDERING,
LINEN HDKFS.
As heretofore

our

customers trill find our prices at
rates, and as a rule less than
We aim at making it pay our
us their patronage.

C.

Tv.

BARB,

Between United States tt Preble Honse*
Oct 8—eodtf

Vol 50,

of FOUR ASSEMBLIES

LANCASTER

HALL,

Commencing

Tuesday evening,

October 31,

Following

each week in succession on the Wednesday evenings ot November, together with a

COMMITTEE OP ARRANGEMENTS:
John McAleney,
D. J.
John
John O’Dunnell,
.lame*
Hugh Halo*.
P. McGlInchy,
Fran is O’BeUey.
John Clehan,
P. C. Ward,
J. J. Maybury,
J. H. Costello,
J. M, Hale,
Thomas

Farr,

Kelley,

0*Doune4,
Noonan,

R. J. Jennings.

IIOOP

CORSETS I

-A.3STD

AT

—

The above Cotton has boon classed and sampled
by G. W. Amory, and can be seen in the bale at
the Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, and by sample at the
office of the Auctioneers, No. 36 Pine St., New
Nov. 20—dtd
York, two days before the sale.

SKIRTS,

COST,

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, &e.,
AT AUCTION!

CONTINUING FOR TEN DATS!
!
I-

m.,
Saturday,
shall sell Horsts, Carriages, HarLime St.,
Every
Blankets, Robes Sleighs, Ac., Ac.
at 11 o’clock a.

nesses,

PRICES ALL MARKED DOWN

Oct

-AT-

FLOOR
D
C.
Edward

,°.

MANAGERS:

O’Donogtaue,
Landregan,

P. E. Maloney,

Music

J. J.

j. h.

Costclle,

John Clehan,
p. c. Ward,

Maybury.

by Chandler’s full Quadrillo Band.

Maine

Reports.

JXTST PUBLISHED,

and for

Sale, in Portland, by
BAILEY & NOYES,

63 EXCHANGE
nov20d3t

STREET.

Single Tickets for tbo Ball,.1.60
(admitting one gentleman and two ladles).
Spectator* to the Ball tifty cents. No Cheeks given
from the GaUery. Clothing chocked free.
oct24 to uovSS

Save your Fuel!
BY

USING
Brads!reel’* Improved Robber
and Weather Strip.

Moulding

PIE W can realize tbo amount of fuel wasted ia heatr ing houses or buildings 01 an, kind. The
least
possible shrinkage of doors or windows in oold weatli
er admits piercing drafts of cokl air.
This valuable
article excludes the cold, wet, dust and noise cllbctuaUy, when properly applied, allowing the windows to
be opened freely at all times and fer
more desirable
thM outside sashes and at one-quarter of the cost,
and the saving of fuel is over oue-hnlf, in the winter,
la any rooni that require! to be
constantly wormed.
I* Prepared to roceivo orders, and
«...
fit
the Moulding and Weather
Btrip on to Doors and
W iudows.
OFFICE-3331 Congress Street, (Up Stairs)
near the head of Green Street, Portland, Me.
novSOdlw*
W. W. KETUHA M.

Hoarders Wanted.
accommodated
FEW single gentlemen
with board at 34 Camber land Street,
Nov. 80, dlw*

A

can

be

HENRY BAXLEY A

Co., Auctioneers.

31—dtf

PATTEN, AUCTIONEER,

E. M.

Exchange

12

St

Furniture, Beds, Carpets «£o., at
Auction.
Saturday, November 25th, at 10 A. M., Tables,
Chairs, l^ounges, Sofas, Bedheads, Bureaus,
Rockers, Feather Beds. Mattresses, Carpet*. Crockery and Glass Ware. A complete set 01 Chai ddiers
and Brackets, together with a variety of Dry G >ods,
Groceries, Stores, Ac.
Also, at 11 o'clock, one second-hand PIANO, twenty barrels APPLES, choice fruit.

ANDERSON’S,
NK IP YOKK

ON

Skirt and Corset Store!
26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

dtd

uovl5

EDWARD M. FATTEN,
Auctioneer,
12 Exchaugc Street*

Skirts at lUi~> marked down to 1.00
“

on

we

1.50

“

“

“

1.75

“

“

1.45

“

2.00

“

“

1.62

Real Estate on Cumberland Street
At Auction.

1.25

MONDAY, 27 th November, at half past twelve
o'clock, on tne premises, south-side of Cumberland west of Green Street, the valuable property belonging to tho estate of Cyrus Cummings, constating
of a lot of land with a front on Cumberland Street of
about 60 feet by about 161 in depth, and on the rear

ON

AND OTHERS IN PROPORTION.

line

8rif* A splendid 35 Spring, extra clasp tape skirt,
only 1.50 ionner pricc22«25.

extending

to Green

Street,

about 160 leet.

—Also—
The buildings thereon, consisting of a two storied
brick dwelling, No. 262, on Cumberland Street, con-

taining

thirtoeu finished

Two stor ed wood-

rooms.

1.30

«

«

“

1.75

“

«

1.50

dwelling adjoining the same, conta niirg eleven
Uni he! rooms. Also double wooden two storied
dweUing lu the rear, with eight finished rooms each,
well arranged for two or four families.
Each dwelling Is well supplied with water from a
never foiling spring in the cellar • f the double house*,
which ta conveyed by pipes to the other houses, together with a plenty ot cistern water.
Full particulars in regard to this property and
terms of sale, mav be had at Auctioneer's office.
November 17, 1865.
dtd

“

2.00

“

«

1.75

EDW’D M.

CORSETS!

en

CORSETS!

CORSETS I
Cor»et«

1.00 umrlced down

ns

“

>88

to

1.25

PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange

St.

Valuable Beal Estate at Auction.
be sold at

the premises,
public auction,
WILLTuesday,sold
November 2bih, at3 o’clock P. M.,
U not
at

Ladies, avail yourselves of the opportunity.

on

on

previously

|

!

private sale, the valuable
lot of laud aiul three-story brick dwelling house
ihereon situated, on the corner of High and Spring
Streets, for many years owned and occupied by
Geo. Bartol, Esq. The lot measures about forty-two
frot on High Street and about 180 ibet on Spring St.,
and is one of the most desirable locations In the city
for a residence.
The house may be seen and terms known on application to the auctioneer.
Nov IS—dtd

COME AND GET A BARGAIN I
THE

GOODS

MUST

BE

SOLD!

FIND

OTJT

THE PLACE

Apple Trees at Auction.

AND YOU CAN SAVE MONEY!

handsome, healthy Apple
ONE
Trees; all choice fruit and true to their
HENRY BAILEY &
Auctioneers.
THOUSAND

names.

AISTDEESOH’S

Co.,

novl-kltf

New York Skirt and Corset Store,
SQUARE.

MARKET

26

NEAR

OLD

THE

2C.

REMOVAL!

CITY BALL!

GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.

Oct 20—dis2m

L. B.
ELECTRICITY

MEDICAL

FOLLETTE,

IIAS REMOVED FROM

154 Middle St.

DR.

W.

N.

jVEedical

DEMING,

Electrician

AJSTD

WllEKE

palsv or paralysis, 8t.

Vitas' Danco.

deaftiess,

CORSETS!
ADDED

HOSIERY,
■

Ladies' & Children’s
B. B.

POLLETTE,

WHOLESALE

stam-

AND

Those Overcoats
JUST OPENED BY

p.

waTne

OLD

Nov

i

Onions!

O f\i\ BUSHELS

_

RRS NORFOLK JISTERS!
This day received the first cargo of

Fresh

Oysters,

OF EXTRA

QUALITY,

AT

TwoDollars per Gallon Solid.
No. 83 Federal Street,

MONDAY,

weeks.

JAMES

nov20d3wl.

FREEMAN.

Fresh Arrival 1

To I.ot.
HOUSE No 18 Gray Street. P sscsslon
given immediately. To he leased for a term ol
if
desired.
noy 1C dlw*
years

CABOO of OYST F.RS, direct
Virginia. For sale, Wholesale
F» I
and Retail, by
\ZJ v3)
D TV. ATWOOD,
No, 303 Csugrcu Street,
Nov. 20—d2w
—A

WHOLE

kind, lias trotted in 2.55 this fall, and
do better.
Address B, Box 1801, P. O.
18—dlw*
Noy

Skin

Nov 18—dlw*

--

For Sale.
Qray Horse, ten years old, sound

PRICES.
AT THEM.

of Silver Skin Onions for
J. SMITH,
sale, on board Schr.
from
Connecticut now lying at MKKK1L1/S
WHARF.
4

And Female College.

A

Co.,

JUST ARRIVED.

_

commence on

&

113 Exchange Street*

18—dlw

Silver

wesleyan seminary

Nov. 27til, and continue thirteen
THE
Nov 17—dit

TIME

13T CALL AND LOOK

novlu

Winter Term will

Morrell

Remind their customers of

SI.; from

Consultation

ex-

16,1865.

haveremoyedfor

WK*ssw«ggBag*
*>“

IN

331 CONGRESS STREET,
The ladies are vespecitullv invited to call and
amine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.
dtf
November

TEETH! TEETHJ TEETD1
l)r. D. still continues to Extract
TIIICITY WITHOUT pain. Persons havingCICI a)c
reset
teeth or stumps tbev wish to

to?"l

DEALER

SKIRTS,
Corsets, Gloves and Hosiery,

LADIES
Who have cold banns and feet; weak stomachs, lana
and weak bocks; nervous and sick headache; iliac:
ness and swimming In the head, with indigestion am
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back
leucorrhiea, (or whites); feDing of the womb with In
ternal cancel ; tumors, polypus, and all that ion;
train of diseases will ttnd in Electricity a sure mean
For painful menstruation, too profim
of cure.
menstruation, and all of those long line of troublewith young ladies, Electricity is a certain specim.
and will, in a short time, restore the suflerer to tin
vigor of health.

”o£F£S£

RETAIL

HOOP

Tlic Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and tlus lai\
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elutic
ity of vouth; tlio tioated graid Is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities r»
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness tc
strength; the Mind made to see. the deal to hear anc
the palsiod form to more upright; the blemishes O'
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature lilt
presented; the calamities of old age obviated and ai.

M. to 12

•

IMPORTER,

livor complaint, piles—we curi
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

oV&fc A

Underflannels,

Which he will keep in frill lines.

tion, constipation and

from 8
» >"

GLOVES,

—AWL

hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indiges-

or

Congress St.,

HOOP SKIRTS

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,
he would respectfully annonnee to the
Citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hah
permanently located in tills city. During the two
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in persons vlio have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, anucurin*
patients in so short a time that the question is oiler
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will way that all that do not stay cured, we wfi)
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty
one years, and is also a regular graduated Physician.
Electricity is perfectly a< (opted to chronic diseases ii
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia h
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption wbei
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not full}
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofiula. hi;
diseases, white swelling!!, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
1T4

mering

to 331

Anil to ha complete stock of

active circulation maintained.

Tickets for the Course, including the Ball,... .$4.00
Single Tieketa lor the Assemblies.1.00

ALSO,

the lowest market
many other stores.
Oricndt to exteud to

a course

Bales Mobile and New
Orleans Cotton

1,500

—OF—

liy .Electricity

Fine Engiiah Flannels,
White Cot ten and Wool Flannels,
5—4 White Flannels,

NORMAlTsCHOOL,

r I TH ERE will be
X held at

Exchange Salesroom,
BROADWAY, N. Y.,

DAY

BALL ON THANKSGIVING EVE.
Under the auspices ot the O'Donoghue Circle Of the 1 complaints.
Fenian Brotherhood of Portland.

BOSOMS, &c.

#

Wednesday, Nov. 20th, 1805,

THE

Plaid

ALSO,

Chicago and North Western.!.!..!! 36$
Cleveland ax$d Pittsburg. 93$

TUB

and

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.
Markets.
New York, Not. 20.

Second Board.—Stocks heavy.
Amei lean Gold.146*
United States coupon Sixes, 1881,.105$
United States one year Certificates. 97$

Treasury

for the Course,
91.00
is
Evening Tickets,
To be had of the Committee and also at Short &
Lorlng’s, E. C. Andrews, and bailey & Noyes’ Book
Stores.
Lectures to commence at 71 o’clock.
Nov 3—dtf
Tickets

sales at 2 27.

the
111

!

V. G. Rich.

Auctioneers.

H* DRAPER, Auctioneer*

JOHN II. DRAPER & CO.,

Haying determined to reduce the large stock of
Hoop Skirts and Corsets now in store,

—

sides

II. HARRIS A CO.,

United States Cotton Sale.

WILL COMMENCE THIS

Remember,

Messrs. Mahon and Bush left N icholaski bound
also north. The work is being most vigorously prosecuted in all directions. All the
parties which it was proposed to despatch this
year, are already well started, and judging the
success of the future by that of the past, it is
confidently hoped greater progress may be
made during the coming year. Much credit
must be awarded Col. Buckley and Cant.
Leammon, for the energy with which this
season's work has been prosecuted.
The expedition will probably leave Petro-

on

J*

_____

on both sides three hundred. The
was settled for the present.
A rev-

Louisu at Auction, in
Boston, Moss.,

Mary

17—dtd

Nov

Remember,

Losses

II* HARRIS &l CO.,
Auctioneers.

Street.

Maj.

ful.

in Bos-

ON THURSDAY, tlie 23d, at 12 o'clock,
Central Warf, Boston, Mass.
The
Sehr. Mary Louisa, lt*4 tons burthen,
built In New Jersey in 18-48, and new
^7yLy|A_
'~SacsBm-~ topped in EUgartown, iu 18C3; in good
order, carries a large cargo, and is a very profitable
freighter. For further particulars apply at 18 India

HOOP SKIRTS,

—

HALL,

Auction,

On THURSDAY, th. 23<1, at 12 o’ckHk
at Central Wharf, Boston, Mass.
The
Sclir. Jeflison, 161 tons old measureniont, built in Ba timore in 1836 of White

m*\i

Remember,

Dry Groods

at

CO., Auctioneer..

&

ton, Mass.,

--

JdCTURES

BA1LEY

Sclir. Jeflison

17th, 1865,

Library

LYCEUM

hT'

Nov

Nov 17—dtd

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 20.
A BIG DRIVE!
tribunals.
A large crowd of roughs, with scores of
SHAW, Esq.
100 doz. L idles Cashmere all Wool
Earl Russell as Premier, and Lord Clarentheir
are
TICKETS admitting the bearer to the Course §1.25.
and
thieves
in
here
Hose, former
train,
gamblers
S.
Eastman.
don as Minister of Foreign Adairs, have been
admitting; to one lociuv, Twenty-live Cents;
to-night, attracted to see the prize fight which price $1.60, pnosent price 61.00. Call and see Tickets
Mo mlormation has been received by the
lor
sale at ihe Bookstores, Paine’s Musk
installed into office. It is expected that no
Store,
is to take place between two pugilists, named
thorn, they have no equal.
Crosman & Co.’s, and Lowell & Senter’s.
from General Logau, as to his
Government
material change will be made until February.
It is generally understood
JACOB McLELLAN,
of the mission to the Republic of Elliott and Davis.
)
'1'iie Shipping Gazette states that oil springs acceptance
off some where in Schoharie
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr., I
Commiltee
Mexico. Col. Browning formerly private Sec- the fight will come
A Bargain.
BENJ. KINbSBURY, Jr., I
have been discovered in England.
of
on the line of the Susquehannab
OLIVER GERRISH,
retary to the President, has accepted the ap- county,
|
Arrangements.
The French commenced evacuating Rome
Davis
and
Elliott have already
Railroad.
100 doz Childrens Bal. Hose, all Wool, 10 and 13c'pr.
M. A. BLANCHARD,
of
of
and
I
Legation,
sig- started in that
pointment
Secretary
on the 6th.
direction, and a special train has
Portland, Nov. 6, 1S65.
dtl
nified the time he will be prepared to enter
The Spanish government had ordered a strict
been chartered to take the crowd early in the
his
office.
the
of
duties
upon
watch on the coast of Cuba, owing to the
morning.
WE DEFY COMPETITION!
There are only twenty-two prisoners conMercantile
Jamaica insurrection.
Lecture?.
fined in the Ola Capitol Prison.
100 doz Ladles ALL WOOL RIBBED
Secretary
HOSE.SOc pr.
A new Danish Ministry has been constiGreat l?ire at l’iorre.
has ordered Maj. Turner, Judge AdStanton
tuted, and is inclined toward the Liberal Con- vocate of the War
Thirteenth Annual Sortea of Public Lectures,
Halifax, N. S., Nov. 20.
Department to direct the
servative policy.
under the direction of the Mercantile Library
THE
The French town at Pierre has been de
release from the Old Capitol Prison of certain
CASHMERE CLOVES I
will be delivered at
Association,
Latest via Queenstown.
prisoners committed there by order of Gen. stroyed by fire. One hundred and twenty
GO doz. Ladies, for 40 cents per pair.
Liverpool, Nov. 9.—The captain and crew Baker, they liaving been confined a sufficient houses were burned. Loss four million francs.
CITY HALL,
of the pirate Shenandoah have been released length of time, without the
charges against
on parole.
It is believed that the matter will them being sustained.
Commercial,
cause no serious difficulty.
Remember!
It is currently reported- in military circles,
Per steamship City of London at New York.
Wednesday Evenings.
We buy our Knit Woolen Goods by the Case, and
that the Secretary Of War lias ordered a miliLIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Nov. 8.—CotThe following gentlemen have been engaged for this
tary court to convene for the trial of Winder, ton has been flat and very irregular, and although can afford to Bell them at very LOW PRICES.
Lad not quotably declined, other descripCourse, vlt.:
Mississippi, Alabama and Texas.
Duncan, and Gee, now confined in the Old American
tions arc
}. @ *d lower. The soles Ibr two lOO doz. Ilooda at OBc each, worth 1.00 Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.
New Orleans, Nov. 18.
Capitol prison, upon the charges of cruel days weregenerally
8l)0o bales, Including 2000 to speculators
10O doz. Hoods at TSc each, worth 1.S8
Bishop Matthew Simpson.
The Mississippi House of Representatives treatment towards union prisoners at Ander- and exporters.
lOO doz. Hoods at 1.00 each, wort* 1,50
Rev. A. A. Willets,
LIVERPOOL BBEADSTUFFS MARKET, Nov. 8.
lias partly revised Its refusal to allow negro son ville.
100
doz.Cloadsat
1,00
Wheat not active,
wortheverywhercl.35
Rev. Edw. II. Chapin.
All the regular cavalry regiments, excepting —Flour quiet and unchan ed
testimony against whites. It has now passed,
but prices are firm; winter red Western lOs Id @
J. De Cordova, Esq.,
by a vote of 46 to 43, the following law in ad- the 5th, have been ordered for duty to the 10s 7d. Indian Corn in good demand at Id advance
dition to the cases, by which freed men, free command of Gen. Merritt, at San
Johu B. Gough, £?q«,
since Friday; mixed 31s @ 31s 6d.
Antonio,
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Nov. 8.—
negroes and mulattocs are now, by law, comGeorge W. Curtis, Esq.
Texas.
fine qualities, scarce and wanted.
Pork
Beef,
inacWe have a lew more Ladies Vests, high neck, long
The National Republican of to-day, says a tive and easier.
petent witnesses:
Bacon dull and declining. Butter,
“In all cases, in which they who offer them- bill lias been drafted, and probably will be fine
The opening lecture will be delivered
qualities, in lbir request and rat er dearer. sleeves, for §2.00 each.
selves as witnesses shall be party to the record offered immediately after the organization of Cheese steady; fine qualities higher.
Lard quiet.
Thursday
Evening, November 23d,
Tallow
inactive
and in which they shall be parties, both plainand'.unchanged.
the house of representatives, for the organizaLIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Nov. 8.—
tiffs and defendants, and ail criminal cases in
BY
tion of Governors for the States lieretolbre in Ashos
Remember!
at
35
37s.
Id
lower.
@
Cofffce
Sugars
which the offense charged was committed rebellion, by tiie appointment of Governors, steady.steady
Rice in better demand and rather higher.
it
will
Ladies,
pay—if you want to buy a new
Gen. N. P. Banks.
against the person or property of the freed- with power to call a convention to frame a new Saltpetre dearer. Linseed Oil steady; small sales ol
Oil at £57.
Naval Stores dull with liitle or no Cloak, we have got them beauties—Manufactured by
man, free negro or mulatto so offered as witconstitution, on the approval of which by Cod
Tkereaftenvards
the Lectures will be on Wednesday
demand.
Petroleum
refined
2s
10d
steady;
@ 3s.
Paine, Berry & Co., of New York. New ones in
ness, provided no freedman, free negro or mu- Congress, reconstructed States are to be adLatest by Telegraph to Queenstown.
Evenings.
every day.
latto shall be examined as witness in any case mitted by special act.
Liverpool, November 9th.—The sale of Cotton
whatever, only upon the stand and in open
for two days was 2300 bales.
The market is firmer
The remaining I>-cturcrs will be announced as soon
court.”
with an advance of * @ kL
as arrangements and dates are fixed.
The Senate will probably adjust this section.
Breadstuff*—unsettled. Corn quiet.
Progress of the Russian-American Telegraph
Tickets
for the Course of ten [10) Lectures. $1.26,
Wo Manufacture Hoop Skirts to order.
Provisions—firm and advancing.
Keep the to be had at the Bookstores on
The following are the Congressmen elected
There has been
Exchange Street, at
San Feancisco, Nov. IS.
an improvement in the first grades of
best qualities of French Corsets which we sell for
in Alabama: 1st District, C. C. Langdon; 2d
provisions.
Paine's Music Store, and Crosman & Co., Middle
The Alta California has news of the arrival Bacon is very dull. Lard irregular and easier. Tal- 41#75 per pair.
Street.
C.
8d
District, George
Freeman;
District, Cul- of the expedition of the Western Union Tel- low' nominal.
Members* Tickets to he liad at E. C. Andrews, Exlen A. Battle; 4th District, Joseph W. Taylor;
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Nov. 9.-Consols
Each Member is entitled to two
change Street.
egraph Company at Petropolovski, Russian Si- closed at 89 @ 89* for money.
5th District, Col. Shiel.
In the 6th District
Course Tickets at $1.00 each.
on
the
16th
of
October.
From
the
time
AMERICAN
beria,
SECURITIES—U. S. 5-20s 63* @ 64.
the returns are conflicting.
James
Bailey,
Illinois Central Sliares 811 @ 813. Erie Shares 534
the expedition left this port, everything has
We keep the best line of Ladies DRESS BUTJdmr C, Procteb,
Gov. Hamilton of Texas has ordered an
worked like a charm.
Tin; most sanguine @53*.
H.
Gjbo,
Lecture
In
TONS
Smardqn,
Portland, and our plaoo of business is
election for the Convention in Texas, to take
Chas. H. Fling,
could not have expected to succeed better.—
No. 148 8t 150 Middle St..
New York Markets.
Portland, Me.
John Q. Twitcuell, Committee.
place on the 8th day of January next. The No accidents have happened. They had landFITZGERALD & HODSDON.
Ciias. E. Jose,
Convention is to meet on the 7th of February, ed all the
New York, Nov. 20.
Nov 13—dtf
parties necessary to carry out-the
Edw. P. Gjshribu,
Colton—firmer: sales 2900 bales Middling Uplands
1866.
The opening Lecture will be announced in a few
and
have
to at 52 @ 53c.
projects,
they
gone
expedition’s
Ex-Gov. John B. Clark of Missouri, who word
days*
novl3dtl
Flour—State and Western dull; sales 10,200 bbls.
vigorously. They can but anticipate State
was arrested in Texas while returning from
at
8 40.
Round Hoop Ohio 8 80 @ 11 75.
great results by another year. Everywhere Western 77 7070 @
8
60.
sales
450
bbls
at
9
30
in
Fort
has
and
tg)
Southern,
imprisoned
Jackson,
Mexico,
they have been most cordially received. Eve- @ 16 00. Canada, sales 300 bbls at 8 10 @ 11 75.
been released, and is now enroute for his
Wheat—lc lower: sales 27,000 bushels Chicago
ry assistance has been given by all they met—
home in Missouri.
The expedition left Sitka, August 23d, reach- Spring and Milwaukee Club at 1 72 @ 1 85. Amber
1 66. Amber State 2 40 @ 2 44.
Milwaukee
ing the redoubt St. Michael Sept. 13th, where
Corn—steady; sales 190,000 bushels Mixed WestThe undersigned CommitLee in behalf of
From South America.
they left Major Kinnocatt’s party, bound to ern at 96 @ 97c.
Fall and Winter
Yonkon or Kinchpok river couutry. The folBeel—easier.
The War between Spain and Chill—The RevArcana
'
i m r., t
Lodge, No. 1,
T. p m r T
—lower; sales 6700 bbls. MesB at 32 50 @
olution in Feru.
lowing is a list of his party:-Major Robert 32 Pork
75.
Kiimocatt, W. H. Ennis, J. T. Dusser, Tlios.
New York, Nov. 20.
sales
700
bbls.
at
24
283c.
Lard—quiet;
Independent Order of Good Templars,
@
C. Dennison, Frank Ketchum, J. Li. Chapel,
The steamship Henry Chauncey, from AsWhiskey—dull and lower: Western oflbred at 2 40.
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of PortF.
K.
Richard
sales
56
lihds.
Geo.
Porto
14c.
Rico
at
Sugars-quiet;
Colter,
Smith,
land that they have made all necessary arrangeAdams, D. Muscovado
pinwall, 12th, has arrived, with $706,000 in
at lie.
E. Budeling, C. P. Lewis, A. Greenburg, M.
merits for a Course of FIRST CLASS Temperance
specie. She brings the following news:—
Petroleum—auiet; sales of crude at 39 @ 40c.
-ATM.
Bean
and
J.
W.
Lectures, to take place at the
H.
Bannister.—
Higliburg,
The steamship Pacific, from the South
Freights to Liverpool—active.
Sitka, the expedition has comOpart, arrived at Aspinwall, on the 4th. But Since leaving
At St. Michael
CITY
little change had taken place in Chili.
The pleted this season’s work.
C. K. BABB’S,
Chicago Markets.
blockade of the ports still continued, but some they established a depot of supplies under the
OY
THURSDAY EYEYIYGS.
Chicago.
Nov.
20.
few vessels have been permitted to enter and charge of J. M. Bean. The party under KinFlour—dull.
nocatt, took with them the little steamer Lizclear at Valparaiso.
No further action had
the
at
1
38
1
for
During
fresh
and
Wheat—quiet
coming winter. It is with no small dc@ 30*
receipts
CONGRESS STREET.
zie Homer, and were furnished with every- 1 36 for old receipts No. 1, and
of pride that the Committee invite attention to
1 03 @ 1 05 for No. 2.
been taken by the foreign diplomatic corps.
Corn—firm at a decline ( f 2 @ 2k; sales at 55 @
e fallowing eminent orators, comprising as it
See
Pareja, with only seven vessels, declares all thing necessary.
for No. 1 and 51 @ 55c fir No. 2.
some of the best talent in tne country, many of whom
We have made thorough and extensive 564c
the ports—over forty—closed. Great preparthe citizens of Portland have never had the pleasure
Oats—quiet at 27c for No 1.
of hearing.
High Wiues—dull at 2 25.
ations were making in Chili for war. Letters soundings in Morton Sound, as far north as
are now offering the choicest and most extenand
Provisions—dull.
there
are
no
difficulties
of marque had been issued in large numbers, Behring’s Straits,
GEN. S. F. CARET", of Ohio, Doc. 14th and 17th.
sive stock we have ever bad, consisting of
WE
wheat to Buffalo 12*c.
the
in
Freights—tirm;
way.
blockade running is encouraged, and military
HON. S. B. CHASE, ol Penn.. Dec. 23th.
Receipts-5,000 bbls flour, 41,000 bushels wheat,
native
The
tribes
of
Northern
HON.
Siberia
SAM’L HASTINGS, of Wisconsin, time to be
who
railroads and telegraphs are being constructFrench Merinos,
33,0 )0 bushels of corn, 22,000 bushels of oats.
announced hereafter.
it was feared might throw obstacles in our way,
ed.
Shipments 4,700 bbls of flour, 26,000 bushels of
Black
HON.
JUDGE THOMAS RUSSELL, Of Boston,
Silks,
seem anxious to assist us in
News ffem Peru is of much interest, and
everything, and wheat, 35,000 bushels of corn, 53,000 bushels of oats.
Paris Poplins,
Mass., Nov. 30th,
express themselves much gratified at the prosleads to the belief that the next steamer will
HON.
9.L.
TILLEY, Provincial Kec’y of New BrunsCashmere Shawls,
wick, time to be announced hereafter.
Milwaukee Markets.
bring decided news of success or failure of the pect of employment.
Empress
HON.
JUDGE
Fit YE, of California, Jan. 2Sth.
Cloths,
The party which is to assend the Audyr
The revolutionists had arrived
revolution.
Milwaukee, Nov. 20.
The Course will consist of eight or more Lectures,
Flour dull. Wheat active at 1 39 @ 1 39*. Oats
All Wool Delaines, commencing
river, is probably well advanced by this time.
near Lima, and the government troops had
Thursday Evening, Nov. 30.
Col. Bulldey left the party at Plover Bay with lower. Receipts 2,90) bbls. of flour; 147,000 bushels Plaid Poplins,
inarched out to give them battle.
tTT'The first Lecture will be delivered by Judge
of wheat.
bbls.
of
Shipments
5,000
a
to
flour;
138,003
visit
Bussell
of
the Gull of Audyr, bushels of wheat.
steamer, intending
Boston, Mass.
On the night of the 30th of October, J. B.
Black and Colored Alpaccas,
Rittenhouse, U. 8. Fleet Paymaster, at Pana- and we learn here of the safe arrival of the
MUSIG BY SHAW’S QUARTETTE CLUB.
Olga, with the party under Major Abasa, in
ma, was robbed of $15,000 in gold.
Saxony Plaids,
An extra Lecture will be delivered by GKN. CACincinnati Markets.
There is nothing from Central America.— August, at the mouth of the Amoor river.
Evening, Dec. 17th, to which perGray Linseys, REY, on Sunday
Cincinnati, Nov. 20.
In Panama, matters were quiet. Some severe Major Abasa and others left six weeks ago for
sons holding course tickets will be admitted free.
Flour quiet and unchanged.
Mourning Dress Goods,
Wheat quiet.
Corn
where
he would proceed north
Gulf,
Panjinsk
Committee
had
taken
in
the
place
state
of
q/' Arrangements:
didl.
Moss Pork firmer; sales at 31 00 @ 21 50 for
fighting
Cauca, if
Polka Spotted Thtbets, Ac.
in which the government forces were .successpossible, to meet the Audyr river party. old. Qreen shoulders 12c. Ham 172c. Clear Bacon
E. A. Sawyer,
Rufus D. Bean,

LARGE STOCK!

Centre,

aBE-ra*- Oak; copper fastened, thoroughly found,
prime order; a remarkably
For further particulars ap-

Nov. 17, lion. GEO. 8. BOUTWELL, of Mass.
Nov. 21, Hon. BICHARD H. DANA, da., of Mass.
Dec. 1, Mrs. FRANCES W. HARPER,
of Maryland.
Dec. S, FREDERICK DOUGLASS, Eatj., of "N. Y.
Dec. lo,
(to dc announced.)
Dec. 19, Rev. J. M. MANNING, of Mass.
Jan. 1,1866, Rev. A. L. STONE, of Mass.
Jan. 5, Hon. JAMES HARLAN,
Sec. ol the Int :rior. 1
Jan. 12, Maj. Gen. O. O. HOWARD, U. S. A.
Jan. 19, GEO. WILLIAM CURTIS, Ebq., of N. Y.
In addition to the above, the Cuinmittec feel justified in saying that they have good reason to expect Mai. Gen. Kilpatrick, of N. J.# and Hon. i
Lyman Tremain, of N. Y.
MCJS1C under the Superintendance of JOHN L.

—

ory

below Free St, recently o**cupled by
Tluj house is finished throughout; good
jT-f..water in abundance, and very centrally
lot_near ‘*°

And be continued weekly thereafter, by the following
distinguished Lecturers

20 per cent.

“

ouse on

with full inventory, in
tine vessel of her class.
ly at 18 India Street.

KC-A-XiXs,
Nov.

Auctioneers.

House at Auction.

EVENING, Not. 80,1803.

terms:
ixT
^E3*3^8’.*2-00
Gentlemen,.*4.00

COUNTRY,

HENRY BAILEY A CO.,

THURSDAY, Nov. 23, at S o'clock P. M., wo
(AN
v-r shall sell
wooden
the lower half of the two-a

Block,

Clapp’s

third

Friday Evening,

A Nice

A Supeidor

!

COMMENCING ON

you want HOOP SKIRTS buy tliom from the

Manufacturer and

Crockery,

Portland Freedmen’s Association!

house in the trade.

Remember!

one Carved oak
Extension Table, Oak Dining Room Chairs. Black
Walnut Side Board; /S Oak and painted ( handier
Sets; Stair Carpets. Straw Carpets, Solas Ottomans,
Mirrors, Damask Curtains, Bedsteads, Beds, Mattresses, Brackett Lamps, Twelve Chamber Toilet
Sets complete, Model Cook Stove, with
Glass, 'fin, Iron and Wooden Ware, Ac., Ac. T* is
Furniture is nearly new, made to order, very little
used, and in fine condition.

Ladies class at 7 o’clock and Gentlemens’ at 8 o’cl’k.

IN AID OF THE

THE
and

ON

novlC—dtd

Annual Course of these favorite and
popular lectures will be delivered In

Hoop Skirts,

our own

TjT

novSOdtd

Walnut Centre Table—marble top,

RAYMOND,

Congress Hall,

THE--

STATE OF THE

W.

12

Genteel Furniture at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Nov. £2d, atrflice, commencing at 10 o’clock A. M., an invoice of genteel
Furniture, consisting of BrussoDs Carpets, Black

commence

MONDAY

RRHUU&
We manufacture

J.

ON

his Fall Term lor beginners in
common dancing, Cotillons, Contras, Lancers, and
Polka Quadrilles, at

STORE

-ON

no«r20dtd

_

Nov 17—d4t

-AT

_

SiU^S^Ziuthl

°

Entertainment is to procure

for

Mtofatpr

commoni^™^

Singing, Recitations,
•uiius

to*seill/a^e'uOTou.n^a

of4**
will not
of relrejliiuent. to
the Hill on Woifnesday
to
laming
TlcKCTS—8.1 cents, to behwlYi .>»
J R. Lunt & Co.'., Lowell

forget

Stocks aud Bonds at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 221, at half past
o’clock, at
Merchants' Exchange.

_

The brave defenders of our glorious Union
will ever be enshrined in the hearts of a grateful people, and Grant, and Sherman, and
Sheridan, and Howard, and a host of others,
will live forever in the memory of all Ameri-

..

Sales.

30 Share* Portland Gas Company;
*1,000 Maine Central It. R. Bond:
*2,000 Bangor City Bor ds;
*2,000 Augusta City Bonds.

Nov. 22nd.
CHANDLERS BAND.

Ac., Ac.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER'S BAM).

“The War is over
and” the B 'ys and Girls
are all to meet around the table at the old homestead,
a
have
and
glorious Thanksgiving this year.!
Give them a warm reception, and do not tail to call
secure
some
and

Valuable

at large,
held at

CITY_.EALL»

TABLEAUX,

any

Preparation* for

X CONCERT fr>r the benefit of the

TUESDAY EVENING, NOV. M, Wednesday Evening,
MUSIC Hr

Various Items«

_

■

K. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange Street.

rPHE ANNUAL LEVEE AND PROMENADE

IIALL,

CITY

Scarce,

are

I

England.

up to the city, is incorrect. She still remains at quarantine. The cabin passengers
have been placed in a small vessel, and after
a thorough fumigation of their baggage and
persons, they will be allowed to come to the
city. As the health government has done
nothing towards supplying a ship for the steerage passengers, until this is done, the Atlanta
cannot be fumigated, and consequently cannot
be allowed to come to the city.

Auction

PROMENADE CONCERT!

Universalist Sabbath School

-ON-

matter of

come

STREET^

THE PEARL

Will give am entertainment at the

The steamer Constitution sailed for Panama
about 400 passengers, and $730,009
in treasure for New York, and $16,000 for

New York, Nov. 20.
Gen. Rosecrans was one of the passengers in
the steamer Henry Chauncey, which arrived
here from Aspinwall to-day.
The report that the steamer Atlanta has

Entertainments.

■

~

ing Thursday night.
to-day with

•■■J-.

Entertainments.

Miscellaneous.

Imperialists.

the 7tli

States.
Two

mysterious personages, said to be from
Richmond, were incarcerated in the Old Capi-

the

San Francisco, Nov. 18.
A letter from Lepsig, Lower California, dated

passed

cannot be excelled.

Deeiiing Hall was jammed full last evening, and we have seldom seen a more orderly
audience.
Miss Marsh sang sweetly, the
trained dogs were perfectly marvellous, and
“
that comical Brown” was never more comical.

Woot»l.
XEW

Book Binding.—The Calais Advrtiser says’
We have seen some binding done by'Mr. Geo.
Quincy, of Portland, for a gentleman in this

J\

and

FINE ASSORTMENT of
Dress Cloths,
A. D. REEVES’,Tail.r,
98 Excbango St.
Nov 4—dtf

A
At

can

!

from

Affectionately

Inscribed

to Mr.

BY MBS. O.

A. 8.

PATENT BIGHT for

UNITED STATES
THE
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
of.
address

and Mrs. J. F. Weeks;

For further particulars enquire
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Furman <& Co.
Not. 11—dtf

sweetnesses that cluster
Drip
With a strange and holy lustre—
Happy Husband—happy Wile I
To the last!

tTret ^m.^

you sweet

Also—The two-story Brick House No. 23 Foro St.
Inquire of
D. U. INGRAHAM.
101 Middle Street.
Nov 4—dtf

beguiling,

Brick

Thirty

host.

Fire, marine,

Tuesday afternoon, on the read from Portland
to Falmouth, fore side, a lady's Gray Paisley
Long Shawl, with bright colored border. lue tinder
will be suitably rewarded by leaving the tame at the

ON

of

House No. 70, corner
three-story
Dcufjrth and Tate Streets. It has all tlie modTHE
and is
in excellent condition.
improvements
can be examined
any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
&UFITS E. WOOD, wharf.
No. 10 Central
Portland, Nov. 8,1SC5 —i*tf

Post Office.
Nov 16.

Besting ft oin
Doubt and

.*s»ofc

Fait

a

well-spent life,
and labor past.
around you twining,

care

arms

divining
Seraph
Happy Husband—happy W lb!
To the lastl

Green

particulars

CUSTOM
prices paid.

'np',,. farinerNov.
particulars address P. O. Box No. 69.
novlOdow*
8th, 1806.
Portland,

down,

Bradford's Medicated Tonic!

The two

AN

abundance of hard and soft water.

Bronchitis, Sore

Oct 24—dtt

FOB SALE!
AT

In the above cases the Medicated Tonic and Life
Invigorator sli uld be taken together. For an adult
a wine glass full of the Medicateu Tonic three or four
times a nay; if the patient is much reduced, a large
spoonful onco in two or three hours.
The ffhe In igorator is a very powerful Tonic, anu
should be taken with more care. A half teaspoonful]
should be taken three times a oay, hi a little water,
alter eating. It is purely vegetable and is sure to adu
tone an 1 vigor bo tho whole system.
O e bottlle oi
the LLe Invig .rauir, accompanied aceor.ting to directions, wita the Medicated ionic, is warranted to
cure in most cases.
It is certain to restore vitality
and vigor to the system wlJeli will conquer and
t^row ufi the cise^se, restoring the patient to perfect
health and strength.
In offering >hecC medicines to the public I am not
speaking too highly of their merits, when I say that
there is nothing m tho whole catalogue of remedies
for the cure of consumption, tliat will any where
luar approach it in efficacy or real me; it.
Having suffered for two year with tho terrible disease—Bronchial Coi sumption—in its woret form,and
hav.j.g exhausted «he iul est resources of ihe medical
department for that special disease, employing the
be-t -uoefcors in t. e city, a d my case given up by
them as being perfectly hopeless, I then resorted to
the trial of patent medicines; having tried them
thoroughly and receiving no benefit whatever from
them, 1 became d.sheartenod and discourage J, anticipating that the fullest exj ecta ion of my Doctors
an friends would be realized.
Through my whole tickuess I have studied fully the
working of this terrible disease through all its various changes, and am piepared to say that no one,
unless liavi. g the experience and chance cf study
tliat I have had, is as well prepared to manage and
TLereicre having merited the pocure the disease.
sition I take, through actual experience. I announce
to tho public my competency to warrautcurc of Consumption in alllts various forms. This terrible disease is considered the grexilesl scourge to health in

England States,

{§§

TRY IT 2 2

Sept 13—d3in

To be Let.

Hou.se Lot for Sale.
on the corner of Deering and Ilenry
x 100 foot.
Enquire of
R, W. GAGE,

SITUATED
Sts, 50
july25

dtf is

137

HOUSE
House and Lot
Sts.

to

W,

known

The
ner of

finely

I)£ulois & J .U
July 6.—dtf

located

Real Estate, on the

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

over

HO and 112

Federal at.

Cor. Commercial and Frankliu streets.

ELEVEN
Portland,

To Let or Lease for a term of Years.
Store and Wharf now occupied by Charles
U. Merrill, situate l between Union Wharf and

THE

Sails and Hissing tor Sale.
standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks ol the
new Brig Atlanta, 4oo tons old measurement,

THE

saved jn perfect order.
store.

j

and

iunelCi—dtf

The draft ol the spars

McGILVERY, RYAN

Sr

can

be

DAVIS,

No. 161 Commercial Street.

Farm and Stock tor Sale.
subscriber offers ior ssle his farm, situated
in Gray, one mile and a half from the corner. It
contains about57 acicj of land, divided into tillage,

THE

and wood land.

posture
naif

It. lias

on

it

a

story and

a

home, well finished, and in good repair, together with bjarn and other usual out-buildingB.
There
is a mill privilege ou tho farm, with a good supply ot
water.

Quarantine.

:

lie will also sell a vote of oxen, two cowst two
sos, and ctlier stock. Terms liberal. Enquire on
tbc prenfiscs.
GEO. HOLLY.
Gray, Sept. 15, 18C5—eod&w3m

And the Pilots of the Port arc hereby directed to
known this order to all vessels which they may

ho:

ma te

board.
Re 11 and passed, sent down and Concurred.
JACOB McLELLAN, Mayor.
Approved,
Attest:—J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
Nov 8—il2w

'—-i--

Boat-House for Sale.
at Main Wharf, is for

On-toms Boat-House
THE
Bale. Inquire ot

A RARE CHANCE!

Get

,,

CHAS. J. TALBOT,
Surveyor of Customs.

^

*3-»dtf

contemplating making change
THEin undersigned
their busiu s, would dispose of their Retail
a

For Sale.

Trade, t vjethor with Horses, Bread Carts and Baking Implements, ou reasonable terms it applied
tor
1

Brick H"U9« and
No. 2 Deer
T^^°;,3tory
Street, at obeat baboain. Lot,
a

soon.

particulars, enquire
BENJ. KNIGHT,
,.Q,,,

for

p‘SAasoif * smTH-

°°a3l3l>_

Casco Street Seminary.

a

House two stories, in good repair, lnnuir. .'.t'
S. L. CABLETON, Attorney atLaw
nov2dtf
No. 80 Middle Slrcet.

A Desirable House cO Lot for Sale.
’^le House and Lot on Franklin St., rcsi•fS^y “Cnte
of

Teachee.

tlio late Edward FornalJ. The house
two-story, roomy, and in good repair, with
good Stable. Lot about 50x120 foot.
Inquire of
W C* «°C™i.
Portland, Nov,

g&iijl

Pf^j^Hailroad.

regular Annual Meeting

a

of

the
,v ,,
of the
>rthorn Pieiflc Railroad
be hel l at t le rooms of the Company, No. 57
way, New tfork City, on M JNDAY, Doc. ‘,18G5 *
twelve o’clo-k noon.
CHAS. S. PfiRUAM, Sec’v
Oct 30—d 1 a w 4

THE

House and

Lot of Laud *0. 3 Mont
Dwelling
THE
gomery Street, Porlland. Lot 3? 50 f ct

Jlepnrtiuen* for Children.

Northern

nth-jig™

™

i*

for

w*_

For Sale

or

TS to

Bary

carry
y

Buslness.

<«ct°ry No. 20 Prchle
a “St-class^V'1 appurtenancesneceaCarnage Manufacturing

IlV^R,J*1*1
on
u

>'■

ALSO,—
BUGGIES an‘l JENNY
bli <6) warranted
WAGONS.
CONCORD
For pardcuhu-s enquire nl
«

7—dtf

A LARGE and
XX cated. Alsu

sale

A BARGAIN!

to Let.

Barn, nnd One Acre of Land, situated
in Falmouth, one-half mile from Atlantic and
A HOUSE,
St. Lawrence Depot, and one-fourth mile from Casco Baw
For terms apply at No. 0 Chapel Street.
Nov.

Atlantic Wharf.

For Sale.

WINTER TERM ot this School for Young
an(J Mieses will commence MONDAY
Nov. 20ln. and continue ten weceks.
For terms’
enquire at No. 15 Preble StJ eet,
MAltY C. HALL, Principal.

LINDS,filudCls?“^eiP

To Let.

|

convenient tenement, eentrallv lo- i
stand for Millinery
* i Or of JOHN
busln-ss. Apply
Street.
Commercial St.
November 18, 1863.
dtf
Aug. 29—dtf.
a Btore, a good
01 1371 Middle

LIFE

Nov 8—t!2w

The public ar*1 invited to inspoct our Rooms where
all information in regard to Insurance will be given

JOHN E. HOW & SONS,
Portland, Nov. 1,

For Sale.
H

kmetack Timber.

J-t/UU Also, Ship K
s; oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, lor sale by
L. TAYI OR, Gl Commercial St.
>

24-dtf

and Butter.

Apples

thcpremlses,
RANDALL,‘iAtaSSS?
ttandaU A
Woodbury’s,

REASONS

WHY THOSE WHO

“A

Wisely”

c t

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES
-IN THE-

SOUTH

Life Insurance

BBLS. Fall and Winter Apples.
OUU 100 Tul>« Choice Butter.
Just received and tor sale by
G W. SMITH
Oct. 20.—dtl
Nos. 6 and 8 Silver Street.

Co.

IS THE SAFEST!

1st,—IT

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;
Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
The necessary result is, it costs LESS to insure
«
in it than in any othor.

I3f”

Comparisons

We

are

prepared

An

ship.

8ALE BY-

JAMES T. BATTEN & CO.,

a

Delivered

ernment contract,”
300 do Extra All Long flax
300 do Navy Fine,
in Portland or Boston,

WARREN

works,
\ A,.ra“
«>ro»a.

J

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance
Wall St,

Property

FOR SALE!
THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

HOTEL,

On Middle, Willow and Silver St.*,
tlie City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned, is offered for sale and can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet of
land, with an aggregate frontage of five hundred and
seventy-five feet. It is Five Stories High, and contains about two hundred and fifteen apartments for
the use qf guests, besides four capacious stores, and all
the most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST
CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by Wm. Washburn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
in

<ii
itiim uiciiI s K»r uoiei purposes aro pronounced
competent judges io bo fully equal to those of
any Hotel in the country. Its construction is most
thorough in all respects; the basement and first
stories being quite tire-jiroof, and all other parti

by

nearly

Company

William, NEW YOKE,
limit, 1866.
cor.

Insures Against Mabink and Inland Navi
gation Risks.
The whole profits of the Company revert te tin
Absubkd, and are divided Anhually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and for which
Certificates are issued, btaring interest until redeemed.
The Dividends in the Years 1803-4 and 5 were it
por cent eaeb.
The Profits for 21 Years anoint to the
■nm of
819,691,020
01 whloh here has been redeemed by

Cash,

so.

*11,133,6(0

$177,000,

November 11, 1805.—dtf

John D Jones,
Charles Dennis,
WU H Mooro,
Henry Coil,

FOE PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantity ol
desirable building lots In the West End or the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purcliasors, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, \f desired, one fourth of the cost qf build inf/, on
completion qf the house. From parlies who build im-

THE

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
full particulars obtained.
mav
J be seen, and
Portland, May 3,

1863.

Dissolution

THE

tual consent.

LOCKE.

Portland,

mas

■

of Copartnership.

All account* to be settled by H. F.

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.
New York Kstlmnte of tkc International.
As an indication of bow this Company stands AT
HOME, we take tbe City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in tbe Treasurer’s Report of tbe
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list Includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which iall
far behind the International in point of patrona e In
this City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fact, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and s iilful management ol tills stoi ling corporation,
>

which thus within two years takes the lead ot scores
of other Companies that have been established from
to

SOUTHERN

Summer

and 2 20 p.

a. if

and 2 30

▲. u.

C. C.

HINE,

John W. Manger tC Co.,
Agents.
oitCdly

LIFE INSURANCE.

11WO

PORTLAND.

THE

day lorrned

the

Portland,

a

copart-

-June

BUSINESS

,S. E, JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.

12,18*6—If

table

for

Fibst.—Premiums on all regular Life Policies
cease at fixed dates.
Second.—All Endowment Policies dec ared non
forfeitable after three years, for a pro rata amount. 9
Third.—Its cash income is greater than that oi
any company organized within the last fifteen years.
Fourth.—No other company ever organized cither in Europe or America, has experienced such extraordinary prosperity.
Fifth.—All of its profits are divided among the
Insured.
Sixth.—Its raio of disbursements to receipts is
less than that ot any other company.
Seventh.—The rates of premiums are as low as
those of any othev first class company.
Referenced.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rov.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogden,
New York.
CHARLES B. IIALL, Agent.
Office No. 22 Exehange St., Portland.
Oct 31—dtf

the

name

ICING

&

a

copartnership un-

DEXTER,

And hr .ring purchased the stock of Chase, UttlcfieU
& Co., wm continue the general HAEDW ABE BUSINE-6 at tho old stand, 176 Middle and 118 federal
Street*.

JOSEPH A. KING.
J. D. DEXTER.

Portland!, Sept. 32,1865.
to

Mr. D. 1', Chase, so long and favorably known
The Hard ware trade of Portland, wm remain w ith
sep29 ’66 W

t'fie new tlrg-i.

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

-.11___

and Complexion.

day and Saturday,

at 5 o'clock P. M,
Fare In Cabin
$2.00.
Freight taken as usual
Tne Company arc not responsible for baggage to
auy amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at tho rate of
one passenger for overy $500 additional value.
L. HILLINGS Agent.
fob 18,1803
dtf
Aug 5, 1865.
...

jy

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young meu troubled with emissions in sleep.—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit lu

—

New England Sorew Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

)bne23tf

Waterville, June 22,1865.

ran us

ioitows;

OF

—

responsible

for

this lice to and from Mon-

leavo Portland.

For freight

or passago apply to
EMERY fe FOX, Brown s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWKLJ. fc CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
May 39, 1885.
dtf

International Steamship Go.

baggage

to

any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless uotice is given and paid for at the rato of
one passeug' r lor every $50»additional value.
C. J. BUY DUES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Hardly

the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
Ail such coses yield to the proper amt only
li&vo it.
correct course of treatment, and in a short time arc
mode to rqjoice in perfect health.

der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
or the color will be of a thin milkish bue,
to a dark and turbid anpearanoe.
inere are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

will appear,

again changing

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 con warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ot the urinary organs.
Persona, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
cau do so »y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will b«
returned, if desired.
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 3 Temple Street (comer of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
|y Send a Stamp for Circular.

For Tickets

Thundays

at 8

k, for

A.

Kastport,

Portland and

Boston.
At Kastport the Steamer "Queen’’ will oonneot
for 8t. Andrews, Robfnston and Calais,with the New
Brnswiek and Canada Railway for Woodstock and

8 age Coaches also connect at
Uoalton stations.
Eastport tor Machiss and intermediate places.
the
steamer
At St. John
Emperor will connect, for
Windi or, Dlgby and Ualllax, and with steamers for
the
St
John
River. Throwj'h tickets
Frederio and
of the agents or tho olork on board. No

frocured
porta required.
reoeivod
ant

Freight

until 4 o’clook
c. C. Katun, Agent.

days of sailing

on

p. M.

Portland, March 30.188S.

DR. HUGHES particularly nviles all Ladies, whe
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will dud arranged for thoii
especial accommodation.
l)r. H.’s Electlc Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In elllcae.T and superior virtue In regulating all
Eeuale Irregularities. Their action Is specific and
certain of producing relief In a short time.
LADIES will find U Invaluable In all cosee of ob

atruotions after all other remedies have been tried In
It Is purely vegetable, containing nothing lu
vain.
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DU. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street (corner of Middle), l’ortland.

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult ?n« of theit
A lady of experience In constant attend

own sex.

}@f- Fares from (1 to »T lower via. the Grand
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West.
I WM. FLOWERS.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt.
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
270 Broadway, NewYork. |

PEINDLE, Agent,
Street,

E.

JAS.

90 Exchange
August 10—dOm

PORTLAND.

Coe’s

The World’s Great

DYSPEPSIA!

ARRANGEMENT!

Monday, Oct. noth,
fhsfc*going Steamer
“REGULATOR,*** apt. W H
Mower, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Street, Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Eveuing,at 10 o’elock, connectwith
the3pm
train Rom Boston.
ing
Returning will leave Ban'or every Monday and
Thursday Morning a'6 o’clock, touching at Rock-

land, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport,Winterport and Hamden, both ways.

Passengers ticketed through on t^e Boston, Maine,
and Eastern Rai road at the l>cpots in Bo&ton, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage a* ply to
A. SOMKliRW Agrut,
At Ofllee on the Wharf.
Portland, Oct 27th, l$G5.-dtf

all the great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
ualeua, Oshkosh, Bt. Paul, LaCro.se, Green Bay,
Cairo,
Quincy, St, Louis, Louisville, Indiana poll., Ticket,
jlo., anil la prepared to lurnisb Through
from Portlaud to ah the principal Cities and Town,
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at the

18

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information oheerfully furnished.
Tkavullkrb will And it greatly to their ad vantage
to procu;e TUroogh Tiekete at the
Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, lap stairs.)

Porlami

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets tor California, by the Old Lins

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by early application at this offloe.
marSOdkwtf
Karon 20,1386.

I, the fare beBangor will l*e
$3.00; Rockland $2.00: ether landin proreduced
River
on
the
ings
portion, per steamer Regulator.
A. SOMERBY, Agent.
Portland. May 31, 1885—dll

New
*

England Remedy.
W. POLANDS

Dr. J.

*

WHITE PISTE

“There la

snch Word aa Fail.”

no

TAR RA XST T ’S

Cubebs and
Certain,

a Sure,
o. of the Bladder,
either In the male or

offered to the afflicted throughout the country,
after hiving been proved by the teat of eleven years,
in the New England States, where its merits have
become as wollknown as the tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtues.

rulio vo the mo»t aggt avated attacks of

Cholera Morbus.

£tek Headache.
Sickness at Stomach,
Fever and Agno
Heartburn,
Colic l’ains,

Dysentery,
and
and

and in e*ery instance regulates and restores to a
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the
food without datigc of distress from it. It is the most wonderful remedy and
speedy in Us action, ever known to the
Utmost
wwld No one will do without it iu tho house that
has ever used it once.

patient to take healthy

13

female, frequently performing
perfect cure fn the short space of three or lour
days, and alwars fn left time than any other prepa-

For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

Tarranft Compound. Extract of Cubebs and

Copuibt

Manufactured only by

&

T A K KA AT

C. G. CLARK Jt CO., Proprietors,
New Haven, Conn.
*H. H. HAY, W F PHILLIPS if CO, and J. W.
PERKINS «r CO; Agents, r or viand, Me.

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
A

STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands ot the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
It gives Immediate relief, and effect* a perPiles.
It is warranted to
manent cure. Try it directly.
For sale by all Druggists. GO cts. per bottle.
cure.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
novlOddm
Boston, Solo Agents lor New England.
DR.

\V. SYKES.
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
J.

Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and oheapest routes. No. IBB South Water Mt.,
O. Bex 471.

Chicago,

Illinois.

Reference!—Messrs. 8. G. B.wdlcar A Co; Maync. H. Cumunnga
ard A Sons; H. A W.
A Co; Chas. H. 8tone; Ilallett, Davis A Co: Boston.
3. N. Bacon, B<q, President Newt-m National Bank,
Newton,Mass; O. B. Cofhn.Kaq, N.Y.City. fobMdly

Chiokerirg;

Copartnership
name

have formed
and style ol

partnership

We cannot doubt it, so manv testimonials come to us
from well-known men. Besides tbe character of Dr.
Poland is such, that wo know that he will not countenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist clermedicine to find remedies for his
gyman,
ailments, with a delicate consumptive look, standing
with one foot upon tlie grave, he made be di
covery
which has savod himself, and called out from
hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible
We have known I>r. Poland for years, and nevor

studying

knew

a

more

conscientious, honest, upright

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine
gen-

un

H. T. CUMMMQ9, M. D., Sc CO.,
And will continue the Apothecary business In all its
branches, at the old staud No. 432 and 434 Congress
Street, east ol State, (the “Up town Drug Store.”)—
Thankfhl for past favor* to the old es'ablishment.
they hope to merit and receive a generous support
fro in the public, and they pledge their best enueavors to sustain the ancient reputation of the shop lor
quality ol goo^s and honesty of dealing.
H. T. CUMMINGS, M. D.,
A. C. MITCHELL.
Portland, Nov. 1, 1865.
All those who are indebted to H. T. Cummings
will shortly be called upon with their accounts; and
•atl having demands against him will present the
nov7d3w*
same for settlement.

ally.

J. W.

PETiKTNS,

W. F. PHILLIPS,
H. H. HAT,
General Agents
Oct 5—d&wlim

for

State of Maine.

especially forbidden in

GOOD assortment of hand made SHAWLS, to

ANot.be 9.soldd2w»
cheap at

PAINE’S,
No. 13 Market Square.

use

the

p

Powders 1

or

at all times

Complaints,
CASES

directions which
f.roff, M. D.

L.

aocom-

Sold by

Druggists everywhere,

PLEASANT
promptly,
and for

to the

palate,

cause

no

promise
such

as

cure

ior all

C.G. CLARK <£ CO., Gtn’l Agents,

pain, act

require Increase oi dose, do not
exhaust,
elderly persons, females and cldldren, are Just the thing.
Two taken at night movthe bowels (pice the next morning.
Warranted
In all cases oi Tiles and
of the Rectum. We
Falling
a
symptoms of the Dyspepsia,

For V. 8. and Canada.
w perkihs t, co.. w. r. Phillips * co.,
andH. H. HAY, Portland. Mo., Wholesale Agents.

Oppression alter eatincr, Sour

Stomach, SpitPalpitations; also. Headache, Dissiness,
Back and Loins, Yellowness oi the Skin
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, BIUousness, Liver Complntnt. Lossot Api^titc. Debility,
Monthly Pains, and ail Irregularities, Neuralgia.
Faintness, Ac.
Travelers find the Lozenges just
what they need, as they are so
jompacl and
hat they may be carried in the vest
™
pocket. sale
J.

oi lood,
Pain in the

ting

by
P«r box; small boxes 'JO cents. For
8. HARRISON A CO., Proprietors, No lTre^"
on
address
anv
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to

enclosing 80

Coe’s Cough Balsam!
No Medicine

will

euro

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

juljidly

cents.

known

ever

Influenza, Whooping Cough,
OR RELIKVR

CONSUMPTIVE C0IUIGH1

T*r Thkk ! tnd be convinced of their (uperiurlever offered to
ty over everything «!•« Of the kind
the public ter Krone hdts, Coughs, Colds, Hoarseand

as

Throat.Ch-snh

iufluenaa
Xumerness Sore
the Ulergv, and olhera, aeoaa testimonials irom
For
box.
(ale
the
each
by
principal
eomnanying

Druggists throughout the eity.

mayKeodtf

Special Notice.
ALVAH LIBBEY. who hue had the’ Bole
and

STEAM
MR.Agency fbr GOLD’S IMPROVEDaud
the
WATER HEATING

APPARATUS,

Portland, Aug 21,1SC5.

MECHANICS’

aug22d3m
HALL.

Concerts, Lee Wire., Exhibi-

arranged
applicaWELL
tions, Levees, &c., may be obtained
RICHARD COLE, Sunerlntendeiit,
tion to
for

on

Ni. 3 Tohnan Place.

j unelSdtl

one with
Stencil Tool*. No experience
The Presidents, Cashiers, and ’Treaebt*
Bent nree
era of three Banka Indorse the circular.
with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool

A

YEAR made by any

neoeaairy.

Works, Springfield, Vermont,

oc5U3m

quick

as

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!
It doe* not dry np a cough, but loosens It so that tha
patient can expectorate freely. It ib within
the reach of all. the
Price

Justly
both ofwbich

celebrated McGregor Hot Air Furnace,
have a world-wide reputation, can Ire lounrl hereafter
at the atore of Messt a. C. H. STUART & CO., 171
and 173 Middle St., where he will be happy to meet
thoae In want of ftirnaceti, aud receive their ordera.
He attends personally to Furnace work.
ALVAH I.IBBEY.

(Tin

Shawls, Shawls, Shawls!

Pills

Better than any

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

man

and arc glad to state that we believe whatever ho
aw)Vor no
says about his White l ine Compound.”

Notice.
a

“The White Pine^Coropound is advertised at much
our columns, and we are
happy to lenin that
the demand for it is increasing beyond all previous
expectations. It the very best medicine tor Coughs
and Colds we know of, and no family that has once
used it will bo without it. We speak from our own
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as
The greatest inventions come by accident, and
sure..
it is singular that the White Pine Compound made
for Colds and Coughs should prove to be the greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it is.—

length in

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

For all Female

from the

Compound.

SCIENTIFICALLY

and is safe to

never

I'l

Drops!

CO..

Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
For tiles and Scurvy, it will be found very valua-

The White Pine Compound, advertised at length In
ur columns, is uot only as to its name inviting, but
Dr. J. W. Poland,
is a highly approved medicine.
the Inventor, has the confidence of many who know
which
ho
a
confluence
enjoyed while laboring
him,
usefully many years as a Baotit minister. His exled
to
a
sufferer
him
as
to make experiments
perience
which issued in his medical discovery.—Boston
Watchman and Reflector.
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus a rites of the

Periodical

Lyons

SJ8 Uroonwloh St., Row York
Sold by Druggists all over the World.

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES
Throat, Colds, Coughs, Dipht heria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes, Difficulty oi Vaiding Urine, Bleed-

Give it a trial il you would learn the value of a good
medicine. It is pleasant, safe and sure.

trial

In thenaeof

ration.

now

and tried

one

a

Ble.

Street,

SUFFERING,

Bold by Druggists everywhere.

Soro

Lungs.

THAT ARB

We beg of you. ifvou are sick, to make just
of it. Frloe Oao Dollar per bottle.

mayfitfidlv

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is waranted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarwcuesa, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, ana and ail affections ot the throat and

in fact all diseases proceeding from the Stomach
Bowels. It Is a sovereign and permanent cure for

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DElIIIrITY.

Copaiba,

Speedy Cure for all dUeuKidneys and Urinary Or game,
and

BOWELS!

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst case of
Dyspepsiaiu existence and one doee will instantly

COMPOUHD EXTRACT OP

Tarranft Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba A EVER FAILS.

COMPOUND,

and a'I diseases of the

STOMACH AND

YOU

there!! no need ol confinement or obange of diet
In it! approved form Qf a paste, it Is entirely tasteIres, aad causes do unpleai -nt sensation to the patient. and no < Jtpesur. It is now acknowledged by
the most learned in the profeasio* that in the above
olasa ordiseases, Cubebs and Copaiba ar. the only
two remedies known that can be relied open with
any oertalnty or suocess.

THE GREAT

Is

On and after *1 une
tween Portland and

Tor

Remedy

—for—

On and after
the new and

LITTLE

D.

W.

Dyspepsia Cure

mcbSlt)

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River

Agent

Jan1.lS6Bdiwly

ancc.

PORTLAND&PENOBSCOT RIVER
FAliL

Infirmary,

LADIES.

THE

TO
need

On and after Monday, March 27. the
k
N aur YouK.Capt U W Chisholm, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St,
r. mi and the Steamer
at
Eo'clock
Monday
every
Naw Bauns wiok, Capt E. B. Winchester, will leave
everv Thcusday at 6 o’clock r.g, for Kastport and
St. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Monday and

all points West & South West,

to

Medical

Electlc

Portland, Nov. 1,1865nov2d3t

Grand Trunk Railway.

by

St. John.

Calais and

Eastport,

_

On and after Monday, Nov. 6fA,lS65,
traius will run as follows:
Morniug Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 35 a m.
Mull Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at i 10 p m
This train connects witli Exp'ess train for Toronto,
etroitaud Chicago. S eeping Cars attached from
lan d Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
m e above stated.
Traius will arrive as follows:—
810am
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
1 45 p, M.
From Moutreal, Quebec Ac.
not

lorwardcdby

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

are

Uoods

treal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kastport and
St.John.
Shippers arc requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they

TRAINS.

mmb|q

The Company

tions for passengers, making this the moat speedy,
safe and eomfortabla route Tor travellers between
Now York and Maine
Passage, m State Room,
(8.00. Cabin passage (6 00. Meals onlru.

Canada.

ALTERATION

perfect

cure wara
or no charge made.
a day passes but we are consulted
one
or more young man with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated os though they had

ranted

There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad-

Leave Brown1. Wharf, Portland, overy WEDS Ra-

RAILWAY,

GRAND TRUNK

youth,—treated scientifically, and

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

West, South, North-West and the Oanadas.

Insuring in the EquiLife Assurance Society*

Considerations

undersigned

have formed
and Arm of

mleraigned

To COMMENCE MON DA Y, June 26tk
Trains leave Portlaud. Grand
for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 (K> A.
btaliou.
Trunk
M., and 1.25 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P.M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7.30
Both of
A M and arrive in Portland at 2.15 P. M
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due in Portland at 1 P. M.
Stag's connect with traius at principal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north and east of this line.
C. M. MORSE, Supt.

Society

States.

(Accumulated in Six Year3.)

der the
THE

Copartnership.

THE
der

United

(Located In New York City, Organized July 25,1859,)
WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, President, j
GEORGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

P.

S. K- JACKSON & SON,
lor the purpose of doing a general COAL
at Sawyer’s W’jari, foot of High Street.

ocl2d3m

To Rent.
large Furnished Rooms, centrally located, In
a private
family. Good reference required.
Apply to W, 37j Middle St.
0Cl4dtt

Life Assurance

Of

All who have committed an excess ol any kind,
whether it bo the aolitary vice of youth, or thu stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in malurer years,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Important to Travelers

THE

gerous weapon, the Mercury.

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to tho whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

Standisb. Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark. Seluigo,
Bridgton, Lovell, lliram, Brownfield, Frycburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter Freedom, Maa son and Eaton. N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington Limiugton, Limerick, Newneld,
Parsonstield and Oreipee
At Saccarappa for South Windliam, Windham Hill,
and North Windliam, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland. Oct 26 1^65—dif

Secretary.

Equitable

Montreal,

«.<n

wni

90 Exchange Street.

DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 166 Fore Street, Portland, Me,

opportunity

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and

General Western Ticket Office,

OLIVER A.

generally

Arrangement t

THE

p.

APPLY TO THE

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.

undersigned have tliis
ners'-ip und or tho style oi

each Steam-

BOSTONlONEl

PORTLAND AND

Oct. 30. 1865,
follows, until further

half century.

o»

Copartnership Notice.

PINEI

BRADFORD & RENICK,
/''tOMjySSION MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway, New
\J York, execute order* tor Southern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and on the most
favorable terms. Shipment* made directly to all domestic and foreign port*. They are also prepared to
fund h Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or
to order.

BonJ Baboock,

Pletoher Westray,
Hob H Mintnrn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederick Chauncey.
James Lew,
Bryoe,
Chas H MarshaU.
Jon* D. Jowks, President.
Chaat** Dunum, Vice-President.
W. H H. Moore, 3a Vioo-Pree’t.

J. W. M <JN9ER, 186 Fore St.

n

sawn

Cornelius Grinnell,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,

FebSlsdlullmiodfcwSw

to

—

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 ▲. x.
and 3 40 p. m
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. u, and 2 00
and 5 30 p m
The 9 40 a m and 200 P m. train* Will bo freight
trains, with passenger cars attached
EST'Stagea connect at Gorham for West Gorham,

quarter
CHARLES TAYLOR, PRESIDENT.
HAMILTON BRUCE, VICE-PRESIDENT.
a

Perkins,
Joseph Gailard, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,

Applications received by

H. F. LOCKE,
HORATIO STAPLES.
nol4d3w
Nov. 11th, 1S65.

Dwelling

INSURANCE.

MARINE

1. H. Chapman, A, ting Secretary.

heretofore

on

Dennis

J. B. BROWN & SONS.
may4tl

existing between H.
F. Locke and Iloratio Staple*, under the firm
is
this
day dissolved by muname of LOCKE & CO.,
copartnership

Wm Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Bngert,
William K Dodge,

WmCPlckorsglll,

Inducements

Great

**Mnny

Levis Curtis.
Charles H Russell,
Lowell Uclbrook,
E Warren Weston,
Eoyal Phelps,
Caleb Barstow.
A P Pillot,
Dat lei 8 Miller,
Joshua J Henry,
leorgeG Hobson,
Javld Lane,

JOS. ILSLEY.

policies

12,663,781

The Company has Assets, over Jtlevt* Million
Dollars, vii:—
United States and State of New-York
Stook, City,Rank and other Stocks,
94,974.7«
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3,187,961
Premium Notes and Bills Keoeivable,
Heal Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securities,
,3,140,610
United States Gold Coin,
441,89!
Cash In Bank,
Z8$,43f

Its original estimated cost was
exclusive
ot the land; ot this sum about $140,000 have been
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress,
and It is believed that notwithstanding the present
enhanced prices, it can be completed ior occupancy
for $75,000, according to the original plans.
For price, terms of sale and other
particulars, enquire of

and

All letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO A CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Nov 4—dtf
Portland, Me.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Ot

Agt.

Portland, July 18,1865—dtl

j

61

MARBLE

State

Central Office 30 Exchange Street.

ap22dti

Valuable Hotel

SPARROW,

FOB MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIEE.

Bath, April 20,18C3.

to Issue

term

will Confirm those Facts.

who really wish to know all the facts, vitally
important to their own interests beforo paying out
their money, are invited to call at this oflice, where
every facility is cheerlully offered to understand the
whole subject.

ME.

experienced Surgeo is attached

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

Every intelligent and thiuking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use
should have
their efficacy established by well tested
experience in
the 1 lands of a
educated physician whose
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be tbe best in the world
are not only useless, but always injurieus.
The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting his
physician, as it is a lamentable yet Inconlrovertable tact, that many syphilitic patients are mad*
I miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
lor it is a point
conceded by the best sypldlograpliers, that the study and management of these
should
complaints
engross the whole time ol those
who would be competent and successful in their treatThe inexperienced general practitment and cure.
nor time to make
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
of treatment, in most cases makone
system
pursues
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan-

regularly

will call at Para.

£^jggjl««3H^i8G6

of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.
Houses lor

Those

Scotch Canvas,

AMERICA,

TINKLEPAUGH, Commander,
Will leave on WEDNESDAY, the 29th Nov.,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

a

BENEFIT

MUTUAL

Apples!

BARRELS Choice Eating Apples;
lOO Barrels Greenings;
**
Selected Baldwins;
200
Pure Cider;
lOO
M
50
Capo Cranberries!
Lowest
Market Prices, by
at
the
sale,
A. T. IIAT.L, No. 1 Milk Street.

29 Exchange St.
nov3TT&stf

1S65.

TWO

OAA
iiUU

TONS squa’

Against 'Accident*!
reliable Companies.

In the most

LYNCH,

139 Commercial St.

■4

INSURANCE,

Insurance

And

Sugar.

lOU

may25djf_

House Lots for Sale.
OEVEtlAL finely located House Lois in Cape Elizk
ubetli, three minuUis’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
Inquire ol E. N. PERRY, at the ShemTs Olfice, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be
seen.
mayl3tf

r-r

freely.

HHDS. PRIME EARLY MUSCOVADO
MOLASSES.
75 Tierces Prime early Muscovado Molrsscs.
Bbls.
Prime early Muscovado Molasses.
40
50 BOXES WHITE HAVANA SUGAR.

Merrill's. The Wharf contains about 1500 square 11.,
with a tiro story building thereon, 20 by 75. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
N0. 6J Union Wbarl.

our

Also,

Risks

\ KA

House Lots.

at

Brophy.

dealers in any quantity, at any place of
business in the city, or by car load on any lino of railEI)\V. H. BUBGEtf.
road by
City Mills, No. 120 Commercial Street.
November 14, 1865.
dim

Apples!

this Office.

Farm Buildings, Stocks, Tools, &c.
t^“Ocean, Coastwise and Inland Marine Risks
solicited, and Goods in Transportation by It. B. and

OAA BOLTS Superior Bleached 1
-WV/U 300 do All Long tiax “Gov- I

House Lots, comprising 15,000 feet ol
Laud, on Emery, Cushman and Lewis st. lor
salo by
W. H. STEPHENSON.
April 26, 1865.—dtf

Boarding

Issued.

Steamboat.

organ-

Dollars !

One Million

$1,531,000

Supplied to

THOMAS

•

CP-OPEN, FLOATING, TEEM and PERPETUAL FIRE POLICIES, and open Marine Policies

Special

ever

Original Capital

taken at the lowest rates.
Particular attention given to insuring all kinds of

Meal, Meal.

Molasses and

Thi° Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

Yellow Com,
prime quality lor mealing, now in store, for sale
by car load free on track, at the very lowest market
prices.

BATH,

Jefferson coo lice & co.,

aplfldtt

from sehooner James

-FOB

To Let.

•

FliEEMAN,

landing

Hale,

stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arrange l Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.OO0 fact, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this vicinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire ati
HUH Conyrestt St.f
July23dtf
Portland, Me.

AmtWsa’r I, 186J.

Twenty Million Dollars in Gold!
Assets of the New York Branch,

And all

High Mixed Corn,

JUST
Cargo of Schooner Concord.

Oct

lor*

$1,201,188,10

$200,000

at

of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

On and after Nov. 6. 1865, Prssenger

notide

Surplus, 201,188,10

New York Life Insurance Co.,
Assets over $4,000,000

Blading Certificates Given

6,100 BUSHELS

In Cape Elizabeth.

ORDERED.

&, CHASE.
Centra] Wnart.

Merchandise.

For

one

Aldeemen, I
Nov. 6, 1863.
)
That until further order, all vessels arriving at this Port, lrom i’orls infected
with Cholera, or liavlug had ca.es ot Cholera during
their passage, shall perform quarantine Easterly
from a lin urav n from the buoy on Spriug JL'oint
Ledge to the Block House on House I sland, where
they shall be det inert until discharged by a certilicate signed by the Cl y Physician and Harbor Master.
And the Harbor Master and
Officer are
hereby instructed to take all Buch vessels to such

and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN
No. 4

the

on

P. M., from Pier 43 North

THE

and after Monday.
I'On
rains will leave as

$1,000,000all paid in.

$576,000

Liverpool, London, and Globe Ins. Co’s,
of London, Eng., Assets over

at 3

oi

the medical
profession, he feels warranted in GuarRAMrEKiNG A CURE in all CABER, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease
from the system, and making a
perfect and PERM AN ENT C LIKE.
He would calf the
attention of the afflicted to the
tact or his long
standing and well-earned reputation
furnbhing sufficient assurance of hto skill and auo-

PORTLAND ^ROCHESTER R.R.

CASH CAPITAL,

Charter Oak Insurance Company,
of Hartlord Conn.,
Assets $360,000

Also,

nov2dtm.

residence in (Jape Elizabeth,
from Portland Bridge. The house is
AVERYmiledesirable
two

seen

M~

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at Highest rates of fre ight.

Aug. 29—dtf

cor-

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
of his Attorneys, Messrs.
Kso:;, 53 Exchange Street.

Real'Estate

CITY OF FORTLxLSD.

"T'X

Wanted.

SALE.

particulars enquire

For

i^jTThe

S»pari^

a

BY

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.

and Grist Mill Work; Superior Com and Cob Crackers, &c.
above Machinery can be socn and tested
at the works.
Nov 2—dlsw4w
Bar re* Mas**

nov!3d2w

family without children, a small genteel tenement, near the central part oi the city.
Address X. Y. Z., Press Office,
aug5eodtl

of Waterville and Sherbrook
to suit purchasers.
Middle St.
Julylldtf

FOR

ONE

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 6,1365—dtf

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Travellers Ins. Co. of Hartford, Conn.,
Assets $500,000

Wanted.

as

Valuable Heal Estate!

CIRCULAR SAWMILLS; Improved Wen tworth
Pinners; Jigger and Scroll Saws; Box, PowderKeg, Jointing and Matching Machinery: Pail and
Wood Turning Lathes; Water-Wheels; Mulay Saw

two

WANT

corner

Terms easy,

Apply

Machinery,

THE

Tenement Wanted.
D a tenement suitable for one or
small families, with good water privileges.
Please address Tenement, Box 1503.
Oct 10—dtf

Commercial St.

Real Instate for Sale.
and LOT No. 37 Middle Street,
tlic Payson House.

should be

SONS,

Assets

month,

River,

_

A

Builders of the Most Improved First Class

Oct, i, lays—dtf

at

Assets

A

FOUR STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
on Exchange Street, suitable for a Wholesale
Dry
Goods business, or for the manulfcclure of Clothing, or
of Boots and Shoes. Will bo vacated this month or
the next. For farther information inquire of DR.
NEWTON, Office 115 F.xchange Street, up btairs, or
of J. E. DOW, corner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
dtf
Portland, Sept. 10th, 1866.

ESTABLISHED IN 1830.

•>

Apply

$360,000

Hampden Fire Ins. Co., of Springfield,

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
Oct 19—dtf

Prime

AT

F0U 4DR S MACHINE WORKS.

place

Oct. 1st.
S. E. SPRING.

Horses for Sale.
the Railroad Stable on Spring street, several
good Horses, suitable for work or family use.

IIEALD’8

In Boaud of Mayoe

Green-house proprietor in the vicinity, to
an Inula Rubber Tree during the

TRIP.

M

aug2C’65Jly

INSURANCE COMFY

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of So. Burwick, Maine,
Capital anti Surplus $400,000
Springfield Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of Springfield, Mass.,

To load lumber at same plaoe for Galves-

Coolidge & Co. PoBtObcion given
A.

These mo.Iidnes are kept constantly on hand at
H. H. IIA V & Co.’s, Wholesale Druggists, Portland;
and Druggists generally throughouttiie county.
Nov 16—dtf

<£

Wanted.

*tth of each

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30

INTERNATIONAL

$1,035,000

Assets

OTHER

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Low by this

rains leave as follows
Leave Portland for Boston at 840

State Agent for Maine*
Nov. 15.

Enterprise Insurance Co., of Phila.,

more

EVERY

u.

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins.
Company of N. Y.,

left at

PARA

Will dispatch regularly,

IPOUTI-.A.lSriD

S. H. McALPINE,

$500,000

Assets

AT

are sutlering
private fflseases, whether arising from

Dr. II. audrcsses those who

lmpu« connection or the terrible vice ol sell-abuse.
Devoting
01illre tlme t0 that particular branch oi

THK UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfor
fast at Augusta, nml
Solon, Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, South China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vassalboro*, and for Unity at Kendall’s
W# HATCH, Trail Msuager#
Mill’s.
Nov. 6 1SC5.—dtf

Office No. 64 Middle Street, Room No. 1.

Ternambuco,

Bahia, Every Trip,

2fo. 5 Temple Street,
tuscube conmutad privacy, mml with
WHERE
tbe utmost confidence by thu afilleted, at all
hours uaily, and from 8 A. M. to 8 F.M.
under the
affliction

trains.
as

AT

for

dro*cugeni K.
Mills Skowhegan, and intennotllate Stations, at
1.15 P. M.
Portland fbr Bath, Lowlaton and Augusta on Saturdays only at 8.00 P. M.
Portland for Brunswick daily (Sundays
excepted)
3
at 5.30 P.M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan £or Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.30 and Bath at 11.30.
Augusta (on Mondays only) lor Portland and Boston at 5.30 A. M., Bath 6.30 A. M.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central K. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
with through tickets going east
Depots. Passengers
will change cars at the firstdepot they arrive at in
where
ample time is there allowed to dine
Portland,
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
Fare

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

JANEIRO,

Thomas,
And

Bath, Lewiston via AnR.), Augusta, Watervillo, Kendall’s

rapewjsssn

Hanover Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $495,000

Office.

four weoks,

*

Sept 27—dtf

Portland, Maine*

and two

sold, and the amount, alter paying charges,
held 8ulycct to the order of the owner whenever the
claimant of said piece of goods shall substantiate his
claim thereto.
nov2 d4w

corner

No. 13 Dew Street.

Press

as

winter.

The3« fitets in connection with its well-known character for Integrity, commend this Company to the
consideration of all desiring Life insurance.

Store to Let.
son

M. A. BRADFORD,

IIEALD

was

Manhattan Insurance Co, of N. Y.,
Assets $1,000,000

religous fami-

a

it will be

Brick Store
Commercial and Franklin
THE
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer-

Orders received from any part of the country will
bo promptly attended to. Every article is put up and
packed in the best manner.
Address all letters to

S.

of

THE

TRY IT 2 2 2

of age;

w

ton, Philadelphia

Warranted a sure cure In all cases. Directions given
with every package. The only sure remedy used by
army surgeons during tho war. and am sale in warranting every case if Uss directions arc followed.
Every family should have it on hand, as this disease is most terrible, and sudden in its eff ect, and this
Is tlio oulv remedy now known that gives immediate
and substantial re ief.

man

j

An Owner Wanted.

For Sale aud to Let.
Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 37$ Middle St. Apply to P.
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle St.,
oc6dtf
Portland, Me.

Diphtheria Remedy!

a

Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the Inst
six years having been from 30 to TO pr, ct. lev.
than ofjfuny other Co. of as long .lauding.

Assets

this office
than
goods
six months ago, which had been previously adAPIECE
vertised
lost. Unless called for within

For particulars apply to
A. *B. STEPHENSON,
Oct 3—iadtl
121 Commercial St.

of consumption, Bronchitis, or diseases of a consumptive nature.
Advice free.
Board, with treatment, if desired, at $2.50 per day;
horse and carriage for ishe l daily iu fair weather
for out-do<»r exercise, t ee of cluirge.
I woull invite patients from \ur >ad being afflicted
with this disease to visit me, where they can find a
home, and all the care ami attention will be paid
them to make them at once realise that they are rapidly regaining their lost strength aud health.
I will warrant a cure in m >st cases,
call aud let
me examine your case, or write by letter, enclosing
two post a v stamps, and 1 will inform you at once.—
I would also call the attention of th public to

TRY IT 2

Nov 16—d 1

THEof
therooD.

found there every day to examine pro-

Wanted,
and wife

years

“Enquirer,**
ly pretered. Address,
*

For Sale.
de.sir able LOT, situated on the northerly side
Free Street, above Oak St., with tho Stable

|

for

seven

Ijorillard Insurance Qo., of N. Y.,
Assets $1,312,000

St.

Trains leave Portland daily (.Sunday*

wjfcs£j5Sa*e*coi>tod)

CARE

Columbia Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

take charge of
SOME

2.—d3w

terms, Ac., application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 53 Uniun Street; or to tho nndersigned
at 49B Congress Street,
octlHltf
.JOHN J. W. BEEVES.

cases

Bradford’s

Private

rtfgirls, five andFamily

E’or

OFFICE—13 DOW STREET,

fessionally

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St., Portland.

THE

Portland.Maine*

directed.
I may be

Board

o.ie

House and Land for Sale.
undersigned, as Guardian of the Estate ot
Charles H Place, Charles rf Kinsman, and
others, would offer fir sale tho desirable Heal Estate
siualcd at No. 80 Spring Street, between Brackett
and Clark Street,
the property consists of a lot ot
I,and(>3fet lront on Spring Street, and running
back about the same dislance, with a convenient twostoried, dwelling house thereon: litted up for two
fiuninei, and being in a good state of repair.

BRADFORD,

business

neat

if*r*fe*Vac

Portland, Nov

have learned by subfor the disea.' e and
mitting
realizing no benefit whatever, hut continued to grow
worse, until my case was considered hopeless.
I therclore.in consideration of my returning health
and ol the agencies that have been the cause of its
restoration, do announce to the public that I am prepared to supply medicines to order, to any part of the
country,and also hold myself in readiness to examine
and treat personally or by letter any caso of a consumptive tendency,that proves obstinate and uny elding under other modes of treatment.

or

A

a

because it has not been

Where all letters f;>r advice

CUTTER AND PRESSMAN is wanted to lake
charge ot a Tailoring establishment in a flour
idling Village in this State.
To one who understands the Dusiness thoroughly,
a permanent situation will be given.
The best of references required. Apply to
S. T. CLEVELAND & CO.,
No. 4 Free Street Block.
novl4 d3w*

MAINE.

VILLAGE,

and a half storied
COTTAGE, WOOD SHED AND
flu
BARN, together with TWO ACRES
OP LAND, in good state of cultiva*
tion. House contains seven linlshed
besides
Hall and Clusets—never tailing well
Rooms,
of good w ater.
Upon the lot are 4^ or BO large bearing Fruit Trees,
mostl grafted wi ll choice fruits.
Located in one of the most desirable streets in the
village, within live minutes walk from tho Seminary,
«
Churches ami Railroad Station.
For sale CHEAP if applied for soon.
Enquire at Gorham of J. A. WATERMAN, Esq.,
or Messrs. REDLON & CARD, or

proper way. 11ns I
to a general trcaimcnt

A.

GORHAM
A

a

M.

Tailor Wanted.

70. It
Terms

JOHN E. PALMER,
144 Middle St.

Throat, Coughs and Colds.

treated ia

Lot 36

$1,300,000

North American Insurance,Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $697,000

ot Lin-

twelve
families, with

by
good repair.

is pleasantly situated and in
easy. Apply to

la the only reliable and sure cure lor

the New

corner

RIO DE

ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.
Commonoinij November, 0, 1805.

In the payment of losses is a distinguishing feature
ol this Company,
IT NKVEU HAYI HO LITIGATED A CLAIM!

$1,518,000

Assets

**

story house and lot

PROMPTNESS

Co., of N. Y.,

Insurance

Exchange St.

Wanted.

eoln and Mayo Streets, containing
f$i|;
"f d* rooms. It is finished for two

And Life Invigorator,

Niagara

Maker*—HIGHEST

Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call on. or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,‘
130 Middle Street,
Nov 15—d2wd*
Portland, Maine.

For Sale.

rep-

Phoenix Insurance Co., N. Y.,
Assets

W. F. CH1SAM, 96
Nov. 15—d4w

Portland,

For Sale.
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main AveSaid
lot
is composed of two lots in one,
nue.
A
and is very handsomely hud out. For particulars,

Pant

and

this way.
The Dividends of the Charier Oak are equal in
value to thoso of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

$1,430,000

to

RETURN.

IMMEDIATE

Co., N. Y.,

Insurance

Wanted.
Coat

address Box 6S6 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf

Consumption,

18-d3t*

Nov

Stock and Fixtures of a Provision end GroLocation
run oi trade.
cery Store, with a aoodboth for
buying and sellgood as any in the city,

appllng

Agency, viz:—

Assets

CftUFFlN, Crotch Island.

DAVID

THE
as

bv

this

Metropolitan

Island Reeft about 40 fathoms of Chain,
an Ancnor attached; the owner can

ONwith part of
hear further

For Sale.

Biss of Heaven
Bo your sweet reward and crown,
High above the chill and blast,—
Sweetest music o'er you floating
Break of day, the strains denoting,
When you lay your armor
At the last!

Picked Up

_

sjugs your souls

s

by

resented

are

via Wnterrillo
Kendull’a Mill*.

CALLINO

The advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a term qf years without interest,
are obvious. No other Company pays dividends in

Life and Accident

The following First Class Insurance Offices

nol7dlw#

The house

even

Dollars,

Insurance in all it branches.

ern

When at

Million

Skowhegan

and

an

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

-FOR-

Portland to

Company.

THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by

LARGEST

co-’

_Steamboats.
_Medical.
DR. J. B. HUGHES
PORTLAND A KENNEBEC R. R. UnitecbStatesMail Line
WINTER

Fire Insurance Agency in the Slate
Capital represented over

_

House lor Sale.

To the lastl

*"*IaV'

Life Insurance

^

other

P. O. Box 1732.

Me.

161 Middle St.,
Oct 14—d&w3m

complete repair.

Tender jo/s and paiale. s smidng
Happy Husband—happy Wife!

w.

"SffiiEftSg
Sg&jp.wM.
Portland,

BRICK TENEMENT. No. 14
desk able residence— in

Gently calling,

JUC AXNB.

aiid otlmn,, then

h-u^" the £»«■?%&““fi"e S

three-story
Brown Street—a very
THAT

From tuu lauiuit «oxu the strife
Busy care* around you cast,

SoVdi^

Agents,
Exchange St., Portland,

29

Wanted,

Agents

WALE !

FOR

with

bring

no?20dlw»

Valuable Heal Estate

ol your life,
the echoes ol the past

Mem’ries

Insurance

w. w. ketcham.
Rtreet,
35315 Concrete
*(op STiin*-)

__

Softly fol’tog

O’er the down-hill
May

Energetic Men immediately,
rUB Steady
Apply to

or

BEALE.

JOHN E. DOW & SONS, CHARTER OAK

Wanted.

For Sale.

The Golden Wedding.

Railroads.

Insurance.

Insurance.

Wants, Lost and Found.

Let.

For Sale and to

Poetry.

Ilelnsr Only 35
and is for (ale by all

C.G.CLARK

A

Cent* 11

Druggists.

CO., Proprietors, N.w Ilaven, Ct.

W. F. PHILLIPS
and H. H.

IfCO.,

HAY,'Portland

August 31,1b6j.

HAYPRESS!

J. If.

Mr.,

PF.RKiyS If CO,
At/rnlt.
eotlAwlyr

Hlioleoale

HAT PRESSII-Th« Slde-Pow-

•r HAY »nd COTTON PRESS.
This mac hi tie Is
portable and easily m-t up In a common barn floor;
will press one ton of
Into 80 cubic feet in 30 minhay
utes; no beating, rolling or treading; no injury to
the bay; sla* ofWe » Si.
by 'JO In. by f44 In. No
other

machine

can

pres*

as

cheap.

The

invention is

of those
“happy hits” acknowledged to be Just
thing. Model and Bale of Hay may be seen at
Blake & Jones*, Commercial 8t. Senrt.fcr Cireular.
Address STEPHEN J. AUSTIN, Porttfnd, Me.

one
uie

Oct ai-eodlm

